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Health Status Of Calloway
County Most Impressive In
Mid-South Region Report Says
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Murray, Ky., Wednesday Afternoon, November 21, 1973

Calloway County has the most South Region, ranking the
impressive health status in dui counties from worst to best in
entire Mid-South according to a an effort to establish as ac, report just published by the curate and useful an index of
Memphis Regional Medical comparable health statistics as
possible for the region.
Program.
The Memphis Regional
This determination was based
on 16 factors that were applied Medical Program (MRMP) is
to the 80 counties in the Mid- one of the 56 similar programs

covering the United States and
Puerto Rico. The Memphis
program serves western
Tennessee, northern
Mi.sissippi, eastern Arkansas,
southeastern Missouri and
Southwestern Kentucky.
health-related
16
The
variables used in determining
the relative health status of
each of the counties are:
1. Percent population change.

on 1970 statistics, showed that
Calloway County had a
population growth of 32 per cent
between 1960 and 1970. In the
same period four West Kentucky counties - Ballard,
Carlisle, Fulton and Rickmanlost population while Marshall
gained 21.8 percent, Graves 3.1
per cent and McCracken 1.7 per
_
cent.
The nonwhite population of
proportion nonwhite.
Calloway County was listed as
3. proportion of children 3.2 per cent of the total
population of V,692 in 1970, a
under 5.
4. Proportion of people over rise of 50.6 per cent since 1960.
The population density was
65.
reported as 72 persons per
5. Proportion rural.
Calloway county committee throughout
of
24
residents
Some
County school system and a
of
Calloway
ion
the
administrat
from
the
in
mile.
ors
year
square
the
administrat
for
and
the
running
in
are
teachers
County
of
6. Income level.
LOOKING TO THE FUTURE-A committee
which each
The per cent of the population
Stabilization federal farm programs, locally,
.
for the purpose of organizing and scheduling a program in
l
attainment
four
meeting
Agricultura
l
been
have
7.
Educationa
University
State
Murray
from
consultant
right are:
under the age of five in 1970
the three new elementary schools. Shown kneeling deft to
and Conservation ASC Com- according to Riley. In Calloway
IL Death rate.
teacher may participate as one means of preparation for
Curd, supervisor; Johnny
Edward
farm
principal
University;
the
in the report was 6.3 per
State
given
county
Murray
from
,
according
munity
Committees
rate.
consultant
death
9. Nonwhite
William Miller, superintendent; Dr. Jack Rose,
Prinprograms are tobacco, feed
cent while 12.4 per cent of the
Freed Curd, Lynn Grove principal; Bob Allen, New Concord
Executive
ASCS
to
County
principal;
Hazel
rate.
Birth
10.
Cothran,
Roy
principal;
Kirksey
Bohannon,
both of
population was over the age of
(left to right) are: Mrs. Ruth par and Mrs. Judy Darnell,
Director, David E. Riley, Jr. grain and wheat.
11. Nonwhite birth rate.
cipal; and Don Cothran, Ahno principal. Teachers standing
Mrs. Carolyn Boggess, both of
and
committee
Feltner
community
Linda
the
In
65.
Mrs.
Concord;
ASC
for
New
election
mail
The
Redick,
rate.
Dolly
11 Infant mortality
Kirksey; Mrs. Betty Casslty, Faxon; Mrs.
Hazel;
There were 96 males for every
Concord; Mrs. Kay I.4swe and Mrs.Dyed Underwood, toth it
community committeemen is mail election, fanners in each
13. Nonwhite infant mortality
Almo; Mrs. Libby Conley, Faxon; Mrs. Linda Patterson, New
three
elect
will
100
females and 51 per cent of
community
Grove.
and
month,
Lynn
this
held
of
being
both
Jackson,
rate.
Betty
Mrs.
and
and Mrs. Juana Dodson
the
population of the county
ballots will be mailed by committee members and two
population
to
14. Physician
lived in rural areas of the
November 23 to all persons alternates, all to serve one-year ratio.
eligible to vote in the farmer terms, Riley said.
15. Dentist to population ratio. county in 1970.
He pointed out that any
committee elections, Riley said.
The average Calloway
16. Registered nurse to
farmer who is eligible to take population ratio.
Countian, according to the
The final date for mailing
part in any ASCS program is
The ranking of the counties report, had 10.8 years of
voted ballots, or for dropping
to vote in the mail resulted from determining each schooling and was making
eligible
them off at the county ASCS
election. Voting eligibility is county's relative standing on $6,725 per year.
office, is December 3. Ballots
determined without regard to each of the sixteen variables
The birth rate for the county
will be counted on December 7,
race, sex, color, religion or and then averaging the sixteen was listed as 13.4 per MOO
Morton said that petroleum
Shortage of distillate oils - East Coast may face a residual in the county ASCS office, 20810
WASHINGTON (A?)- Inteof up to 50 per South 4th Street, with the public national origin.
scores to provide an overall population while the death rate
rior Secretary Rogers C. B. supplies will be some eight per primarily home-heating oil and oil shortage
Riley said a list of known score for each of the region's 80 was 10.5 per 1000. The nonwhite
n
cent.
consumptio
hit
will
fuel
to
current
jet
invited
attend.
and
below
diesel
cent
Morton said today the eastern
eligible voters is on file at the counties.
Zausner said it may be posbirth rate was listed as 11.1 per
On December 14 the newly
United States faces possible by the end of the year. He said late in January and gasoline
county ASCS office, and is open
residual
more
to
produce
of the region's eight 1000 and the nonwhite death
Six
elected community compower brownouts by December the shortage could jump to 20 shortages may begin showing sible
at the expense mitteemen will hold a county for public inspection."U a man Missouri counties fell in the rate was given as 16.7 per 1000.
because of the fuel crisis and per cent during the first quar- up in early or gold-February, oil in refineries
or woman feels he or she is worst half of the health index The infant mortality rate in the
production.
gasoline
of
higher
ly
substantial
1974,
said.
convention to nominate and
Morten
said things could be even worse ter of
eligible to vote and is not listed, and five out of eight Kentucky county was 5.4 per 1000 live
probe
also
oil
More
could
shortestiThe over-all petroleum
eke" one county committee
than previous official
after the first of the year.
just call it to the attention of counties being analyzed ranked births.
Naval
Hills
Elk
age disguises even more cru- duced from the
member and two alienates,
mates.
anyone in the office, and it will In the upper half.
from
and
Reserve
in
Petroleum
ed
In 1970 Calloway County had
earlier
concentrat
message
shortages
out.
cial
energy
pointed
Riley
his
In
checked out right away," he
he
Texas,
in
oilfields
country
existing
esthe
Nixon
The counties were ranked by 19 physicians (22 now practice
certain areas of
The newly-elected county be
this month, President
said.
a point system with Lee County, here) and a ratio of 1 doctor for
timated petroleum shortages and in certain fuels, with resid- said.
committee member will serve
Farmers might also want to Arkansas, having the lowest every 1,457 persons. McCracken
These measures might yield for three years, the alternates
might range between 10 and 17 ual oil, a heavy fuel oil used
the county office to be cumulative total of 11.1 and County, which had the best
largely in electric generators, up to 550,000 barrels per day of for one year. ASC community check at
per cent.
ASCS community
which
sire
but
oil,
residual
Calloway County having the doctor-patient ratio in the 80
The United States currently presenting the most immediate additional
committeemen not only elect
they are in, the executive highest with 48.7.
county region, had 163
consumes an estimated 17 mil- and critical problem, Zausner there has been no progress so members of the ASC county
(See ASC, Page 16)
far toward implementing any of committee, but also assist the
WASHINGTON(AP)- Pres- lion barrels of oil daily.
The survey, which was based physicians for a ratio of 1:358.
said.
The number of dentists in the
ident Nixon is giving no thought
He said the nation uses about them.
A deputy assistant secretary 3.6 million barrels of residual
With scarcely one month to
county is listed as 13 making
to banning automobile driving
one dentist for every 2,1300
on Sundays, one of his top aides of Interior, Eric Zausner, said oil daily but will only get about go before the residual shortage
an increasing shortage of resid- 2.55 million barrels per day in hits hard, Zausner was asked
persons and there is one
said today.
registered nurse for every 477
Director Roy L. Ash of the ual oil will leave many power the first quarter of next year.
whether that deadline could be
persons in the county.
Office of Management and plants so short of fuel, especialThat leaves a deficit of more beaten and a residual emergenThe population of Calloway
Budget ruled out consideration ly on the East Coast, that con- than one million barrels a day, cy avoided if these measures
County was predicted to reach
of any Sunday ban on driving, sumption of electrical power a 29 per cent shortage nation- began today.
equalling the
"I can't answer that," he
but said Nixon is considering must be reduced 10 to 20 per wide.
in the per gallon of gas." He said that 31,600 by 1980,
At a recent meeting of the to introduce a resolution
predictiou for Graves County at
proposals to prohibit the sale of cent.
Zausner said the shortage is said.
large
the
force
should
congress
ives),
Representat
(of
Morton said such a reduction heavily concentrated in New
that time. By 1990 the report
Morton was unable to say legislature's interim committee House,
gasoline on Sunday.
requesting Congress to ap- oil companies to release the predicts a population of 36,500
Talking with reporters after would be "a very difficult England and the Middle Atlan- when President Nixon might on Labor and Industry, Rep.
propriate funds for the patents on such devices that
meeting with Nixon, Ash said thing."
tic States. He could not say act on the recommendation Kenneth Imes, D-Murray, development of a carburetor they buy to keep them from for Calloway surpassing Graves
in
be
legislative
his
of
may
some
"We
said,
outlined
he
to
But,
force
ban
County by 3,800 persons.
the Sunday gasoline sales
how high the residual shortage from his Cabinet task
would increase the miles being produced.
was "among many and varied the brownout business if we there might go but said there close gasoline stations on Sun- proposals for the 1874 session of that
Arentalieltelfren
the General Assembly.
•Orestienaieenteite
ideas" being considered by Nix- don't do it."
have been estimates that the days.
prea
to
at
voted
newsmen
The
committee
told
Morton
on.
file a collective bargaining bill
He said the President had briefing that shortages of residfor public employees and
made no decision, but would be ual oil will begin hurting, parseveral consumer protection
making announcements "rela- ticularly in power plants, by
bills. "If the legislature passes
Memphis Regional Medical Program
early December.
tively soon "
the
employees
public
(Ranked from Worst to Best)
bargaining legislation, I think It
December 14 Here
no-strike
a
should contain
Score
County
prices was more than offset in
Score Rank
County
Rank
WASHINGTON (AP)- Con- the statistics by large increases clause,"(binding arbitration),
27.4
Mississippi
on,
Washingt
41
11.1
Lee, Arkansas
1
sumer prices rose sharply last in prices of rant meals basalt
27.6
Arkansas
Sharp,
42
12.2
Tallahatchie, Mississippi
2
The committee also approved
month following September's and some food and some gro27.6
Dunklin, Missouri
43
12.6
i
Mississipp
Tunica,
3
for pre-filing, a "New Car
27.8
slowdown, owing partly to the cery star,
Chester, Tennessee
.
13.5 44
Quitman, Mississippi
4
Lemon Bill" which would
28.1
energy crisis and higher prices
e
Tennesse
Weakley,
45
14.5
of
Food Wien rose one-tenth
Mississippi, Missouri
5
28.7
that anyone who bought
require
for fuel oil and gasoline, the
Arkansas
,
Lawrence
46
17.5
a per cent Mowing a drop of a "lionnteduintible" new car,
Pemiscot, Missouri
6
28.7
government said today.
Mississippi, Arkansas
47
17.8
i
in
Mississipp
cent
,
per
a
of
Sunflower
seven-tenths
7
28.7
be Ow Ms money back or •
Tennessee
for
date
n,
sale
Henderso
opening
The
48
19.1
Kenfor
%
i
per
rates
reMississipp
6
Grade loan
f3enton,
The Department of Labor
September and a record
8
29.0
it. They also
replace
to
cir
e
new
Tennesse
air-cured
Carroll,
dark
49
35,
19.3
Type
i
are
Yalobusha, Mississipp
tucky fire-cured, type 23,
ported that the cost of living cent jump in August. The in- approved a bill to main it
9
29.0
i
Mississipp
Monroe,
Thursday,
be
will
19.4
50
based on an average loan level tobacco,
Panola, Mississippi
climbed eight-tenths of one per crease was larger on a season- unlawful to disconnect or alter
10
29.5
n, Arkansas
Crittende
and
Mayfield
51
in
19.9
13,
December
an
or
Kentucky
pound
per
pushed
Hickman,
of 53.5 cents
cent in October and
11
ally adjusted basis, increasing the odometer of a motor vehicle
29.6
i
Mississipp
in
Tate,
14,
52
20.0
December
Friday,
i
Mississipp
Marshall,
increase of $2.70 per one
12
consumer prices up 7.9 per cent five-tenths of a per cent corn- with the intent to defraud by
30.4
i
Mississipp
w,
Chickasa
anan
to
53
20.4
according
Woodruff, Arkansas
hundred pounds over last year, Murray
13
a year ago. It marked pared with a drop onf one-tenth changing the mileage „reading
above
30.5
Kentucky
Fulton,
the
by
20.8 54
Monroe, Arkansas
the announcement said. The nouncement made
14
the largest jump in any 12- of a per cent on that basis on on R.
30.5
Hardenum,Tennessee
55
Tobacco
21.0
Fired
Dark
Western
Tennessee
34
Crockett,
15
grade loan rates range from
month period since the 8.7 per September.
31.0
i
hiMississipp
Imes
Rep.
Tippah,
session,
Last
56
21.1
today.
Association
Growers
Clay, Arkansas
16
cents to 76 cents per pound.
Grocery prices actually de- troduced legislation that would
cent inflationary rate recorded
31.1
i
Mississipp
Grenada,
57
21.1
Ellis, general
Holmes
Bolivar, Mississippi
17
Grade loan rates for dark air31.4
in the June 1950-61 period at the clined three-tenths of a per cent allow the public to repeal
Randolph, Arkansas
22.1 58
Coahoma, Mississippi
18
cured, Type 35, tobacco are manager of the association said start of the Korean War.
31.7
but the drop was offset by a 1.8 legislation they felt was
Kentucky
Marshall,
59
22.3
e
Tennesse
exFayette,
19
based on an average of 47.6 that an active market is
31.9
In addition to sharply higher per cent jump in food pur- unecessary or harmful to the
Mississippi
tawamba,
I
60
22.3
Ripley, Missouri
20
32.3 cents per pound, an increase of pected. The crop in the Western prices for gasoline and fuel oil, chased away from home, in- public interest. "I plan to
i
Mississipp
Alcorn,
61
22.5
Stoddard, Missouri
21
32.3
$2.40 per one hundred pounds District is estimated around 5 rising costs for clothing, mort- cluding restaurant meals and reintroduce this legislation
Arkansas
Jackson,
62
22.5
i
Mississipp
Pontotoc,
22
33.5 a
over last year. Dark air-cured million pounds for dark fired gage interest rates and health snacks.
Tennessee
Benton,
63
should
23.0
public
the
feel
I
e
because
Tennesse
Haywood,
23
33.6'loan rate s range from 32 cents tobacco and it is expected that Insurance contributed sigMississippi
,
Lafayette
Poultry, egg and pork prices be able to vote down laws they
64
23.1
Butler, Missouri
24
the dark air-cured crop will be nificantly to the October rise in fell sharply again-as they did
33.6
to 67 cents per pound.
Dyer, Tennessee
23.3 65
do not want," he said.
Lake, Tennessee
25
34.1
around 450,000 pounds.
for
prices
said.
Tennessee
t
and
In September
Hardin,
prices, the governmen
66
24.3
e
Tennesse
member of the Highways
a
As
e,
Lauderdal
26
34.4
Mississippi
Tobacco will be offered in the
Prentiss,
A decline in meat and poultry beef and veal declined as well, and Traffic Safety committee,
67
24.4
Carlisle, Kentucky
27
35.1
e
Tennesse
Obion,
usual manner and price sup68
but prices for most other food Rep. Imes supports the
24.5
Poinsett, Arkansas
28
35.1
y
irk
,
up,
Kent
went
Graves,
ports will be available to
stores
sold in grocery
24.5 69
"Habitual Offender" bill, which
Ballard, Kentucky
29
35.2
Tennessee
Gibson,
cooperating growers through
70
24.9
the government said.
for
Missouri
penalities
requires stiff
New Madrid,
30
35.5
No Paper Thanksgiving
i
Mississipp
Lee,
the association using the ser71
25.2
Prices for nonfood com- persons convicted of the same
e
McNairy, Tennesse
31
35.6
The Ledger & Times will not modities jumped nine-tenths of
Tishomingo, Mississippi
vices and facillties of auction
25.3 72
several times.
Decatur,Tennessee
32
36.2 ,
Fair and cool tonight with warehouses, the announcement publish on Thanksgiving Day so one per cent, sharpest this year traffic violation
Missouri
Scott,
25.3 73
are not the
Tipton, Tennessee
33
36.7
Kentucky
lows in the low to mid 40s. said. Marketing cards must be that the employees of the and the biggest jump since a "Most car accidents
n,
McCracke
74
25.7
i
Leflore, Mississipp
but of the
34
37.0
Arkansas
Partly cloudy and mild Thur- presented to the auction newspaper may enjoy the one per cent increase in Octo- fault of the car,
Greene,
75
26.1
Cross, Arkansas
35
driver," he said. "We must
37.3
Tennessee
sday'with highs in the upper Ns. warsbotnes where tobacco is holiday with their families.
Henry,
76
adjusted,
26.3
ber 1970. Seasonally
Calhoun, Mississippi
36
Stiffen the penalties, especially
375
Shelby, Tennessee
Increasing cloudiness and sold in order to siretve prompt
Government offices will be the increase was five-tenths of
77
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and
businesses.
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rents, mortgage payments
Phillips, Arkansas
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48.7
added.
KAstalcky
40s
Callaway,
27.2 80
The nest Ismsof the Ledger & medical fees rose 1.1 per cent,
cool Sunday. Lows in the
St. Francis, Arkansas
..
40
Opening sale dates for dark"In view of the energy
through the period. Highs Fri- fired tobacco sales will be early Times will be published on an increase not equaled since
"I plan
lines,
Rep.
said
crisis,"
Friday, November 23
day and Saturday in the 60s in January, 1974
March 1970
High Sunday in the 50s.
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Committeemen Given

Eastern States Face Brownout By
December, Could Be Worse By '74

Nixon Giving No
Thought To Ban
On Sunday Driving

Rep. Imes Outlines Legislative
--Proposals at Committee Meeting

County Health Status

Cost Of Living Shows
Sharp Rise Last Month

Tobacco Sales To
Open December 13
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Mrs. Jagoe Speaker At Regular Meeting Murray Quota Club
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Special Bridal
Events Given For
Mrs. J. R. Steward

RICHARDSON BOY
Mr. and Mrs. Charles
Richardson, 404 North 5th
Mrs. James Ray Steward, the
Street, Murray, are the parents former Gloria Cook, was
of a baby boy, Russell Jay, complimented with two lovely
weighing ten pounds eight bridal events.
ounces, born on Thursday,
The community room of
November 15, at 3:14 p.m. at the Murray Federal Savings and
Murray -Calloway County Loan was the scene of a shower
Hospital.
given by Mrs.Steve Kemp, Mrs.
They have three daughters, William Cherry, and Miss
Teresa, age eight, Melissa, age Patricia Cherry.
six, and Robin, age two. The
For the occasion the honoree
father is serving in the United wore a floor length light blue
States Navy on the USS John dress and was presented a
King from Norfolk, Va.
corsage of white carnations by
Grandparents are Mr. and the hostesses.
Mrs. M.G. Richardson of
Refreshments were served
Madisonville and Murray and from the beautifully appointed
Mrs. Ruby Tinsley of Murray. A table overlaid with a white linen
great grandmother is Mrs. and lace cloth and centered with
Lovie West of Symsonia.
an arrangement of white carnations and royal blue baby's
breath.
Eighteen persons were
present Or sent gifts.
Mrs. Danny Morton and Miss
Brenda Russell were hostesses
for another bridal shower held
at the Russell home on Poplar
Street.
The recent bride wore a
lovely trousseau frock and was
presented with hostesses' gift
corsage of white carnations.
Refreshments were served
from the table overlaid with a
candlelight lace cloth and
centered with an arrangement
of roses in various coin.
Present or sending gifts were
fourteen persons.

Professional
MARY RAY OAKEN, vice-president of the Kentucky Federation of Business and
Club held
Women's Clubs, left, spoke at the anniversary dinner meeting of the Murray B&F'W
Club president.
Thursday at the Murray Woman's Club. With her here is Betty S. Riley, Murray
Candles for each president are placed on the table.

Four-H Project
Chairmen Named
For The County

Build with Beef
Beef builds better meals and
better meals build better bodies. The high quality protein
beef provides is needed for
growth, especially in the early
years, and for maintaining
and repairing body tissues
throughout the life span.
Protein strengthens defense
mechanisms against infection
and disease. Beef also is a
good source of minerals,
especially iron, and the B
vitamins. In addition, beef
satisfies!
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Matinee at 1:00 Thur.-Fri.-Sat & Sun.

The Murray Business and
Professional Women's Club
celebrated its forty-sixth anniversary with a banquet on
evening, November
Thursday,
Mrs.
and
Dowdy
Mrs. Betty
Woman's Club
Peggy Jennings have been 15, at the Murray
selected to serve as County 4-H House.
Mrs. Betty S.Riley, president
Clothing Project Co-Chairman,
Mrs. Annie
and Mrs. Betty Tucker as gave the welcome,
the invocation.
County 4-H Foods Project Nance gave
Special music was by Mrs. Fay
Chairman.
who sang "Try a Little
Them ladies will be using Stephens
"Reach out to
their subject matter know-how Kindness"
and "His Nane is
Jesus"
4-H
The
projects.
the
to promote
Mrs. Stephens was
Foods and Clothing Projects are Wonderful."
by Gina Hopkins.
two of the largest in the state, accompanied
guest speaker was Mary
The
needed.
is
support
more
and
Ray Oaken, Cadiz, first vice
The County Chairman will
president of the Kentucky
give guidance in these two
Federation of Business and
Fred
assist
and
Project areas
Professional Women's Clubs.
Gilliun, 4-H Agent, and Mrs.
Mrs. Oaken spoke on the
Barletta Wrather with leader
"Equal Rights Ammendment."
and
training,
and
recruitment,
The Club received a Happy
provide information to leaders
Greeting call from
Birthday
concerning these two project
Mrs. Cleo Gillis Hester from
RMS.
Lexington who was a charter
Mrs. Dowdy, Mrs. Jennings
member of the Murray Club.
and Mrs. Tucker will be
working with Project Leaders, Mrs. Myrtle Wall, another
Elementary School District charter member gave the
Leaders, "Reminescence" of the club
Leaders, Teen
4-H with responses from the pastLeaders,
Homemakers
-lighting
Council, and Homemakers presidents. The candle
ceremony followed.
CounciL

Woody Smith, Mable Rottering, Ruth Parsons, Mary
Johnson, Aida Clemons, Ruth
Butler, Ruby Dunlap, Ethel
Stamper and Edna Earl
Rucker, assistant director of
Paducah, Trecia Pursell, Helen
Faye May of Fulton, and
Frances Thomas of Cadiz.
Guests from Murray were:
Mesdames Marshall Stallons,
Larue Spann, Sadie Nell Jones,
Ethel Key, Alma Tracy, Hazel
Tutt, Roselle Outland, and
Clista Clanton.

A goal of one Project Leader
per five 4-H'ers enrolled in the
'project has been set by the
CHairmen.
The tentative dates of
January 7 and January 14 have
been set for the Foods and
Clothing training meeting for
project leaders.
Fuel and Food
The fuel shortage has become crucial to food production in the United States.
Petroleum products are needed
for trucking livestock and
crops from farm to market to
processor to food store and
are essential to the operation
of today's heavily mechanized
farms. Not only can a fuel
shortage hamper production
and marketing of food products, increased prices for fuel
are reflected in the cost of
food in the retail stores.

MURRAY
CLOSED TIL FRI.

Starts FRI.: "LIVE & LET DIE" (pg)f

Guests were Mesdames Eula
Crawford, Lynn Crystal, and
Roberta Tarry, mernbe.rs of the
Murray Art Guild who had an
art exhibit. Members of the
Murray Business and Women's
Club also had an exhibit of arts
and crafts.
Additional guests were:
Ftubye Wheatley, past Kentucky
State President, Josephine
Poyner, Muriel Reynerson,
Barbara Johnson, Rubye
Stubblefield, Mary Weaver,
Nell Albrittan, Susan Hicks,
Inell Mays, state treasurer,
Nancy Burnett, and Dorothy
Carlisle from Mayfield.

Son's a wrong number
mother tells him so

•• A A A
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--swe,g7 ve-gsr,cr.-xl-arx

1100 Chestnut
753-8488

CENTRAL
Si

Starts Thanksgiving

"SCALAWAG" G

ONEMAS
Cab...

CINEMA 1 - Now Showing- CINEMA 2

Mrs. Jagee, Jr.
our founding
values
basic
fathers took when they signed
Inof
Declaration
the
dependence nearly two hundred
years ago. "Americans must
renew their faith and call on
God to guide our nation and
preserve our freedom" she
said.
The speaker said Americans
should help themselves and not
put burdens on the government
because "out of bondage comes
faith, out of faith comes
courage, out of courage comes
liberty, out of liberty comes
abundance, out of abundance
comes complacency, out of
complacency comes dependence, and out of dependence
comes bondage."
Mrs. Jagoe, who was introduced by Mrs. Marjorie S.
Dunn, closed her talk with
scripture from the book of
Psalms.
The speaker, a retired
teacher, has had many honors
bestowed on her for work which
were published in the story on
November 10, but one not
mentioned was her work as a
member of the Board of
Directors of the Big Thicket
Association, an organization
trying to preserve the last big

By Abigail Van Buren
VIrl A Micas, Trews-N. Y. Minn Sy•IL, S.C.
DEAR ABBY: My 15-year-old son has built a bedroom
In our garage. He asked me if he could install an extension
phone out there as a friend of his had done. I told him I
thought it was illegal and he should not do it.
I returned from a brief trip to find that he installed a
phone in his room [He bought the instrument from a radio
shack store.)
Also, he has two road signs mounted on his wall. He
said one was given to him by a friend, and the other he
picked out of a gutter after having seen it there for a year.

CONFIDENTIAL TO "SAME FIGHT THIS YEAR IN
ATLANTIC, IA.": Settle it by going to your mother', for
le. Thanksgiving. and to his irinther's for Christmas
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TICKETS NOW ON SALE

Aurora, Ky.

THE PLACE — Southsnle Manor
Chestnut Sts.
ERIK FURNITURE STORE — lath
BANK OF MURRAY — PEOPLES BANK OF MURRAY

"Hummer' Annual Plates
by W. Goebel)

Limited Edition Portebi
Plates irr Bas Relief
1971-Edition Complete
trave.se

MAIL ORDERS NOW —
TRIGG CO. HIGH SCHOOL BAND—CADIZ, KY. 42211
Enclose check or money order payable to
CI. Ni
School Band and stamped, self.addressed
TICKETS. $3.00 Adult — $1.50 Student-Child

1T73-02.50
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some fools will continue to babble, regardless.
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DEAR ABBY: I work in a hospital, and I wish you
would please devote a little space in your column to the
way people should conduct themselves when visiting a patient in the hospital. Recently a patient was admitted with
a serious heart condition.
The patient's sister entered, hysterical and in tears.
She threw herself upon the patient [who was wired and
bottled on both sides! and screamed. "Thank God you're
alive. I thought you'd be dead by the time I got back!"
Then the patient's husband said to his ailing wife
''When I told So and So you were rushed to the hospital
with a heart attack, she said: 'She'll never make it'' "
This kind of talk at the bedside of a patient is uncalled
for, and detrimental to the welfare of the patient. Please
ask people to think before they speak, even tho they are
N. Y. POST READER
emotionally upset.
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Have a wonderful Thanksgiving, Love, Abby]
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Amen.
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Lubie and Reba's
Superburger

Northpoint Standard

0. heavenly Father,
We thank Thee for the food
And remember the hungry.
We thank Thee for health
And remember the sick.
We thank Thee for friends
And remember the friendless
We thank Thee for freedom
And remember the enslaved.
May these remembrances stir us to service
That Thy gifts to us may be used for others.

Mother Goose
Fashion
44.

PRE-HOLIDAY SPECIALS
*
yrirTVTIlr, fT It
Girls
Body Suits
Assorted
Junior
PANT SUITS DRESSES Sizes '12.00 °I3 to 130
60
Savings up to
44
Price
Values to 123
0*•
'8.00
Various Sizes
Little World
COATS
DRESSES
KNITS
-Values to 123
18
to '30
1
Values to 29
Drastically Reduced
Save
up
to % Off
118.00
Boys & Girls
0
HEALTH TEX
Infant thru Toddler Boys Sport Coats 00
a
Was 122 114
Values to '7
FLORENCE EISEMAN
'4.40
Special Asst
Values to 124
Ancee "K"
SWEATER
Reduced!
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Bel Air
Departmant
Phone
Shopping
753-1795
Center

FREE TICKETS at.
Grecian Steak House
Western Store 753-9885 Hwy.641 N. 753-441'
ernon Boot & Shoe Store (North 12th St.. Ext.)
753-0859
North Arcadia Center

DEARREADERS: If you are not accustomed to saying
grace before each meal, but would like to offer a thanksgiving prayer at your table on this Thanksgiving Day, mine
is yours for the reading. And here it is:

at

Sat.-Sun. 1-6 p.m.
G , 'Daring Dobermans"

CINEMAS
111••••

The Wild Raspberry

DEAR MOTHER: The same principle is involved in
both instances. By-passing the phone company is taking a
free ride on their monthly service, even tho the instrument
was purchased elsewhere. Keeping road signs that beton r
to the county is also dishonest. I'm with yea. mother.

Christmas Visions
Come True

FREE SHOW!!

CENTRAL

North Arcadia Center

fl believe him.!
I think the phone should be removed from our son's
room unless he is willing to have it installed by the phone
company and pay monthly charges. I also believe the road
signs should be taken down, since they were county propA MOTHER
erty. What do you think?

FRI.-SAT.-SUN.
Walt Disney's
"Bedknobs &
Broomsticks"
Plus "Perri" G

be saved for National Biological
Reserves.
Mrs. Jagoe was visiting
relatives and friends in Murray
and Cadiz at the time she spoke
at the Quota Club meeting.

wilderness area of its kind in
Texas in the United States. She
testified in Washington before
the Interior Committee on
Parks and Recreation and as a
result 84,000 acres of area will

Forty-Sixth Anniversary of Business And
Professional Women's Clutils Celebrated

DRIVE .71IN
,

PAUL NEWMAN
THE MACKINTOSH MAN

"Americans must stand up
and be counted," said Mrs.
Marcellus Hay Jagoe, Jr., of
Brovrnwood, Texas, in her talk
before members and guests of
the Murray Quota Club at the
meeting held November 13 at
the University Branch of the
Bank of Murray.
Mrs. Jagoe spoke on the
theme, "Preserving
of
Brand
American's
Freedom." She said Americans
must put emphasis anew on the
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Down the

arden Path

hological

By Mrs. W. P. WILLIAMS

visiting
n Murray
the spoke
eting.
Members of the Murray High
School Student Council attended
the 27th annual convention of
the Kentucky Association of
held
Councils
Student
November 10 at Notre Dame
Academy in Covington. This is
the eleventh consecutive year
that Murray High delegation
has attended the State convention.
"To Dream a Dream" was
the theme of the convention and
more than 500 students participated.
Rhonda Garland, Murray
High Student Council president,
served as a group leader on the
discussion "Planning and
Implementing Projects."
Also attending from the local
Council were Krista Kennedy,
vice president; Jane Rose,
secretary, Martha McKinney,
treasurer, and representatives
Nancy Fitch, Cindy Gould,
Becky Gould, Lisa Jones,
Dorisanna Steely, Val Harrison,
Pam Booden, and Tricia Klein.
After the convention was
over, the students attended a
banquet honoring Mrs. Anna
Miller, retiring Executive
Secretary of the Kentucky
Association of Student Councils.
Mrs. Miller has served fifteen
years in this position.
The group was accompanied
by Mrs. Franklin Fitch, Student
Council advisor, Mr. and Mrs.
Eurie Garland, and Mrs. John
McKinney.

Members of the XI,Alpha
Delta chapter of Beta 'Sigma
Phi held their Preferential Tea
on Sunday, November 11, at the
Community Room of the
Federal Savings and Loan

or a s about

f PEO Has Luncheon Meet

Chapter

Mrs. Olga Freeman, Hazel,
assisted by Miss Ann Herron,
of
members
entertained
Chapter M of P.E.O. in her
home Saturday, November 17.
The meeting featured a lovely,
fall, noon luncheon and a guest
speaker, Mrs. Richard Brown,
Chapter P, Paducah.
Mrs. Brown, one of eight
Kentucky delegates, gave a
summary of the program and
business of Supreme P.E.O.
Convention held in September

In The
CENTRAL CENTER'S SECTION
of This Paper

HOSPITAL PATIENT
Carl Hoke of Murray has been
dismissed from the Western
Baptist Hospital, Paducah.

You'll Save!!
THE HANGER'S

at Hotel Marriott, New Orleans.
Mrs. Brown called attention to
Wednesday, November 21
the inspirational music. She
The Murray Open Duplicate
also summarized changes in the Bridge, will rneet at 7:90 p.m. at
constitution and bylaws. The Gleason Hall at the corner of N.
Supreme delegates adopted the 12th and Payne Sta.
Education"
"Continuing
program for adults as a perMay,November MI
manent project. An invitation
art exhibits of Jim
Senior
was extended by Boston State
Scottsville, Chris
Howell,
Chapter of the biennial conAlines, Princeton, and Dan
a
have
to
delegates
vention
Butler, Marion, will open at
"Boston Tea Party" in that city
Murray State University and
in 1975.
extend through December 4.
the
to
presented
was
gift
A
speaker by Mrs. John C.
The Theta Department of the
Quertermous, president, who
Murray Woman's Club will
presided at the meeting. Mrs.
meet at the club house at 7:30
Larrie N. Clark led the
p.m. with Miss Evelyn Bradley,
devotions.
Mesdames Ray Brownfield,
Plans were discussed for the
William Pinitston, and Charles
which
at
December meeting
Hale as hostesses.
time members are to bring
items for the "Stitchings and
Recovery, Inc., will meet at
Stirrings" auction. Mrs. W.J.
Mental Health Center at
the
Pitman will discuss "Christmas
seven p.m.
in our Lives."
Members present were:
The Creative Arts DepartP.
Maurice
Mesdames
ment of the Murray Woman's
Christopher, Larrie N. Clark,
meet at the club house
Olga Freeman, A.C. LaFollette, Club will
with Mesdames
a.m.
9:30
at
Hillis
McKenzie,
Henry
Henry Holton, Hunter Love,
McKenzie, Madison, Wisc.,
Harcourt, K.T. Crawford,
John C. Quertermous, Paul W. Jules
Robert Douglas as
and
and
Sturm, Miss Ann Herron,
Miss Bernice Lutes, a P.E.O. hostesses.
guest who is attending Murray
State.

2nd

SALE
SALE ENDS SATURDAY

Drawing
AU. STREET LENGTH

Sat., Nov. 24 for

DRESSES

3 Gift
Certificates
1st Prize '50"

20% Off
ALL FALL

SPORTSWEAR
Coordinate Groups

20% Off

2nd

Prize

3rd

Prize

JEANS
SPORTSWEAR
1
/
2 Price
One Group

Body Shirts & Tops
1/2 Price

Odds & Ends

20%Off
THIS INCLUDES NEW SPRING
STYLES JUST ARRIVING
HIP HUGGERS AS WELL AS
HIGH RISE INCLUDED.

SLACKS
1/3 to 1/2
Off

Select Group

liticotitennt CSrdr
All Sales Final, Sorry No
Exchangesai Gift Wrap

root activity goes on even during
the coldest weather. Su before
putting your plants to bed for the
winter, stir the sod around
them, add some compost and
heap a little coarse mulch
around them and they will
gratefully repay you next
spring.
Unless we have some rain,
they may need water before the
compost and mulch is applied,
to be sure they are not too dry.
Then there is the clean-up.
The hydrangeas, marigolds and
zinnias and several of the
smaller shrubs have been struck
down by the freeze and present
an ugly sight with their lovely
branches now black and wilted.
Cut them off just above the
ground and clean way the debris
around the plants. Many a insect
would love to lay its eggs under
Brush Early or Late
such debris and so we must get
Beef rotisserie roasts may ahead of them. It presents a
be brushed with sauce during much
appearance
nicer
the entire cooking time or anyway. Makes our flower beds
only during the last half hour look as if somebody cared.
or so. The ingredients of the
Aren't the berried plants
sauce determine the best time beautiful just now? I have one
to start basting. Avoid brush- that has always been known as
ing the meat with sauces high the Violet Berry, which of
in sugar too soon or too much course is not its name. I have
the
discover
to
browning will occur. Less tried
sweet sauces can be used horticultural name for it. But it
earlier in the roastingyeriod. is lovely with its leaves all gone

You would think that there
would not be so much to do when
the frost and freeze has killed all
the annuals, but there is still
plenty of work for the gardener.
First there are the leaves,
they don't just sift down gently
as they did last week, they are
simply raining down in drifts.
I have one tree that was
absolutely denuded in one night.
The leaves should be raked up
for the sake of the grass.
Hardwood leaves do not pack so
badly, but some like the maple
can smother the roots of grass
and can really damage the
flower beds. They pack so
tightly that they keep out the air
and make a cover like a plastic
sheet.
We need to remember too that

the
of
purpose
The
Preferential Tea is to welcome
new members into Beta Sigma
Phi. Each girl took the oath and
was presented the traditional
pin and a long stemmed yellow
rose
Afterwards refreshments of
cake, nuts, mints and punch
were served by the social
committee.
New members of XI Alpha
Delta are Mesdames Ronnie
Hutson, Joe Sinter, Mike MitBeta Sigma Phi are, left to right, Mrs. Bobby chell, Richard White, and
NEW MEMBERS of Xi Alplo Delta Chapter of
White,and Mrs. Ronnie Hutson.
Bobby Martin.
Martin, Mrs. Mike Mitchell, Ma,Joe Sutter, Mrs. Richard
Members attending were
Mesdames Tommy Carraway,
John Emerson, Wallace Ford,
MURRAY LEDGER TINfrs
Richard Ford, Fred Gardner,
Joe Ginn, Charles Lowery,
Donny Lyons, Mike Morgan,
Gerry Requarth, W.H. Williams
and Danny Workman.

AD

One Rack

te6,

Garrett,
Wanda
Miss
daughter of Rev. and Mrs. Coy
Garrett, has completed plans
for her wedding to Danny
Johnson, son of Mr. and Mrs.
Quindon Johnson of Marietta,
Miss.
The vows will read on
Saturday. November 24, at
three p.m in the sanctuary of
the Martin's Chapel United
Methodist Church with the
bride-elect's father performing
the double ring ceremony.
Edwin Garrett, brother of the
bride-elect, will be the pianist.

The Hazel Woman's Club met
Thursday, November 15, at
seven p.m. at the Community
Room of the Dees Bank of Hazel
with the president, Mrs. Gerald
Gallimore, presiding.
Mrs. Hughes Bennett opened
the meeting with a devotion on
the theme of "Friends." The
club repeated the pledge of
allegiance.
Mrs. Dee Imes, public health
nurse at the Calloway County
Health Center, was the guest
speaker. Her subject was
"Hypertension Awareness."
She gave some very interesting
facts about hypertension and
said that starting with children,
persons by leaving off fats and
cutting down on salt intake.
would help the next generation
blood
hypertension
with
pressure. She concluded her
program by checking the blood
pressure of each member.
During the business meeting
a report was made on plans
being made for a scholarship to
be given to a local student.
Mrs. Max Parks, Mrs. Bobby
Washer, and Mrs. Charles
Parker, were voted in as new
members.
The club revealed their old
secret pals and new names were
drawn for the coming year.
Refreshments were served to
the fifteen members. Only one
members was absent.
The Christmas dinner and
monthly meeting will be held
December 20 at 6:30 p.m. at the
Colonial House Srnorgasbord.
CANDI E D TOMATOE
Just stir 3 tablespoons brown
sugar, well-packed, into
tomatoes from a 16-ounce can
Add salt to taste. Simmer in
heavy saucepan over low heat
until sugar has absorbed most
of the liquid, about 30 minutes.
'Rim into greased casserole
Sprinkle top with another
tabieepson *brown- sugar. Cover-..
with 24 cup fresh bread crumbs.
Dot with butter. Bake uncovered, in 375-degree oven
until sugar is melted and
crumbs browned, about 20 to 30
minutes.

nos

GOODIE PLACE
Aurora, Ky.

•Wicker Furniture
Victorian ram in
Shelves
Racks
Chairs
Planters
Headboards Tables

presents

Traditional Thanksgiving
Feast

Miss Martha Beale will be the
maid of honor. Bridesmaids will
be Miss Jackie Budzko and Miss
Janet Sparks, and junior
bridesmaid will be Miss Sheila
Sparks.
George Vernon Crowe will be
best man. Groonutmen will be
Kenny Whitefield and Laveral
Crosson.
Following the ceremony a
reception will be held at the
fellowship hall of the church.
All friends and relatives are
invited to the wedding and the
reception.

Mrs. Dee Imes
Guest Speaker
At Hazel Meet

and only great sprays of violet
colored clusters of berries along
its stems. It has never done very
well before, but this year it has
been a beautiful thing to behold.
Then there are others like the
holly, the
Dogwood, the
Barberry, the Pyracantha and
even the Ligustrurn with its blue
berries. How the birds do love
them all. If you do not have any
of these for the birds, please do
plant some of them in the
spring. They will be a source of
pleasure all the year round and
willattract birds from the entire
area.
It is time to lay ins supply of
seed for them, for the ground
will soon be frozen and they will
need extra food. Leta give them
a Thanksgiving feast too.

.0' Roast Tom Turkey and Dressing v Baked Country Ham
12 Assorted Salads
.0 5 Garden Vegetables
v Pumpkin Pie
$ 1 75
children under 12
u
Served Buffet Style, 11 a.m. to 8 p.m. Thanksgiving Day

per person

FABRIC SALE
100% POLYESTER

CREPIE,STITCH
tional pric• on the doubl• knit you
A
new soft-look holiday fashions!
for
need
Light, bright, dark shades, 60- wide
Machin, wash, tumble dry. Skip th• ironing.

Reg. 53.99

100% POLYESTER

MENSWEAR

DOUBLE KNITS
Perfect for the "haberdashery" look for women
Ideal for men's pants, l ockets, sportswear
Plaids and checks in browns, greys, beiges
60" wide, non -wrinkling, permanent press

CUTTING BOARDS

ROBE FLEECE
100% nylon, 54" wide
Machine wash and dry
A4any pretty pastels

SI 69
II ID

PRE-LINED CREPE
85% acetate pre-lined
with 100% acetate
45" wide in many colors

$2.99
ID•
Reg. $1 49

72" FELT
FELT
SQUARES
NYLON NET
POLYESTER
CREPE

Reg S3 99

$241?

72"x 40" size
divided into 1- squares
Folds neatly for storage

CRUSHED VELVET
100% rayon with 100";
cotton bock. 45' wide
For fashions, decorating

ANIMAL LOOK

FUN FUR

11'
1°P$1,
8
9

tie plush pile
54
100% acrylic face
100°:: cotton bock

388

$
Reg.
S4.99

$2.4,?
— * CLOSiD THAffICSGIVINGMAY
Prices Good Thru Nov. 27

FABRIC

CENTERS

I

Uncle Jeff's Shopping Center

111

41.
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Editorial

Thanksgiving
"Rest and be thankful."
How far modern man has strayed from that wise
old Scottish counsel! Too often we scurry about our
daily affairs, complaining about traffic, the state of
the Union, food prices and the like—never,bothering
to count our blessings.
This Thanksgiving Day, tomorrow, November 22,
would be an excellent time to reflect upon the true
meaning of life in the United States of America and,
in so doing, come to a real appreciation of our good
fortune.
Thanksgiving is more than a unique American
celebration to be observed with parades, roast
turkey, football games, and speeches. It honors the
beginnings of the U.S. and our rich legacy of
freedom, won by the blood and sacrifices of the first
American settlers and others who came before us.
How can anyone breathe the sweet air of freedom
and not dedicate themselves to the democratic
ideals which make life worth living and upon which
this nation was founded?
Even with all the "Watergates," political charges
flying both ways and assertions that our President
should resign, no one has yet found a better system
for man to live and think in freedom without
worrying that what he does or what he thinks will
bring severe penalties against him.
Those who are so inclined to think that the
President should resign should be thankful that they
are able to say so publicly, without fear or redress.
That each of us should be alive and living in
the greatest country on Earth is cause enough to
give thanks every day of the year. We should never
be too busy, or too involved in everyday problems, to
Alest and be thankful."

Ten Years Ago Today
One sucker tobacco sales will begin in Murray on
December 13, according to Holmes Ellis, general
manager of the Western Dark Fired Tobacco
Growers Association.
About six hundred persons attended the symposium, "A Day With Bob Thomas," for its two
sessions yesterday at the Murray Woman's Club
House, sponsored by Nature's Palette Garden Club.
George H. Catlett, signalman third class USN, is
serving aboard the dock landing ship, USS
Catamount, now at San Diego, Calif., which recently
completed two weeks of amphibious exercises.
Mr. and Mrs. Franklin Jones are the parents of a
baby girl, Nina Gay, born November 18, at the
Murray Hospital.

20 Years Ago Today
telephones are now in service in
Murray, according to 011ie Brown, manager of the
Southern Bell Telephone Company, Murray.
Deaths reported are Joe Williams, age 70, of
Murray Route Six, on November 19, and W.C. Flora,
age 87, on November 14.
Billy J. Crass,son of Mr. and Mrs. Dewey D. Crass
of Murray Route Five, was recently promoted to
Cadet 2nd Lt., in Ordnance Corps branch of the
Army ROTC at the George Institute of Technology,
Atlanta, Ga.
Births reported include a boy to Mr. and Mrs,
James Vance on November 20
A total of 3,312

Seen&Heard Around Murray

—

Roll

Call Report

WASHINGTON—Here's how of railroad employees. They
area Members of Congress could not estimate total costs,
were recorded on major roll call but called the payments
votes Nov. 8 through Nov. 14. unreasonable because of
schedules that allow seasonallySENATE
OIL PIPELINE—Passed, 80 employed persons to receive
for and 5 against, the Trans- full-time compensation.
Opponents said the provisions
Alaska Oil Pipeline conference
report. Senate passage followed were worked out jointly by
and
House passage of the bill, which management
union
was then signed by the representatives and that
tampering with the provisions
President.
The law authorizes rights-of- might torpedo the legislation.
way through federal lands for They cited statements from
construction of the 789-mile railroad executives supporting
pipeline. The pipeline will carry the benefit levels and said that a
up to two million barrels of oil federal takeover of railroads
daily from Alaska's North Slope should not force economic
to the ice-free port of Valdez on hardships on employees.
Matzoh voted "yea."
Alaska's southern shore.
Stubblefield and Natcher
Tankers then will ship the oil to
voted "nay."
northwestern states.
Other major provisions immunize the pipeline against
CRIMINAL CONGRESSMEN
lawsuits
based
on
en- — Passed, 388 for and 18
vironmental grounds, such as against, a sense-of-the-House
failure to comply with the 1969 resolution setting guidelines for
National Environmental suspending House Members
Protection Act's requirements convicted of criminal activity.
The resolution, in effect,
for environmental impact
studies, and exempt wells suspends the congressional
producing 10 or less barrels per voting rights of Members
day from price controls. Also, convicted of crimes that carry
the law broadens the powers of penalties of at least two years
independent regulatory com- imprisonment. Members would
missions see above House regain their voting rights if
later court appeals clear them
vote.)
Supporters argued that the of wrongdoing.
Supporters said the measure
"critical" need for oil requires
immediate construction. They will help dispel public fears of
said the Arab oil cut off forces congressional indifference to
an expansion of domestic Member's misconduct. They
sources. Some supporters argued that such misconduct
grudgingly accepted such reflects on the whole House,
must
protect
provisions as the broadening of which
FTC powers and the barring of congressional integrity.
Opponents argued that the
anti-pipeline lawsuits on enConstitution limits the censure
vironmental grounds.
Senators who opposed the of Members to behavior on the
trans-Alaska route preferred a floor or misconduct "connected
trans-Canada route, which they with the legislative function."
said would avert oil spills and They said that suspending a
damage to Alaska's en- Member for other reasons
vironment. They said a trans- would illegally deprive his
Canada route would give the district of representation.
Stubblefield, Natcher and
Mid-West and Northweast—the
areas of the country most hurt Mazzoll voted "yea."
by the oil shortage—the first
FTC INDEPENDENCE —
shot at Alaskan oil.
Sen. Marlow Cook (111 voted Rejected, 162 for and 213
"yea." Sen. Walter Huddleston against, an attempt to remove,
from the Alaskan pipeline
(D) did not vote.
conference report, language
THANKSGIVING - RECESS— that broadens the powers of the
Approved, 215 for and 190 Federal Trade Commission and
against, a ten-day Thanksgiving makes other changes in the
between
recess, starting on Friday, Nov. balance-of-power
16 and ending at noon on federal regulatory commissions
and the Administration.
Monday, Nov. 26.
The House then passed the
An issue was whether the
House should take a long overall bill and sent it to the
vacation at a time of pressing Senate, which already had
legislative business, such as the approved
the
disputed
confirmation of Rep. Gerald language. The language was not
Ford i R-Mich. to be Vice- germane to the pipeline bill.
The language permits the
President
and
pending
legislation on the special FTC to bypass the Justice
Watergate prosecutor, energy Department when the department foot drags on prosecuting
crisis and tax reform.
Reps. Frank Stubblefield (0- violators of FTC regulations. It
i,William Natcher (13-2i and also would ellintnate the Office
Roman Mazza' 10-31 voted of Management and Budget's
power to veto requests by the
regulatory commissions for
RAILWAY EMPLOYEE information from businesses.
COMPENSATION — Rejected, Additionally, the disputed
187 for and 198 against, an language requires Senate
amendment to cut benefits to confirmation of the director of
employees displaced by any the Energy Policy Office and
federal takeover of railways the head of the Mining Enunder the proposed Regional forcement and Safety Administration.
Rail Reorganization Act.
The National Association of
The overall legislation
guarantees
a
"monthly Manufacturers and the U.S
displacement allowance" equal Chamber of Commerce lobbied
to present wages for employees to strike the provisions
with at least five years ex- Organized labor lobbied in
perience. It covers employees favor of the broader powers.
Those voting for striking the
who lose their jobs or who must
accept lower paying jobs within provisions argued that the bill
the public rail corporation to be gives the FTC and other
agencies too much inset up under the act.
dependence. They said that
TKHE
The rejected amendment without OMB control of searwould have cut off payment, ches for information many
after six years, to the latter small companies will face
group, but would not have cut unreasonable requests, and that
benefits to workers left the added paperwork could
force them out of business.
unemployed.
Opponents said that giving
The overall bill was then
passed and sent to the Senate. It the FTC more independence
proposes a Federal National will help it to control nonRailway
Association
to competitive business practices,
takeover six bankrupt railroads and
alleged
that OMB
in the northeast, and would monitoring of the FTC and
create a for-profit Federal Rail related agencies does not work
Corporation to modernize because of the OMB's close ties
to the corporate community.
existing service.
Stubblefield, Matcher and
Supporters of limiting the
allowances argued that the Mazzo!' voted "nay."
taxpayer needs protection
against long-term subsidation

Good to see John L. Williams
We are waiting for the Purple
last week. Gene Fairchild also Finches to arrive. Before they
in town visiting his parents.
get here ( the Grosbeaks too) we
have to put up a longer feeder
Flower beds just about for the Sunflower seeds. The
devastated by the freezing present one is short and will
weather. The Marigolds are still hold only one Grosbeak since
perking and the Chrysan- they are so aggressive that they
themums.
will allow no one else on it. If we
can find a long one, maybe
Nice letter from H.L. Hughes three or four can find room at
of Norfolk, Virginia
He the same time
published a letter to the editor
of his local paper pointing out
Another Thanksgiving Day
that there are ''family type" tomorrow How they roll
movies in his town. These around It seems only yestermovies are Audubon Wildlife day that
films which are presented by
the Cape Henry Audubon
Grace and Bill Jeffrey out at
Society and the National the Pancake House the other
Audubon Society there in Sunday morning.
:Norfolk. A series of five films is
r.,.presented with a season
0
Kelley and Kim, daughters of
ticket
t:', only 66.00. A family season Darlene and Wally Ford, are
c. ticket which admits one adult growing up.
# and five Scouts or students costs
;$12.00.
Speaking of Darlene, you
..
should see her painting ability.
r
? Experts in the field provide Innate artistic ability. Wally is
the comrnentation. The five attending MSU also and doing
films contain the most expert right well.
i photography in the world, in
color we feel sure and the
...!, subjects range from "Wild
5' Tennessee" with its wilderness
: beauty to an enthralling tinPUBLISHED BY MURRAY NEWSPAPERS, Inc., 103
'der.iea adventure "Four
Murray, Kentucky 42071, Phone 753 1916.
' Fathom World."

,.
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We'd say Mr. Hughes is right.
Mom and Pop could relax with
their children at these movies.

N 4th St.

Walter L Apperson, President and Publisher
Gene McCutcheon, News Editor and Production
Manager
We reserve the right to reject any AdvertiSing.
or Public Voice items which, in our Opinion, areLetters to the Editor,
not for the best interest of our readers.
National Representatives: Wallace Witmer'CO.,
1509 Madison Ave.,

Time§ Litt Alma- New Yor.k.. N.Y.4.5Mollenscin

paving around town? Most
extensive paving program in
recent years. We particularly
appreciate the new intersection
at Poplar and South 14th which
had gotten pretty rough.
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0109.,
tr-rii°‘
t. Mich
Subscription Oates: in areas serviced by carriers, $2
per month,
peyab4e in advance. By mail elsewhere in Calloway and adioining
*counties. $10 per year, other destinations $23 per year
All mail
subScriptions plus 5 per Carlt state tax .
Entered cia.ly at the prop Office,
Murray; Kentucky, for transmission
as Second Class Matter
The Outstanding Civic Asset if a Community
Is the Integrity*/ its Newspaper

Our
readers
write
Dear Sir;
Thank you very much for
your help in the promotion of
our Halloween Safety Project
If
we prevented only one
mishap to a ehtld,let trick-tab-eating, our project was a
success Thanks again

Ted Hopkins, Sec
Murray-Calloway
Jayfees

Toys and Camera Department
Uncle Jeff's

Sew Magic
Lasylu'earl Eazo tidi

4..•
_.

..
MarktiepWri

fbpncartncigef Serf

Culltour
•

SEW MAGIC- BARBIE'Fashion Set
Your child can make her own BARBIE° doll outfits using
the SEW MAGIC
,
. method! Basic kit includes materials for two
blouses, two skirts, shortie pajamas, dress and purse. Patterns are
reusable so she can make many more outfits with her own
material. Waistband guide, marking pencil, buckles, ribbons,
rubber bands and Dressmakers Form included with SEW MAGIC*.
machine, MIRACLE STITCH,
.cartridge, instructions
and McCALL'S sewing techniques. BATTERIES NOT INCLUDED.
DOLLS NOT INCLUDED.

•A

g

01973 Mattel, ir,c

Sports
BIG Camp
er
JIM®

BIG
JIM®

Hours of extra fun with
BIG JIM and his buddies.

DOLL
•

NO. 4332

Complete with boat, fishing gear,
cooking gear and stove plus
ountain climbing and rescue set. Ready for
action and adventure!
FIGURE NOT INCLUDED.
61973 Mattel, Inc.

899

Newborn BABY

„
J Aa 1
1.
TENDEFy
•Pz*J-->f4%•••
•
•-•
. Ae I lig!V- V 1I,Sot
LOVE
11.
1,1
••,

Buldging muscle pops off muscle
band. Make him play every
sports position. Make him $
pitch, hit, pass, kick,
and flex his muscle

99

Most Beautiful Dolls In The WORLD
by Madame Alexander

zi

ii'' V

144:
:
i
aI1b Ik 4
1) \

it .1

.4'

• st

-

-

'
fe

.• •Te•

soino1k-

4'"PP..•AP'
4411.

Looks and feels just like a new born baby.
Comes with her own soft blanket, diaper, bottle
and I.D. bracelet. Bathe her, dress her or
feed her! 13" tall. Rooted hair
C 1973 Mattel, Inc

$899
Rook Cards
•

99;

The INTERNATIONAL DOLLS*are a magnificierit group of
costumed dolls of foreign lands. Each doll is exquisitely and
authentically dressed in the clothes of the country they represent
The serve as a basis for many doll collectors. They are a wonderful bridge of "learning and understanding" of customs and
costumes of foreign land.
*Same construction as StoryLand Dolls.

Top row
No. 0774-Russian
Bottom row No. 0769-Denmark

A COLORFUL
E4HRI5TIMIS

No. 0772-China
No. 0767-Thailand

No 0780-Polish
No. 0763-German

from

The Ideal
Holiday Gift

Atilk

Makes its
own flashes
Sets its own
exposures.
Keystone

everflash '10
ME CAMERA
THAT MAKES ITS
OWN FLASHES-

IT NEVER
NEEDS
FLASHCUBES!
Just drop in an instant load
126 cartridge and you're
ready to shoot — day or
night. Never again buy
flashcubes! This incredible
camera will shoot up to 100
"flash pictures" on a set of
AA penlight batteries
Features a fast color corrected 1:6 lens for sharper.
brighter.pict'ure's .6r Slides
in color black and white
Made in U.S.A. Guaranteed
kw son Year-$

3377

•Instant loading
•Uses Kodak* 126 film
•1/5.6 3-element
coated lens
Made in USA

$4277
Keystone Everflash
30
•Instant loading
• Uses Kodak 126 film
• f/5.63-element
coated lens
•Vadt in. USA •
• Rechargable'batteries

$5277

U S

A

Made 'rBy Berke,

New Keystone
Rapid Shot
Instant Picture Camera
featuring the
revolutionary flash bar

Uses Polaroid'Film
accepts 108,107 and 88
Polaroid films Molar and BaW1
Keystone's new Rapid Shot flash electric eye
senses the amount of
light and fires flash only
if needed—saving cost of
flash shots

hewsflute.

Magicti 11C- X
instant-loading
camera outfit
AN nom
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Prices Good thru Wed., Nov. 28

It 91, 1973
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UNCLE JEFF'S CLOTHING & SHOE DEPT.
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Decorative

1

g
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•
•
0 •
M.
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•
115 •

Wrought
Iron
Easel

1

1
1
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GIRLS

Mm's

PANTY
TIGHTS

DENIM

JEANS
Flare Leg Style

pr $ 1 00

Black, White,
Green, Orange,
Red Blue

Bar-C

Reg. '1.19
$647

a Pair

Pr.

Come In And See Why Everybody Shops At Uncle Jeff's
HIGHWAY 041

-MURRAY,

Y juillSome items not exactly as illustrat.

CAMOFLAUGE

KEROSENE

II

Ladies

N WIRE
CHICKE
for
-

HEATER

DUCK BLINDS

7
99
Reg. $ 1

$997

6 ft x 150 ft

'25.88

G.E. Canister
Electric

6 Arm

4441T1

67

Reg. $ 1
13.57 I

s1.95 2 $
Reg.

Now

BATH
SETS

3'x5'

AREA RUGS

•

IRON
Reg.

I

Reg. 54.47 $350
Now

$28

"
g-7

I'

No F63

#1:11''
I&Me

$799

Foam Filled
Girls

9.17

BED
PILLOWS

PANTIES
WOODEN
Pkg. of 7 Pair $

SKILLET S
4/6'ki•w*
'
SET
2" & 10" Skillets with
/
81
Covers
$999

MILK
STOOL
afir

COAL
BUCKET

2 Speed

JIG SAW KIT

47

Reg.
Your $
24.00
I
Value Choice

$2

Reg. 2.95

Black & Decker
26 Pc. 3/8"
or

Black & Decker
12-Piece
Electric

CIRCULAR
SAW

4" Cross Cut 11799
/
v• 71
Blade -Intlacied99 v 1 h.p. Motor
$ 17
s 19.99

Coining ware
.
.D
(t

tio
"
apo
logt

Double
BAKE WARE SET
ipp
4110
*Mrs
NonAgmb
611k.?.
"Nitt•
P200 9" Pie
Stick
naP
"
G.E. Ir •
Deft
Plate, 2 Qt
Coated
Automatic
Loaf Dish, 2%
2x11"
/
191
Size
GRILL
Oblong Baking
Reg. s37.87
Dish
Reg. '12.99
Van Wyck

MINNETTE SET
Your
wth Lids
"
2
/
61
&
pt
2
/
11
pt,
1
Choice
Covered Skillets

1

.N.?4,9?'
lor.m.mow
149,./
,
II 3•04•44
agese,
;•.;

Ve:(171.••WaVb

DOG IRONS
Reg. '15.95
$1357
FIRE SCREENS
Pair

SHOVELS

36"-Reg. $19.95 $

48'1- Reg. '22.49
,_..vxesty

0r- •11,-..ars•
1,

•.1.
6 01,!..• •••

PACS

Gleamlite
4
35
1 110
i : -.1.111.
•ifit#
r
Lights ;

$699
From

0°°
Box of 50
Hi-Lites
Colorful
Christmas

,

7

47
97

Beautcful Christmas

98;

No P135FF

Choice of 6 roll
foil 28 sq. ft
or 6 roll P APER
60 sq. ft.

7 Foot Scotch Pine
CHRISTMAS TREE
134 Tips -Fire Proof

Deluxe

CHRISTMAS TREE
33 Tips - Fireproof
No 4-33-48
$41 9
Lady Remington
MS-120 Card

Sylvania Blue Dot
FLASH CUBES Reg. '1.65
3 Cubes-12
$379
Reg. '6.00
Flashes

784
Windproof

Design
$788
Model 10-418

-

21 oz Spray Can

$1 48;
BRITE SIDE
SHAMPOO

)P.
1'

oz Bottle

664-

WIGHT
SIDE

LIGHTER
Brush Finish

RADIO
slirn Contour

LYSOL
71 1;;;;ORemington
7
/=
600
Disinfectant Spray
Giant Size

I

ZIP P0

Midland
FM/AM
Portable

nice gift

tiTs0

5q;Ea

TRAC ll RAZOR
The perfect Christmas Gift!

Makes a

$848

. 2275

9

SHAVER

7

I

HAI KARATE
After Shave Lotion
4-oz Bottle 0
Reg. '1.75

Gillette

No 4-13484 $ 1 3
95
4 Foot Scotch Pine

I,

68;

No 1232

GIFT WRAP

a.

CARDS

$847

FIREPLACE

Pair

BOOTS
Now $

‘.•

HAND MIXER
3 Speed Electric
Harvest Gold-Avacado-White

Men's
Insulated

•

33?7

P100 3 Pc.

SPECIAL TABLE
Men's

CHRISTMAS DECORATOR
SET

No. 7301

Reg.

99;
ea.

999

Black & Decker
714,,

SANDER
KIT

sReg.
.29

Values to '21.87

DRILL KIT

Not exactly as illustrated

66

Reg. '3.99

$ 1 57

Reg. 5 14.95

FIRE

$200

Sizes 7.14

for

."1.1(

057

GOURMET

•

Reg. '2.95

Steam &
Dry

Automatic Shut-Off
Avocado, Havest Gold, White

Black, White,
Green, Orange,
Red, Blue

SWEATERS

G.E.

CAN
OPENER

MUG
TREE

Girls

BRA-BIKINI
SETS

Super Hand Held

DRYER

No. P0600
with Styling $
I
Attachments

395

pepsodent
TOOTH PASTE
'
Family Size
141,
Reg. '1.13

Tube

11•1111•11•11•111•1161is•
1 111EVIVIAW•
:
11 11...
;
11
:
.
.
11•11ANIWNIWEVIAVI•11100.11•1%

No
200 •

-- _
Wig. 53.95
New Extra Effervescent
POLIDENT TABLETS
Box of 40
Tablets
Reg. '1.21

684
Sylvania
.ot
mBAluci.ID

gNAAAP1

CUBES

7.33* X • $ aril • **aril;

Li:

000
3 Cubes-12 Flashes.
-4
Reg.'2.35

k
1121

•

1110••••11111111111111

II II • II
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Try Some Different Turkey Stuffings On Table This Year
of stuffing for poultry.
34 C. butter or margarine
1 C. onion, chopped
2 apples, pared and diced
2 C. cooked rice
11
/
2 C. chopped pecans
14 C. orange liquer
1 tsp. salt
Vs tsp. pepper
Melt butter in a skillet. Saute
onion until lightly browned. Add
apples and cook 2 minutes.
Remove from heat and add all
other ingredients. Cool and stuff
turkey or chicken.
POTATO DRESSING
5 potatoes
3 stalks celery, minced
1 medium onion, minced
/
1
2 C. butter or margarine
/
1
2 tsp. paprika
1 large onion, diced
c4 C. chopped celery leaves
C. Parsley
I tsp. salt
Peel and shred the potatoes.
Mix potatoes, minced celery and
the medium onion together and
set aside Melt 2 tablespoons
butter and saute the large onion
until golden brown. Add celery

Got a question or a comment about homemaking' Address
It to 'The Asket Basket," in care of Mrs. Sally DuFord, P.O.
Box LTC, Paris.
A few weeks ago a reader asked for a recipe for homemade
cheese. Since there were no responses to this request I am
printing a recipe for cottage cheese I hope this will satisfy
that request.
COTTAGE CHEESE
Let milk sour in a covered jar in a warm place. When the
whey separates from the curd drain the curd in a bag made of
crash toweling. Let it drain until it is firm to the touch. Place
it on ice for several hours. Remove it from the bag and put it
in a bowl. Work it with a wire whisk until it is srnooth and
creamy.
ROASTING GUIDE FOR TURKEY
'WEIGHT, READY TO COOK
APPROXIMATE ROASTING TIME
AT 350 degrees

ROAST TURKEY
112 to 15 lb. turkey
1 C. butter or margarine
2 Tbs. paprika
2 tsp. salt
1 tap. pepper
Make a paste of the butter,
paprika, salt and pepper. Clean
and dry the turkey. When the
skin is dry spread the paprika
paste on the skin arid inside the
..cavity, coating it well. Fill the
Alavity with dressing. Roast
lilecording to a turkey roasting
chart.
Baste the turkey every 30
minutes with the drippings. The
paprika gives a rosy brown
color and the butter basting
makes the skin crisp and very
tasty. If you roast the turkey
with a foil covering, remove it
for the last 30 minutes of
roasting to crisp the skin.

SHOWROOM NEW

Stop, Shop
and

am'

Sale Starts Wednesday
Ends Saturday

TAME
Ar•

SA"r
v L.
il•

Reg. s 1.75

Sole

Lady Norelco Tripleheader

SHAVER

Model 30LT
/

-.-..--.-

—_w.=

1

CAN OPENER

GENERAL ELECTRIC
DELUXE

ELECTRIC

795,

oof, brush
finish No. 200

Reg. '3.95

For
'4
tickets or
bdormation

• Sale
$199
leukabroltawaka••44

Up front cutting
control for easy
handling. Magnet
holds lids from
falling into food.
Easy Clean compact
case in color—styled
In white. Model
ECM.

$L88

ZIP P0

LIGHTER
Windpr

Nov. 25-29,7:30p.m,
the Community Bldg
630 Ellis Dr.
Murray, Ky.

Choice of Lemon,
Regular with Body
12-oz. for the 8-oz. Price!

Reg.
Sale
'1
.25681
SWEET 'N LOW

AFTER SHAVE
LOTION 4°z Bottle

Family Size 7-oz. Tube

Reg. '1.13

CREME RINSE

_

HAI-KARATE

PEPSODENT TOOTH PASTE

popular 'merest

753-2715

Lady Manhattan & Laura Mae
BRAS & GIRDLES
b Sby Exquisite Form All sizes
Selection Girls CAR COATS & DRESS COATS Sizes
9 mos.-14 yrs.
Girls JEANS, SLACKS & TOPS
Sizes 2-14 yrs.
New Shipment INFANT & TODDLER SETS Boys & Girls
-Slacks, Tops,

Make Us Your Christmas Shopping Headquarters

PRESDITING

aosi
i,
2„.• 41.
41

Di•i1iOn

pepsodenI

BAGGIES
6.99

306 Main St
Phone 753-2447
Free Gift Wrapping with Each and Every Purchase!

Phone 753-0345

We Reserve The Right To
Limit Quantities

East Side of The Square

Granulated

Sugar
Substitute

6

Box of 100 Packets

Sale9

Midland
Solid-State

AM/FM
CLOCK RADIO

f

POLIDENT

Frt.IDENT

TABLETS
Effervescent Denture
Cleanser. 40 tablets.

Reg.

"21 691
Sale

LAVORIS

•
s

Attractive walnut-tone
front, automatic frequency
control, accurate Westclox
movement. Wake to music
Hi-impact plastic cabinet.
Model 11-360

9288

'
1.1111111 with styling attachments,
3-position selector switch, sure-grip handle,
8z ft; cork COmPrete.wilkbrush,and 2 comb
attachments.

$ I 395

Gleamlite

35 LIGHTS
Christmas Decoration Set
•

ow'

1

Mouthwash & Gargle
20-oz Bottle

Reg. '1.69

kwoRis
...10.0•••••••4111•1
^NO GIAACKA

Sale66C

DRYER

No. P0600

NEW EXTRA
EFFERVESCENT

Reg. '1.09

REMINGTON 600
SUPER HAND-HELD
j

BAGGIES
9.99-12.99 EMI
14.99

SETTLE-WORKMAN

916 Mayfield Road

11).

1 Table Men's Dress
& Casual
Solids & Patterns

Coveralls, Creepers, Smock Tops, Coordinate Sets

North Point Standard
Pc t1,143-Ski.*

Men's Baggie
Waist Sizes 27-38

Good Selection

Keep your car's finish protected...
and you'll actually MAKE MONEY!

Super Microgroove
floating heads, coiled
cord, super close
comfortable shaves.
In attractive travel
wallet.

THE 5-DAY PLAN
TO STOP SMOKING

4.sst
04
,

Good

Mochil tor s Sys tem.. Inc

SPORT HATS
'4.99, '5.99
& 6.99
INN
DENIM JEANS

Good Selection Ladies JEANS, FLAIRS & BAGGIES
- --Sizes 5-18
New ShipmentGla
ooddiezetcYtilon
ONudies
GOWBr
ous
,PE
AS
JAMAS & SETS

-.;

Murray, Kentucky 42071

New Shipment Mens
Sizes 64-7-5/8

C. corn bread cubes
4 C. soh bread cubes
2 tsp. salt
1/
1
2 tsp. sage
1 tsp. thyme
UP- PePPer
In a skillet, cook onions and
celery in the butter until tender
Put into a large mixing bowl and
add remaining ingredients. Toss
lightly. This is enough to stuff
12 pound turkey. Makes 9 cups

Good Selection Men's DENIM JACKETS
Lined & Unlined -Sizes 36-46
Boys Flair Leg JEANS
in Huskie sizes 14-20
New Shipment Men's KNIT DRESS SHIRTS 1 Table Boys Casual &
Sizes 141
/
2-171
/
2
Dress Perma-Press BAGGIES —
Po Our Sim Deuentaarti
Solids & Patterns, Sizes 6-18
Shoes at Popular Prices for the Entire Fam
New Shipment Boys light-weight JACKETS. New Shipment Men's Ball
Band light
Denim, Nylon & Poplin
weight HUNTING ROOTS

with a genuin•

...30 MINUTES OR LESS...
WHILE YOU WAIT!

ra-ifsieddi
ricusA-Aximorn

far easier than you
thought possible?

to

Boys Perma-Press Denim
Sizes 6-18

95

ONLY $

KNIT
PANTS
'9.99
JEANS
'4.99
KNIT
PANTS

Boys Flair Leg Denim
Slim & Reg. Sizes 6-18
1 Group Boy's Huskie
by Maverick in Brown, Blue
and Maroon -Sizes 8-18

SI
MONIZt
PASTE WAX JOB

APPLE RAISIN
DRESSING
3 C. finely diced tart apples.
=peeled
1 C. dropped celery
2 Tbs. sugar
1-3 C butter or margarine
1-3 C. water
C. cubed raisin bread
1,-1 tsp. sal
1 tsp. poultry seasoning
1,4 tsp. marjoram or sage
/
1
2 C. turkey broth
1 egg, beaten
Combine apples, celery,
sugar, butter and water in sauce
pan Bring to a boil. Cover and
cook for 5 minutes. Combine
bread and seasonings. Combine
troth and egg; add to bread.
Add hot apple mixture; toss
with a fork to mix Makes about
10 cups.
stICE STUFF
This makes a loose dressing
which will be a tasty change
from the more traditional types

WANI T TO CRUSH
*SMOKING HABIT?
due

Boy's Polyester
Navy, Maroon, Brown
Sizes 8-18 Reg. '12.00

let vs heap your car looking

The internal temperature in the thigh when
done should be 185 degrees.
Turkey on the table, wishing
on a wishbone, fussing over the
drumstick, father carving the
bird. . .it is all part of the
American
scene
at
Thanksgiving.
This year you might like to try
some different stuffings for the
turkey. If you want a delicious
change the sausage, chestnut or
apple dressings may appear in
"the old bird." If you want to go
gourmet, try the rice stuffing
recipe on your family. For those
who
want
tradition
at
Thanksgiving the cornbread
dressing recipe is encluded. The
potato dressing will take the
place of both potatoes and
dressing in the meal.
Turkey and chicken should be
stuffed with dressing just before
roasting. Allow ki cup of stuffing
for each pound of ready to cook
turkey. Do not pact the dressing
in the turkey because it expands
while cooking.

k 4 C. chopped parsley
2 eggs
/
1
2 C. turkey broth
Fry sausage until lightly
browned. Drain. Place bread
and chestnuts ins mixing bowl.
Toss in sausage. Saute onions in
butter until golden, add to bread
II Illrt ure.
Blend in celery

SAVE MONEY!

3to 3/
1
2boars
3/
1
2to 41
/
2boars
1
2hours
ta 5/
5%t. hours
to Thours

ito gibs.
*- S to 12 lbs.
12 to 16 lbs.
16 1.21 lbs.
20 to 24 lbs.

leaves, parsley, and remaining
butter; cook 2 minutes and
remove from heat. Add the
potato mixture and seasonings,
mix well. This makes enough to
stuff a 6 to 8 pound turkey.
SAUSAGE STUFFING
1 lb. bulk pork sausage
/
1
2 lb. ground beef
ks C. chopped onion
1 Tb. chopped parsley
/
1
2 tsp. sage
/
1
2 tsp. thyme
1 tsp. salt
k4 tsp. pepper
k. tsp. alspice
2 eggs
/
1
2 C. milk
41
/
2 C. dry bread cubes
Fry sausage and ground beef
until lightly browned, Add onion
and continue cooking until
tender. Drain off fat. Cool. When
cool
stir
in
remaining
ingredients and blend well.
Makes 8 cups stuffing.
CHESTNUT DRESSING
•lb. bulk port sausage
C. bread cubes
3 C. chopped cooked chestnuts
lit C. butter or margarine
IC. chopped onions
C. chopped celery
1 tsp. thyme Or sale

uncovered for 15 minutes.
Drain. Pull off skins with a
knife. Cover peeled chestnuts
with water and add 1 tsp, salt
seasonings eggs, and broth. and 1 bay leaf. Simmer covered
Makes about 10 cups.
for 20 minutes or until tender.
TO COOK CHESTNUTS: You Drain and chop.
will need 2/
1
2 pounds of raw CORN BREAD STUFFING
chestnuts to make 3 cups of
Vs C. minced onions
cooked chopped nuts. Make a /
2 C. celery and celery leaves,
11
slit through the skin of each chopped
chestnut. Drop into boiling
1 C. butter or margarine
water to cover and simmer

2-way flasher. When one
bulb goes out the others
remain lit. Weather proof.
Choice of clear or assorted
color bulbs. No. PIISFF,

96cP

Sale861
Christmas

WRAPPING
PAPER
In
Beautiful Holiday
Designs. 3 roll paper 30
square feet or 3 roll foil
wrap 15 square feet.
No.
Z2711.

Your
Choice
Sole
j

Polaroid Square Shooter II

CHRISTMAS
CARDS

CAMERA
Uses Type 88 film,
electric eye and electronic
shutter for automatic exposuress.,sharp
Itlebterir
lens.

Reg. 524.95$
Sale

19

Delightful to send or
receive. Colorful.
1365(61-50

o 1232

Sale

Ea.

•••
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you'll be
eight now, we're featuring great values on "The Gift That Keeps On GivInga" by RCA... gifts
New
Reliables .
RCA's
of
line
our
See
complete!
are
'remembered by for years to come! Hurry, while selections
gifts!
great
make
They
radios!
and
stereos,
TV,
white
and
black
TV,
XL-100 color

Slim -line RCA XL-100
color portable with
19 inch diagonal picture.
Space-saying compact color. 30,000-volt
chassis for finest performance in RCA history! No tubes to burn out or replace. Automatic Fine Tuning. Instant-Pic ends
warm-up wait. One year Free in-home

[100
100% Solid State
CEIC)7

BUY
NOW!
ONLY

The MOOERNETTE
.
MI Model F5410
19" diagonal picture

rte

The CONSOkT
Model ES 330
14" diagonal picture

• All the charm of Early American cabinetry in
a high performance console!

Beautiful choice for yourt
"Second Set" by RCA

diagonal

f
Compact in both size and price!i
One-set fine tuning. AccuColors
picture tube for life-like color. Portable convenience.

X'
100% Solid State

Llf •

RCA Quality at a
Budget Price!

RCA XL-100 console
RCA's most powerful XL-100 with the most
brilliant and crisply detailed color tv picture
in RCA history! Early American or Spanish
cabinetry (shown). Model

GS728

TM DEERFIELD
Modal 05534
21' dmigonel p.0-to..

asiamoimmao,
t
iA
ENT

:tiT
s
nture
blets.

9

01111 TEAR
Fill N1-1101-SEIVKI
ON ALL AL 100 CONSOLE
L•aLI moDOE COLOR TV,

Solid state in many areas'
Instant-Pic — no warm-up
wait. Excellent picture and
sound.

$648m
4i=ttowsgmeirozois,

$548T

oiia ate
Console Stereo

diagonal
black-and-white
portable
ft

The SvvAGGERIY
Model AS 120
12" diagonal picture

Smart Buys For Thrifty Shoppers

RCA 6-PIECE STEREO
SOUND CENTER

with built-in 8-track tape!

with built-in 8-track stereo tape
cartridge player$

• An outstanding combination of beautiful
furniture and quality sound at a budget-easy
price.

• Modular placement
flexibility allows
citing stereo sound

separation;

et191

non Modal WIC52SEN
Includes Stand 8 Headphones

VORIS
LfESEARNESIN
GIAINGLI

RCA tape player
plays 8-track
stereo anywhere

Choose your style!

•

•

Vivid RCA color,
fiddle-free
automatic tuning!

1151•01,
,
OM. WM. 41.

• Console-size

Tape it anywhere—
RCA's take-along
cassette recorder
loliday
riper 3.
all foil
et. No.

SE!
„wawa_
1AS
or
I.

viewing at a
modest pricel
RCA's AccuColor
performance
f h• I RASf R
INoclolf RS I?
3. dtagon•I

FREE!!
IFt
4
W
%
04

MURRAY, KY.
and
PARIS, TENN.

• AccuTine
control and
Automatic Fine
Tuning

$40.00 Wkrth of Albums or Tapes
0411 i
r.1
I

WARD & ELKINS

4
MURRAY, KY-.
and
PARIS, TENN.
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Doctor in the Kitchen

by Laurence M Hursh, M0
Consultant, National Dairy Council

FOR WHOM THE BELL TOLLS
For Whom The Bell Tolls" is
the title of an editorial that appeared in the July-August issue

of Nutrition Today The maga
zinc is a storehouse of scientific
reporting and comment It is pub

listed and edited by Cortez F.
Enloe. Jr M.D., and is circulated to 12,156 professionals interested in nutrition.
Dr Enloe's editorial is important indeed in that he predicts
vast implications for the public
resulting from some new thinking
being expressed by U.S. Food
and Drug Administration officials
and a landmark decision handed
down by the U.S Supreme Court
last June- 18

The Law's -latent"
After praising the American
Medical Association for stepping
up its nutrition education directed to physiciano, and observing
that FDA now says it will in the
future regulate according to its
interpretation of the -intent" of
the law, rather that what is ex
plicitly permitted by the law
(thus taking a tougher line in
regulating foods), Dr. Enloe's
editorial says in part:
-In a landmark decision handed
down on June 18th in the case of
Weinberger v. Hynson. Westcott
and Dunning, the Supreme Court
ruled that the FDA has sweeping
authority to take ineffective drugs
off the market, impose stringent
rules for assessing product effecmanufacturers
tiveness, deny
hearings on contested actions,
and proceed against groups of
similar products rather than proceed with interminable slowness
against individual products as
was necessary heretofore. The
drug industry hasn't had such a
jolt since wily 'Old Coonskin'
Estes Kefauver rammed his
amendment to the FDA Act
through Congress during the panic over thalidomide in 1962.
"But the managers in the food
industry needn't think that this
bell tolls only for the drug manufacturers. They need but substitute 'food' for 'drug' in reading
the decision to see clearly the
broad meaning of the Court's decision

In A Special

CENTRAL CENTER
Tabloid Insert In This Paper

TODAY!!

THURSDAY
IS ETC
SALE BAY

A Warning For All
"The bell has tolled loud and
clear for everyone regulated by
the FDA to hear
"Not to be overlooked is the
fact that the Supreme Court .
decision comes down hard on the
side of those who believe that
only such drugs as are demonstrably effective should be sold.
Since there is a growing concern
about the widespread consumption of empty-calorie foods, snack
foods, and similar items which
are said to be nutritionally (net
fective, it seems reasonable to
speculate that the FDA has been
moved closer tothat day when it
will measure foods by the same
yardstick used now to evaluate
drugs This is not such an outrageous speculation when one
considers that, as the evidence
linking diet to health and disease
increases, the line of demarcation
separating drugs and foods is
gradually disappearing "

REGULAR DINNER
•THREE PIECES CHICKEN
•POTATOES/GRAVY
•SLAW & ROLLS
Regular Value 5 1.59

$12.9

Save nutrients!
and the unscrupulous. Be alert, to the "primrose path," it is
almost impossible for him to
and don't forsake principles.
When boiling vegetables,
cook only until tender in order
return to the mainstream of an
to insure the best flavor,
YOU BORN TODAY are orderly life. Don't waste your
color, texture, and food value
endowed with great physical potentialities, which are many
Overcooked vegetables not
vitality, and mental vigor, too. — outstandingly in the theater,
only look unattractive but
Frances Drake
You often surprise yourself, as literature, music, aviation and
have a marked loss of flavor
well as others, at the power statesmanship.
and food value.
FOR THURSDAY,NOVEMBER 22, 1973
thrust of which you are capable.
A stalwart soul, you can also be
Look in the section in which confidence. Keep going as you adamant and inflexible at
your birthday comes and find planned and ignore rumors.
times. In emergencies, you act
what your outlook is, according LIBRA
swiftly and accurately. Shun
PHONE 753-1272
Sept. 24 to Oct. 23) Arli tendencies toward overinto the stars.
PRESCRIPTIONS A SPECIALTY!!
Stellar influences continue to dulgence in pleasures, exARIES
favor creative interests and citement and gambling since,
Mar. 21 to Apr. 20)
We lire It-We Will _Get It-Or It Can't Be Had
Your planets in fine con- stimulate your ingenuity. Also, once the native of Scorpio takes
a
day
good
for
seeking favors
figuration. Seek top-flight investments for your money, time especially in mid-morning.
and talents. A rewarding day if SCORPIO
Oct 24 to Nov. 22)
you play your cards right.
You may be given some. new
TAURUS
responsibilities. Don't give way
(Apr. 21 to May 21)
Don't be too quick to arrive at to anxiety. Take each matter in
conclusions and, even after turn, handling essentials first.
some thought, review again. The rest will fall into place.
Misinterpretation of certain SAGITTARIUS
situations could prove costly. (Nov. 23 to Dec. 21)
Highly polished in Natural and Colors, all sizes, shapes and
Expend energies wisely.
GEMINI
designs.
Can be worn all year 'round to make fashion's
There's a tendency now to
A •
(May 22 to June 21)
overtax yourself. Your talent
exciting
tops
even more exciting. A marvelous gift.
Don't be disappointed if a
for carrying out assignments
planned trip is called off. It
against big odds can be cleverly
could be for the best. Evening
used.
social activities promise to be
CAPRICORN
enlivening.
Dec. 22 to Jan. 20)
CANCER
Be alert to schemers and
13(=)
(June 22 to July 23)
those
offering
dubious
A few "surprises" likely — propositions. Don't allow
4 • 414
some which will please, others yourself to be "taken in" by
f
which may not. Take the bad rosy promises, no matter how
with the good, in your usual convincing the promoter may
•
philosophk manner.
be
LEO
AQUARIUS
i July 24 to Aug. 23)
Jan. 21 to Feb. 19) —
Financial matters governed
One Rack Designer Fashion
Don't disregard little warning
Smart assortment of Current Patterns
by generous influences. You can signals. Keep your imagination
and Solids in your favorite fabrics. 11.35 yd.
now pull off a deal which once controlled in work and business
seemed hopeless.
deals, in all areas. There's a
Reduced to Only
Come In or Call
VIRGO
tendency now to run out of
( Aug. 24 to Sept. 23)
bounds.
Something you hear may PISCES
cause you to suspect some Feb. 20 to Mar. 20)
1117 No, Arcadia, Murray, Ky. (Next Door to 'Wild Raspberry')
backstage maneuvering, but
As with Capricorn, you, too,
don't let it lessen your self- may encounter the deceptive

What's the Beef?
If beef prices had kept pace
with average per capita takehome pay during the past 20
years. consumers would be
paying an average of approximately 57 cents more per
pound for beef at the meat
counter today than they are
Live cattle would be selling
for about 873.75 per hundred
weight instead of $43. By
comparison, per capita income has more than doubled
while the retail price of beef
increased by less than 50 percent.

BACK BY POPULAR DEMAND

1113 Sycamore Street—Plisse 793-71111

.A.-711V11.7"""Inti•

n AFTER

THANKSGIVING SALE
3 BIG DAYS

Friday, Saturday, 4
ENTIRE STOCK
WOMEN'S

Monday Only

Now '15.00

Shoes
Values 815.99
820.99

By Buskens &
Miss
America
Reg. $14.99& $17.9r0

Men's Shoes

Stack

‘'alues to $26.99

Platforms

7.00

Lois Raspberry at. . . 753-7701

Radio thaek
CHOOSE THIS COMPACT REALISTIC STEREO
PHONO SYSTEM...
MAKE THAT
SOMEONE HAPPY...
-oei4V,774&,-44"i1iI

SPECIAL PURCHASE
SET OF 3 COLUMBIA
STEREO LP S

7495

388

E DESK DIAL TELEPHONES
Give yourself a present
that extra
phone you ve been needing Ideal for
private intercom systems Coiled cord
Black beige or
white 279-500-02

2995

O 18 RANGE MULTITESTER
For the handyman on your list
MicNxita 20000 OhmSYyolt tester
features single knob range selector
with separate off
position
easy-to-read
color-coded scales
pin lack connections
Includes leads
battery, instructions
22-201

1395

44 ROAD DEVIL RACER
Watch your child s excitement when
he sees this miniature car do lumps
wheelies flips rolls and turns Rev
up the Power
iniecfor arid watch
the tachometer
climb Press the
trigger release and
send racer speleding
60-1036

477

IL UNIQUE GENIE BOTTLE
Novel gift
great tor parties Ass a
Question and it gives you an answer
Fun for children and the Whole family
Requires 3 C
batteries not
included 80-2324

44

NOrth 12th Extended

Paris,_ Tenn.

•

_
'11 Ky. •
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Mrs
Baby Bo

65-IN-1 ELECTRONIC PROJECT KIT

An exciting introduction into the world of
electronics Build radios intercoms, alarms
AM transmitter and more Easy no-Soldering
wring clip connections, precut
transistor's
instructions
included 28-250

sat

40 top rock artists
including Bob Dylan
Kris Kristotterson
Blood Sweat and
Tears loggins and
Messina 50-2030

This mini-sized system has
everything you need for rich
stereo performance 3-speed changer
volume, tone and balance controls,
matched stereo spealterS that separate up
to 16 ft. for maximum sOund separation.
Dust cover included 13-1191

PR.

Open Friday
TI! 8:00
p.m.
•

ovP,

345°

Heel_

Now 114.90

.-..ent .11••••••• ws ••4 •- •

DRESSES

12 WIRELESS 2-STATION INTERCOM

Reg. $24.99

Now '14.90

SALE

Give our most popular wireless
intercom No installation. lust plug
into standard wall outlet Fingertip
controls lock for Continuous transmission
Adjustable squelch
to minimize line
noise 43-210

By Jarman

Cm

NOW FOR THE FIRST TIME! Has let Black
3mm beads, 39' strand.

444a

5995

to

J1frWELART

•„

Perfect selection for use in class
lectures on field trips or just take
along for tun Features built-in mike.
auto-tevel for
flawless recordings
digital reset counter
Includes earphone
carrying strap
14-878

Men's Boots

ONE GROUP

via

3,1 REALISTIC' BATTERY/AC
CASSETTE RECORDER

Now '12.90

Now '10.00 pr.

cf.t.

3995

California Cobblers

Pant Shoes

n40-

A DIGITAL AM/FM CLOCK RADIO

Off Regular Price

WOOD BEADS

vir4,1;

Realistic • mini less than 4 high .
small enough to fit almost anywhere
Features 180-minute sleep s,,v1r-Lh
beautiful walnut
finish case Includes
earphone tack With
radio alarm only
12-1496

ENTIRE STOCK

ONE GROUP
LADIES

Something
SPECIAL

9995

Ladies Boots

25%

WALLIS DRUG

REALIST/C• 6-BAND PORTABLE

Knee Ili &
Pant Boots

Dress & Sport
Reg.$22.99 to 926.99

Your Individual Horoscope

The Patrolman-6
for police.
emergency public service. weather.
AM -FM stations and more AC,battery
operated tinetuning on all Six
bands 12-756

ENTIRE STOCK

Bandalino Shoes
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LOUISVILLE, Ky. (AP) —
"Boy, did we have a time,"
said J.P. Terry, fingering some
limp gasoline rationing stamps,
souvenirs from the days of
World War II.
Terry, 60, has operated a fWing station here since 1942,
when gasoline rationing came.
"Oh, gee whiz," the tall,
gray-haired man said, after
digging the souvenir stamps
from the bottom of a grimy cigar box in the desk at Terry's .
Texaco.
"I remember the last day before rationing began. I ran my
pumps until I ran out of gas.
Then I got another load and
ran out again. Finally I closed
up and went home.
"Back then, it wasn't so
much gasoline as rubber that
they were worried about," he
said. "Our synthetic rubber
hadn't been developed yet for
usage in tires and the Japanese
had most all of the countries
where rubber came from.
"So to cut down on rubber usage, they aimed to cut down on
gas mileage—and that meant
cutting down on gas.
"You have to remember that
back then it didn't work that
much of a hardship on most
people, Terry added. "Their
cars were able to get much better mileage. Why, the tanks
were only 16 gallons and if you
could get 10 or 12 gallons in
there, you were in good shape."
Terry recalls the hoarders
who swamped stations just before rationing began.
"Lord, they came in here
with 55-gallon drums and 10gallon milk cartons, anything
they could get. Of course, they
weren't supposed to do it—
there were fire laws against
storing gasoline."
Another Louisville dealer,
Murray King, says some people
went to great lengths to get gas
after rationing was on.
"I remember some pretty
young ladies coming into the
station and offering to, er, exchange their services for my
services," King said. "I
thought it was pretty funny.
"But I think most people
went along with rationing,"
King added. "You have to
remember that back then
people were very patriotic.
They were imbued with the
spirit.
"It wasn't like Vietnam,
where our boys were sent over
there as lunchmeat. You were
ready to go.
"People were ready to go
along with rationing because
our homeland was threatened."

MARGARINE
Yellow Quarters

effee-mate

lb.

39;

NON-DAIRY CREAMER
from ®flation

Needs no refrigeration!

, We will be closed
Thanksgiving so our
employees may spend
the holiday with their familie

Prices Good Friday,
Nov. 23 thru
Wednesday, Nov. 28

-Tizaicted,pi& 5.5u4494-*
Garden Delight

French Fries
Orange Juice

Cabbage
Potatoes

5b bag

Frosty Acres

Fancy Red Sweet

Dressed Cape Whiting

Red Jonathan or Yellow Delicious

The Pause That Refreshes
with bottles or deposit
Large 32 Ounce

November 17, 1973
ADULTS 103
NURSERY 3
NEWBORN ADMISSIONS
Mrs. Sherrin Dale Taylor and
Baby Boy, Rt. 2, Benton.
DISMISSALS
Master Jason D. Grimes, 810
College Cts., Murray, Mrs.
Blanche Bernice Hatcher, Rt. 2,
Murray,
James
Wilbur
Thurmond, 1206 Olive St.,
Murray, Franklin Alfred Peer,
Box 67, Murray, Mrs. Iva Lee
Jackson, Rt. 6, Murray, Mrs.
Judith
Gail Dunn, 154
Woodlavvn, Murray, MVISS
Cord Lorette Martin, 403 N. 1st,
Murray, Jerry Don Carroll, Rt.
4, Murray, Mrs. Gwendolyn
Aline Moraldi, Box 2275 Univ.
Station, Murray, Mrs. Carol
Faye Bowden, Rt. 1, Box 216,
Murray, Harold G. Gish, 404 S.
11th. St., Murray, Mrs.
Catherine H. Kealey, Rt. 4,
Davenport, Iowa, Mrs. Marsha
Dian Stone and Baby Girl, Rt. 2,
Clinton, Mrs. Jeanie Carol
Stamper and Baby Girl, Box 12,
Fox Meadows, Murray, Chester
Martin, 411 N. 2nd., Murray,
Mrs. Ronda Fitts, 743 Riley
Cts., Murray, Mrs. Lottie
Louise Cunningham, Rt. 1, Et=
118, Almo, Mrs. Dorothy E.
Oliver, Box 86, Hazel, Mrs.
Hilda Ruth Ward, Rt. 1,
Murray, Mrs. Opha Futrell
(expired), Rt. 7, Murray.

Frosty Acres Spears
—

Ocean Spray

CRANBERRY SAUCE
300 Size

Chase & Sanborn
"THE HEFTIER COFFEE"
of, Chase & Sanborn
ebei,-Ye
lib Tin

•

89t

WITH THIS VALUABLE COUPON
One C0,0.0.4 FIR Pt

-

-

SO.

late, I.

.
VALUABLE COUP')":

VALUABLE COUPON
ONE

L:0‘JIPON PL.

Tituttaa 444tes

W1114 THIS COUPON ON THREE PACKAGES

Layer Cake Mixes

Lose ugly esceas weight with the
sensible NEW FAT-GO diet
plan. Nothing sensational lust
steady weight loss for those that
really want to lose.
A full 12 day supply only $22.50.
The price of two cups of coffee.
Ask HOLLAND DRUG STORE
about the FAT-GO reducing plan
-and start losing weight this week.
Money back in full if not completeitairstlernViih *eight foes kern „
the very first package.
DON'T DELAY
gat FAT-Q0 today.
Only 52.50.1 Holland Drug Co.

PORK SAUSAGE
a. 994

FAT BACK
lb.

Good e011iurbdoasxntegsPa$nrliiteeelNsfwKr,

49

Offer Expires 1 1/21/73 LV152."A'

IF YOU MATCH OUR QUALITY...YOu LAN'T BEAT OUR PRICE!!"

SHOP WHERE
YOU CAN
-
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OPEN THANKSGIVING DAY 10 to 9:30
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First
Quality

PANT Large °to*
SUITS DRESSES
99

SLACKS

10

99

t
.....:
:D•i-e
. 44°.
-zt,*
trik

Sizes

Sale Price
Only

Values to '25.00

00

8 to 20
Beautiful Styles
to Choose!

99

Extra
Size
32-38

Polyester and Acrylic

Long Dresses
2-Pc. Suits
and

00
5
Only

Values to '25.00
Hurry. for Best Selection
of MOM/ Styles, Sizes, Colors!

Jr. & Misses
2Ir

BLAZERS

1 I

4-Z47..4S-r7

99

••

•• 0.

Values to $24
Sizes 8 to 18

k7--

.*„.igrt.ofitim

Solids, Plaids, Chintz, Geometrics, Polyesters,
Acrylics, Cotton Blends

Open
10 to 9:30

99

: It
e•

Values
to '18
Many Styles
and Colors,
Fabrics

N HEM
Located in Bel Air Shopping Center —

Pastel, Dark, White Cardigans, Pullovers!

Open

,0

to 9:30
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SEW FOR YOU SALE
\ HANCOCK
FABRICS

You know what's you;
and what isn't; if you didn't you wouldn't
sew in the first place. We're sure you'll

find yourself at your price at Hancock's.

OUR ENTIRE STOCK!!

CARDINAL POINT SHOPPING CENTER

Famous Name Brands

JERSEY PRINTS

4

POLYESTER
- DOUBLE KNITS

• Geometrics

• Spaced Flora's
Many, Many Designs
From America's Leading
Print Company, "Loomskill"!

• Nothing Held Back!
• All 60" Wide

• Boucle' Textures Challis
Textures and Matte' Jersey
• Reg. '2.98 to '3.98 Yard

Yard

• All This Year Current Styling
• Values to '9.98 Yard

• All Machine Washable

ENTIRE STOCK!!

DOOR BUSTER!!

WOOL BLEND TWEEDS & PLAIDS
4

SPECIAL!!

• 60" Wide
• Plaids, Houndstooth,
Donegals,
• Values to
6.98 yd.

Yard

WOOL & WOOL BLENDS
• Pendleton
• Chaftan

•2-6 Yard
Famous Waverly Prints

88:d
LANSINS BUTTONS loc

•Values to '4.98 yard

1.00

• Entire Stock
• Values to '1.59 each
• No Limit

cPaerrd

FAKE FUR REMNANTS
98

• 60" Wide

••
• Colors and Animal-19nts
• Reg. '6.98 to '8.98 Yard
A

$3

Yard

$

• Shlang
• Berlin
• Anglo
• Shirley
• Stephens
• All Famous Name Quality & Styling
• Most Are Machine Washable

WHILE THEY LAST!!!

RLY inDRAPERY REMNANTS
WAVELengt
hs

1 4
4<-

00OFF
per yard

KLOPMAN

VLIRESSA POLYESTER
• Mk; Stripes, Checks, Plaids
• 45" Wide
• 100% Polyester
• Excellent for Lining Dresses
and Blouses
• Reg. '2.98 Yard

HANCOCK FABRICS

400 Free Parking Spaces
s-

lea%

Cardinal Point Shopping Center

•i.
OPEN 9 A.M.-9 P.M. MONDAY-FRIDAY SATURDAY 9 A.M.-6 P.M.

BANKAMERICARD
welcome
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Lakers Outlast South Marshall
For Second Win Of Year 57-52
By DAVID HILL
Ledger & Times Sports Writer
That first-place rating given
the Calloway County Lakers
may prove to be more of a curse
than a blessing as the season
progresses.
The Lakers just barely got out
of South Marshall Tuesday
night with their lives, but they
took home a 5742 victory, their
second in three starts.
What is evident is that every
team in the region is out to get
the big one, a win over
Calloway. Tempers are short
and officiating close at each
game.

County Tuesday
FRESHMAN GUARD-4y 1,118ren briapIlia MR ibuiseourt for Calloway
Futrell bad eit bdIIIIIIgier cent of the time in the lest half of
night against South Mardian.
the final quarter, the Rebels were never able to take it away from him, even with three and four men
on defense.
(Staff Photo by David Hill)

After getting into foul trouble
against Carlisle, big James
Wells didn't start Tuesday at
South. Instead, he came in at
the start of the second quarter
and was promptly whistled for
four fouls in five minutes.
Hampered by the absense of
Wells, the Lakers could not get
a sustained drive going, but did
stay with the scrappy South
team by "hustle and guts," as
Coach Jerry Conley remarked
after the game.
The slack in offense was
taken up by the alwaysdependable Greg Howard, who
turned in- a 19-point per-

Michigan Picked To Slip By Ohio
State As Big Weekend Approaches
NEW YORK ( AP) — Call
Ohio State-Michigan "a hammer and anvil type of game,"
as Ohio State assistant coach
Esco Sarkkinen does.
Call Alabama-Louisiana State
"the next step in our plans for
a national championship," like
'Bama's Bear Bryant.
Call Nebraska-Oklahoma the
big ahootout," like Oklahoma's
Barry Switzer, or "a head
knocker," like Nebraska's Tom
Osborne.
Call them what you will, but
those three classic games are
just part of a wild and wonderful three-day Thanksgiving
feast with all the trimmings
that will complete the college
f

Stijl ij,

'imam
STOP

Starting Friday Morning at 8:30

20% OFF on

Already
Discounted Merchandise

Sweaters
Dresses
Shirts
Long Dresses

This is all New Holiday
Mercandise, just in time for
your Christmas shopping!

The Clotffet Closet
r

NEW YORK (AP) — Pete
Rose, the Cincinnati Reds' irrepressible left fielder, was
named the National League's
Most Valuable Player for 1973
today by the Baseball Writers
Association of America.
Nicknamed "Charley Hustle"
for his all-out, aggressive baseball style, the Reds' dynamic
player won the MVP prize in a
close battle with Pittsburgh Pirates slugged Willie Stargell.
Rose, who hit .338 this year
In leading the National League
in batting for the third time in
his career, received 12 votes
for first place and a total of 274
points.
Stargell, the league leader in
home runs with 44 and runs
batted in with 119, collected 10
first-place votes and 250 points.
It was the tightest MVP NL
race since 1969, when Willie
McCovey of the San Francisco
Giants edged Tom Seaver of
the New York Mets by 22
points.
Rose and Stargell were the
only players named on all 24
ballots cast by the BBWAA
committee, which consisted of

two writers from each league
city.
Two other players who each
received one first-place vote
finished third and fourth in the
balloting—San Francisco outfielder Bobby Bonds and Cincinnati second baseman Joe
Morgan. Bonds collected 174
points, and Morgan, one of four
Reds in the top 10, collected 102
points.

keep the Rebels in the game.
Greg Howard sank nine of 10
free throws and five of 12 from
the field to lead the Lakers, the
only man to reach double
figures.
The
Lakers
outrebounded South 33-22 after
rallying to a 19-7 edge in the
second half. Howard had nine
rebounds to lead the Lakers in
that department, While guard
Rick Scarbrough had an
amazing eight caroms for
County.
The B-learn suffered its first
loss of the year in the
preliminary game. The Baby
Lakers fell 49-36 to a tough
South junior varsity.
David Williams led the
scoring for Calloway with 12
points, while Brian Maness had
10, Steve Cunningham 8,
Tommy Futrell four, and Terry
Beane had two.
SCORING
Calloway (. 57 1—Wells 4,
Howard 19, Shelton 6, Conner 5,
Scarbrough 5, Byars 4, Futrell
6, Darnell 6.
South Marshall (52)—Reed
12, Dickenson 1, McGregor 21,
Mathis 2, Beasley 6, Ivy.

LOSE UGLY FAT
back. MO AD X is a tiny tablet
and easy to take. MONADEX will
help curb your desire for excess
food. Eat ries - weigh less. Contains
no dangerous drugs and will not
mak• you nervous. No strenuous
exercise. Change your life ... ran
today. MONADEX cost $3.00 for
• 20 day supply. Large economy
size is $5.00. Also try AOUATABS
they work gently to help you lose
water-bloat. ACtUATAI3S - -water
peel" that works - $3.00. Both
guaranteed and sold by:
Say-rite Drugs-Bel Au' Shoppmg
Center-Mail Orders Filled MA-9

—

tits

4,6
Aitslitn

Lobster
Steak
Steak -&-Lobster

•
•
•
•
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In The
CENTRAL CENTER'S SECTION
of This Paper

You'll Save!!

NBA Title No Cinch For takers
As Torrid Season Is Expected

Nov. 25-29 - 7:30 p.m.
Ellis Community Center
Phone 753-2715

Soutiside ShoppiniCente—r—

Pete Rose Edges
Stargell For NI Most
Valuable Player Award

start of the fourth quarter, it
seemed as though the Lakers
had finally found the handle on
the ball. They ran off six
straight points, and held a 46-39
edge with just over a minute
gone in the period. But a controversial foul call put the 64
center out with 5:48 to go in the
game, and County was again
without the services of its
second leading scorer.
Trying to run some time off
the clock, the Lakers then went
into a control offense with
Tommy Futrell, the key man.
The freshman guard put on his
usual ball-handling show with
two, three and sometimes four
Rebels chasing him as he
dribbled around in circles in the
front court.
Although the Rebels managed
to break up the Laker control
several times, they were unable
to chip away at the lead and the
Swampers were able to pull out
their second win of the season.
With Wells out in the first
quarter, Calloway was able only
to battle it out with South on
even terms. Howard scored six
and Conner and Rick Scarbrough chalked up four each as
the Lakers took a 14-11 lead at
the end of the quarter.
Even with Wells in the second
frame, the Lakers could not get
the ball to the big center, and he
did not score during the period.
Wells left the game just before
the half with his fourth foul—no
points.
Larry McGregor was the high
point man in the game for South
Marshall. McGregor hit five of
ten from the field and sank a
fantastic 11 of 12 free throws to
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All Jr. Pants Tops Vests Pant Suits -

preliminary contest, and Coach
he
that
Conley agreed
responded to the pressure well.
"I'm finally going to have to
brag on (Tommy) Futrell,"
Conley said after the game."He
played one heck of a game."
The freshman guard has
taken over the spotlight at
Calloway as dribbling prowess
preserved Calloway's slim lead
in the closing minutes of the
contest.
After being down 27-23 at the
half, the Lakers overhauled the
host quint midway in the third
quarter. With a three-point lead
at 2:14 to go, the substitutes
came in to relieve the varsity
team. Greg Howard, Greg
Byars, Steve Cunningham,
Tommy Futrell, and Randy
Conner was the combination
that clicked for the Letters in
the second half.
With James Wells in at the

defense is just like their offense
bloodshot TV eyes.
Ohio State at Michigan: — there are no weak points,"
"There's a lot of bananas hang- says A&M's Emory Bellard, for
ing on this one for both teams," many years an aide to Darrell
Montreal relief ace Mike
says Sarkkinen, who has been a Royal at ... Texas 28-14.
Red
Arkansas:
at
Tech
Texas
who finished second
Marshall
series
this
in
player
or
coach
to Seaver in this year's Cy
almost every year since 1937. Raiders haven't beaten ArYoung Award voting, com"There are no favorites, no un- kansas since 1967. Tech that,
Arkansas. Texas Tech 24-14.
pleted the top five with 93
derdogs in this one."
Arizona at Arizona State:
points.
Ohio State Head Coach
Others in the top 10 were Lou
Woody Hayes says, "You can Winner gets the Fiesta Eiowl.
Brock of the St. Louis Cardicheck the statistics and still Loser gets a siesta. Arizona ...
nals, with 65 points; Cincincome up with some questions." State 38-21.
Missouri at Kansas: These
nati's Tony Perez, 59; Seaver,
The biggest question is —
57; Ken Singleton of the Monhow can either team lost' But Big Eight rivals are tied for
the winner has gone to the 19th in The Associated Press
treal Expos, 52, and CincinRose Bowl five straight years, ratings. Something's gotta give.
nati's Johnny Bench, 41, last
and five straight years the win- Missouri 2044.
year's MVP.
West Virginia at Syracuse:
ner has been the home team.
For Rose, the glossy MVP
Old Ben Schwartzwalder's last
The pick ... Michigan 16-14.
award is the culmination of a
Alabama at Louisiana State: game as Syracuse coach. Seclong-time ambition.
By winning, Alabama can be- ond Upset Special ... Syracuse
"It's great to be No. 1," Rose
come the eighth team in history 17-13.
said. "It's the biggest honor
Purdue at Indiana Lee Corso
to record 500 victories. That's
yet. I'm thrilled and happy."
just one reason why this game, has had "Beat Purdue" signs
according to Bryant, -"is more up since last spring. Putting
Important to us than bowls are, our foot in the Oki Oaken Buckright now. It's the next step in et, here's a Third Upset Special
Indiana 21-20.
our plans for a Southeastern
Harvard at Yale: THE
Conference championship and a
Game! THE winner' Harvard
national championship."
Alabama also can become the 21-14.
second team ever — Oklahoma
in 1971 was the other — to rank
in the all-time top 10 in both
production (i.e., rushing, total
offense and scoring) and explosiveness (i.e., yards per
play). "On paper, I don't know
why we're even going to play
them," says ISU's Charlie
ing New York on a 26-8 tear
Warriors 108, Bucks 105
By FRED ROTHENBERG
McClendon. "But," he adds,
Thurmond blocked a shot by and the Knicks breezed to a
"games aren't decided on pa- Associated Press Sports Writer
Although the season has only Oscar Robertson then sank a 105-89 victory over the Lakers
per." Upset Special of the
Men 189, Kings 193
reached
the one-quarter point, layup after a feed from MulWeek ... LSU 24-21.
Larry Jones and Toni VanGolden State a 108the
in
giving
predictions
lins,
Western
ConNebraska at Oklahoma: KanArsdale each chipped in 10
ference in the National Basket- 105 victory over Milwaukee
sas State's Vince Gibson says
points during a third-period
89
Lakers
186,
Knicks
ball
Association are pointing to
flatly that Oklahoma will win.
Willis Reed and surge, lifting Philadelphia to a
a
Bradley,
torrid
winter
Bill
out
west.
a
Missouri's Al Onofrio says,
—"Anyone who says that the Walt Frazier combined for 25 109-103 victory over Kansas
"probably Oklahoma."
Los
Angeles Lakers are a shoo- points in the third period, lead- City-Omaha.
Gibson is calling Oklahoma
in, doesn't know what's going
Says
team."
"a super football
on in the NBA," said Nhicago
'
Osborne: "Vince uses that ad**********
Coach Dick Motta after his *************
jective rather loosely at times.
Bulls
outlasted the Trail BlazHe says we are not super and
ers Tuesday night 106-101.
Oklahoma is super, so we have
—"This was a big game bethought seriously about not gocause this is the start of a •
ing to the game." Good thinkmake or break road trip for
ing, Tom. Oklahoma 28-21.
UCLA vs. Southern Califor- us," said Jeff Mullins, whose
feed to Nate Thurmond helped
nia: If you think sports writers
Golden State squeeze by Milat
that
advised
be
are experts,
waukee 108-105.
Monday's Southern California
RESTAURANT
—"This is a reconstruction
Football Writers' luncheon, 25
period
for
us," said Los Angepicked UCLA and 11 chose
Formerly
les Coach Bill Sharman after
USC. "My gosh! You guys
the
Lakers
were
whipped by
Tavtain's
don't serve whisky out there,
the Knicks 106-89.
do you?" wondered UCLA's
In the rest of the NBA, BufPepper Rodgers. Southern Cal
Same Ownership & Management
falo trounced Phoenix 127-100
31-28.
end
Philadelphia
downed KanServing ...
Air Force at Notre Dame:
sas City-Omaha 109-103.
The Irish wouldn't mind seeing
In the American Basketball
all those other games wind up
Association, Indiana edged
in ties and this one end in a
Utah 102-98 and Carolina
triumph for .. Notre Dame 35tripped Denver 113-107
7.
Bulls lei, Trail Blazers 101
Pitt at Penn State: This one's
Portland held Chet Walker
recruiting
and
for the bragging
sCorelear 'for hthe Minutes 0(
rights in western Pennsylvania.
the final period, but the veteran
It also matches aensational senChicago forward then poured in * Open: 4 p.m. Tues.-Sat
Highway 641 N.
Penn
of
Cappelletti
John
ior
10 points in the last three minState against fabulous freshutes, finishing the game with 30
11:45 Sunday
Murray, Ky.
man Tony Dorsett of Pitt. Penn
points and leading Bulls to a •
State 11-10.
106-101 victory over the Trail- •••••4*****0***%**@*****
Texas at Texas A&M : "Their
Blazers.

football bowl lineup and knock
at least two teams out of the
national championship picture.
They'll all be seen on national television, along with Air
Force-Notre Dame and UCLASouthern California. That's nine
of the nation's Top Ten — sorry
about that Air Force — and the
10 TV teams have a combined
84-6-3 record for a .919 percentage.
On Thursday, it's Air Force
at fifth-ranked Notre Dame,followed by second-ranked Alabama at No. 7 USU. Friday, it's
Nebraska at Oklahoma. Saturday, it's Ohio State at Michigan
and UCLA-USC. Sunday, it's
something to soothe those

wwwwwwwww••11111

formance in the low-scoring
game.
But the one thing that
Calloway could not combat was
the threat of the South team at
the foul line. The Rebels made
24 of their 38 foul shots, while
Calloway had only 26 opportunities, 17 of which they hit.
The Rebels made nearly half of
their points at the charity
stripe.
Calloway had the easy edge in
shots taken from the field with
56 shots attempted ( 20 made) to
the Rebels 14 of 32.
-The substitutes played one
heck of a game for us," Coach
Conley said. Key roles were
played in the win for County by
several members of the B-team
as Greg Byars collected four
points and Steve Cunningham
helped on defense. Byars
seemed to look better in the
varsity game than he did in the

10% Off I
Every Item in
The Store!
9

she YOUTH
Paris, Tenn.
_

North Court

SHOP

Phone 642-2932

Friday 9-8 — Sat. 9-5
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Tennessee State Remains Top
Team In AP College Grid Poll
11-0-0 374
The victory moved Boise records and total points. Points t tie) Elon ( 2)
By THE ASSOCIATED PRESS 7 victory over Alabama State
8-2-0 369
(1)
State
Boise
20-18-16-148.
State, which received one first- tabulated on basis of
Tennessee State remained the last Saturday.
8-1-0 247
Poly-SLO
Cal
9.
eighth
10th
to
from
vote,
place
was
The rest of the Top Ten
nation's No. 1 college division
9-1-0 212
1)
(
Chstn
814
Ablne
9-0-0
10.
31)
(
St.
Tenn.
1.
football team today in the Asso- not as unshakeable. Hawaii in the rankings.
8-2-0 198
Dakota
693
South
10-0-0
11.
2. W. Ky. (3)
The new No. 2 team is Westplunged from second to a sixthciated Press poll.
8-3-0 198
Delaware
579
)
tie
10-1-0
(1)
Tech
La.
3
received
which
ern
Kentucky,
place tie, and Cal Poly-SLO
8-2-0 170
St.
Dakota
465
N.
10-0-0
13.
(2)
Wittenberg
4.
While others around them from fourth to ninth after loss- three votes for No. 1 and 693
111
0-0-0
1)
(
384
Langston
9-2-0
14
5. Grambling
points. Western Kentucky beat
were changing places, the Ti- es.
7-2-0 82
Jacksonville St.
374
8-1-0
is.
Hawaii
6.
10th
for
its
32-27
ranking
State
Murray
top
the
by
Pacific
Hawaii, beaten
RICHMOND, Ky. (AP) - throw, we'can."
AA teams by The Associated gers held onto
While Tilghman has allowed Press, Tilghman scored 436 with 814 points, many of them 283, was tied with Elon for straight victory this year.
Two of the state's top rushing
sixth with 374 points. Elm reoffenses meet head-on Friday only two teams - Madisonville points while allowing all dozen on 31 first-place ballots.
Louisiana Tech, No. 5 last
A nationwide panel of broad- ceived two votes for No. 1. Cal
when Paducah Tilghman and and Louisville Shawnee - more opponents only 42 this season.
Western KenThe Tornado's last three casters and sports writers kept PolySLO, beaten by Boise State week, replaced
Boyd County clash for the Ken- than a touchdown and has shut
as the No. 3 team, gaintucky Class AA High School out seven teams this season, games were 53-0 over Mayfield, Tennnessee State in first place 42-10, polled 247 points for tucky
ing one first-place ballot and
Haley expects trouble from 2-0 over Madisonville and 28-0 after the Tigers' impressive 35- ninth.
Football Championship here.
579 points after beating Northover Meade County. They earBetween the two, they have Boyd County.
east Louisiana 40-0 for No. 10 in
the
from
Male,
different
Louisville
the
on
out
"They're
1,000
points
shut
even
lier
an
put
a row.
said
he
played,"
Bowling
Franklin-Simpson,
scoreboards this season, with teams we've
Wittenberg, with two votes
Tilghman winning all of its 12 of the Lions. "Madisonville has Green and Murray.
for No. 1 and 465 points, moved
Wil13
(Hugh)
its
in
12
allowed
back
with
great
County
County
a
Boyd
Boyd
and
games
up two spots to No. 4 after
liams and Owensboro's (Law- foes 124 points while putting up
victories and a tie.
Marietta 35-7. Gramblbeating
rence) Jefferson is a good one, 564 for the home cause, with
ing jumped two places to fifth
Terry Keelin, Mike Delvizis
"We're just like Boyd Coun- too.
with 384 points after trimming
"But Boyd County has three and Robin Chaney as the center
ty," Tilghman Coach Dan HaSouthern U. 19-14.
ley said. "We're primarily a terrific backs and I'm not so of the rushing attack.
Ky.
per
yards
GREEN,
up
233
tense
BOWLING
giving
Rounding out the Top Ten
Delvizis, however, has an ( AP)- Western Kentucky Uni- game.
running team and try about sure we can handle that many
Boise State, No. 8 with 369
were
said.
Haley
bothering
We
game.
is
time,"
at the same
ankle sprain that
nine or 10 passes a
versity expected final word toLehigh, which finished the points, and Abilene Christian,
"They're just so quick and big him "and it doesn't look good," day from the National Colle- season 7-3-1, leads the college
do have some balance."
10 with one first-place vote
Scott said. "We're goint to need giate Athletic Association on division in passing, picking up No.
Boyd Coach Tom Scott agrees that I just don't know."
212 points.
and
be
this
in
will
the
Haley
get
on
stay
everybody we can
In addition,
his Lions like to
three players thought ineligible more than 3,026 yards and 22
Langston, a new member of
ground, but he expects 30 to 40 without the services of guard one.
to compete in the Division H touchdowns. The school, in the ranked teams this week at
"I've seen the Tilghman playoffs.
per cent passing from the Tor- Chuck Young, who suffered a
Bethlehem, Pa., has the leading No. 14, received the other ballot
concussion in practice and half- films and they've got an awful
nado.
Western had expected that passer, quarterback Kim for first place.
recovof
big bunch of people - a lot
"Us? We always have about back Andre Greer hasn't
four players might be ineligible McQuiklen, who has completed
95 per cent runs and five per ered his pre-season form after depth with plenty of quickne s when the Hilltoppers meet Le- 196 of 326 tosses, for 2,603 yards
The Top 15, with first-place
cent passes," he said. "When missing nine games with a and speed," he continued.
high here Dec. I, because of an and 19 touchdowns.
in parentheses, season
votes
"But we can win if we don't NCAA rule on the number of
we do throw, it is just when we shoulder separation suffered in
have people wide open for a the second game of the season. make too many mistakes," years a player can extend his
touchdown. But if we have to
eligibility.
Ranked No. 1 among Class Scott added.
But Lou Spry, NCAA assistant executive director, told
Western Coach Jimmy Feix
veekr-kTuesday that defensive tackle
been
A
Lonnie Schuster, who had
r•-•
questionable, will receive a
"hardship waiver" allowing
him to play.
S.
But Spry said quarterback
4
Leo Peckenpaugh and linebackers Robert Walton and
Aundra Sidles probably will be
ineligible.
•••••••••.....
game
a
yards
rushing
140.3
his
Furgerson noted that Murray
4.6
"It was certainly no disgrace
"Spry didn't tell me outright
best in the nation.
to lose to Western. They're a did some things well, too. "We is among the
that the others would be inPandolfi completed 104 of 214 eligible, but he definitely gave
great team, but so is Murray," scored 27 points and had 466
Murray State Coach Bill yards total offense against a passes for 1621 yards and 10 us no encouragement," Flex
Furgerson said of his Racers' defense that had given up only touchdowns during the season. said. "I talked to the players
32-27 defeat by the Hilltoppers 35 points all season and an He also had 147 yards rushing involved and they took it kind
average of 207 yards a game. for a total offensive average of of hard."
,
Saturday.
Feix heard of the invitation
"Don Clayton was fantastic In 176.8 yards a game.
Farrell caught 34 passes for to compete in the playoffs
"Their defense forced us into rushing for 190 yards and two
612 yards, 5 touchdowns, and 1 Tuesday while lecturing his
some errors which let them touchdowns.
•
Sfuntualt
conversion. His receptions were "football coaching and theory"
have three quick touchdowns in
Pandolfi had a great vital in most of
"Tom
secondary
on
class
defensive
Furgerson
drives
Murray's
the third quarter,"
passing game (16 of 29 for 268 during the season.
"I was telling them about
continued, "and we couldn't
yards and a touchdown), and
11
Mit kw toll details!
what a defensive back shouldn't
quite catch up despite some
f•,
•
As a team the Racers do when one of my assistants
proved again that
IN
Farrell
Bill
's
p
••
Porter
fourth.
the
great play in
• 106 I.
tight end in this averaged 197.8 yards rushing told us the news," Flex said.
best
the
he's
Williams (Western's receiver)
•
t
US•s
and 162.1 yards passing for a
part of the country."
•
•••
The Western-Lehigh game
4..4 %vs .
did a great job in catching four
••
•
•
offensive average of 359.9 composes the Mideast region of
tval
•••
Clayton upped the Murray
touchdown passes. A couple
yards a game, second only to
times he made great moves to season rushing record to 1403 the 1968 team's 394.8. The the Division II playoffs, while
get open and a couple times we yards with his fine per- rushing average is the best ever in the East, Delaware ( 7-3)
meets Grambling ( 9-2) at Athad him well covered and he formance. His two touchdowns for a Murray team.
lantic City, N.J.
gives him 9 for the season, and
caught them anyway."
The East and Mideast winThe 7-3-0 record is second only
collide Dec. c8 in the
ners
among
7-2-1
team's
to the 1968
the teams Furgerson has Grantland Rice Bowl in Baton
coached at Murray and only Rouge, La., a semifinal contest.
eight other Murray teams have The finals will be Dec. 15 in
won as many as 7 games. Sacramento, Calif.
Western, undefeated in 10
traditional to
Furgerson's record for seven
The beauty of this magnificent stemware is designed to harmonize with any decor, from
and ranked third nationgames
36-31-3.
is
Murray
at
setting.Each piece
seasons
elegant
most
the
in
home
at
also
is
It
use,
everyday
for
enough
y.
Durable
contemporar
is blywn bowl,
The team finished second in the ally among small colleges,
has the solid weight that spells quality. Tap the rim and you hear a rich bell tone! Design
Ohio Valley Conference as did leads the Ohio Valley Conferstem.
button
with
ence with an offense averaging
Furgerson's 1968 team.
407 yards per game and a deOnly 11 members of the team
are seniors but nine are starters. They are fullback Jim
Engel, offensive guards Mark
Not-rid and Rodney Pickering,
offensive tackle Dale Willis,
BIRMINGHAM, Ala. (AP)Farrel, wide receiver Scotty Sophomore "Sonny" Collins of
Crump, place kicker Don Kentucky leads Mississippi
Wright, defensive end Jim State senior Wayne Jones by 69
linebackers yards for the lead in the great
McPeake, and
Bruce Farris, Tom Johnson, Southeastern Conference rushing race of 1973.
and Jim Surrency.
Collins has 1,163 yards
120
in
yards
460
Engel had
last week's games,
through
for
rushes and caught 21 passes
Jones has 1,094 yards. Wilbur
284 yards and a touchdown.
Jackson of Alabama leads in
Willis, Not-rid, and Pickering
yards per carry with 8.6.
line
helped make the offensive
Vanderbilt's Fred Fisher is a
one of the best in Murray's
solid leader in passing statis25
caught
Crump
history.
tics. He has hit 105 of 197 atpasses for 336 yards and 2
for 1,150 yards, only
tempts
touchdowns. Wright kicked 17 of
four interceptions and 11.7 comof
10
and
attempts
21 extra point
pletions per game, tops in each
17 field goal attempts and was
category.
the team's second-leading
Condredge Holloway of Tenscorer with 47 points.
nessee leads in touchdown
Farris led the defense in passes with 10, and Gary Ruttackles with 76 and assists with ledge in completion percentage
30 and had 2 interceptions. with 57.1 per cent.
Bill Buckley of Mississippi
Johnson was second in tackles
Floriwith 53 and assists with 20 and State and Lee McGriff of
also had 2 interceptions. da are neck-end neck for pass
Surrancy had 11 tackles, 8 reception honors, Bill with 38
seven
assists, 1 fumble recover, and 1 catches for 603 yards and
yards
interception. McPeake had 7 TD's, Lee with 35 for 639
Wayne
touchdowns.
four
and
tackles and 4 assists.
Wheeler of Alabama and StanFurgerson says tKteam will ley Morgan of Tennessee averalways be "a very special group age 25.8 and 24.7 yards per reto me. They always believed ception.
they could win if there was any
Fred Fisher of Vanderbilt
time iefIon,the clock. They had,. eased, past .re-irttured ki9C90(
great character which they Felker of Mississippi State in
showed in game after game by tandem offense by gaining 536
coming from behind to win. yards against Tulane while
Reople kept asking me during Rocky closed with 54 yards and
oo"ftik
the season if I wasn't surprised a broken leg. Fisher has 1,466
at their success. I always yards at 162.9 per game, Felker
replied,'not surprised but very, has 1,094 yards and 156.3 per
•
very pleased.'"
game.

Tilghman To Meet Tough Boyd
County For. AA Championship

WKU Expects Final
Word On Eligibility

In A Special

CENTRAL CENTER

Tabloid Insert in This Paper

TODAY!!

No Disgrace To Lose To
Western, Furgerson Says
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The Holiday Season is the time to open your Savings Account
in order to qualify for the beautiful Crystal Stemware.

Winchester Printing Services
and

Fast Print Copy Center
WILL BE CLOSED
Thursday and Friday

- Here's How to Qualify -

Nov. 22 & 23

with your first $25.00 deposited to your existing savings
account or when you open a new savings account with
$25.00, you are eligible to purchase this beautiful crystal
stemware for $4.00 per item.

In Observance of the
Thanksgiving Holiday

F

Collins Leading
SEC Rushing Race

The Pattern is called "Murray Tango" and is sparkling 24%
Lead Crystal from Europe's Finest German Craftsmen.

**N.

The Bank of Murray will give you the fourth piece-Free!
You are eligible to purchase a piece with each $25.00
deposit thereafter.

CALL NOW!

I

Ledger & Times
Gift
Subscriptions!

th Court

WaltSCOW

753-1916
A Gift 'Card will
be sent.

Come In and Start Your Set
- TODAY -

•
•
.111.

BANK of MURRAY
Member F.D.1.C.
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Energy Crisis Puts State Budget In Disarray
FRANKFORT, Ky. (AP) - $60 million may be lost to the
Gov. Wendell Ford says the road fund in the next two fiscal
energy crisis has put Ken- years because of reduced tax
tucky's coming budget into revenue from motor fuels, lisuch disarray that he may have cense sales and other receipts.
He said Kentucky's tourist
to ask the 1974 legislature for
unprecedented power to change business, which accounts for
more than $600 million a year,
it at will.
a possible curtailment befaces
governor
the
interview
In an
painted a picture of almost un- cause promotional material
may be prohibited under cerrelieved financial gloom.
conditions in a new federal
tain
as
much
as
that
estimated
He
Answer to Yesterday's Puzzle

Crossword PuzzliACROSS
1 Preposition
5 Man s name
8 Grate
12 Kind of been
13 Seed container
14 Girl s name
15 Manager
17 Useless
10 Hereditary
factors
19 Sea nymphs
21 Drink slowly
23 Negathe Prefix
24 Macaw
27 Indicted
32 Genus of
moths
34 Lubricate
35 Comfort
36 Inflammatory
swelling
39 Writing
implemeM
40 Also
41 Scold
43 Apes
47 Girls
nickname
51 Comb form
pertaining to
the soil
52 Those who
gather *hat
left by wipers
54 Devastation
55 Vast age
56 Merriment
57 Greek letter
58 River in
Scotland
59 Prophet

Female horses
likely
Anon
Heart
stunLlam
8Vimicfive
retaliation
9 Turlush
regiment
10 Skidded
11 Shallow
4
5
6
7

kineni
16 A corit
20 Trench for
22
24
25
26
28
29
30
31

num gum

Extended
45 Young of
Part of circle
3.3 City in
herring
Pennsylvania
Cheer
46 Plumlike fruit
derision
of
Cry
37
Southern
distant
Pretix
48
in
38 City
blackbird
49 Woody plant
California
Inlet
42 Bands of men 50 River in
Belgium
Short sleep
43 Sharp point
53 Compass
Compass point 44 Chits arid
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United Feature Syndicate, Inc.

If

bill.
He said unemployment,lower
in this state than most other
sections of the nation, may
double because of the ripple effect -on industries connected
with auto and truck production
and parts.
The only note of optileasin
Ford said he could foresee is
the sharply increased use of
coal, the major industry in
Kentucky.
"This energy crisis will affect
us into the next administration
and whoever follows me in this
chair," Fgrd said.
A couple4rf months ago, Ford
said, "I felt reasonably good
about the ability of the state to
continue its growth...then all of
a sudden the bubble burst." Now, he indicated, it appears
the state will have to plug some
huge financial gaps. For example, money from the general
fund, which finances most state
government operations, will
have to be transferred to the
road fund which won't reach
the anticipated $500 million plus
in the next biennium.
Moreover, he said, if unemployment increases in Kentucky
the general fund revenue will
dip, too.
"And if factories in Detroit
and other areas close and
people are laid off, then those
from Kentucky will probably
come back home and they'll be
drawing their unemployment
and welfare here in Kentucky,"
Ford said.
"So it presents a real problem. I don't know what I'm going to be able to do. We'll be
looking at the budget, trying to
be very careful about it, right
up to the minute it is presented
to the legislature."

3 tkok ru_

"We may say, for instance,
that when income reaches a
certain point I can put 'x' number of dollars into education
that were not budgeted," he
said. "I could put 'x' number of
dollars into another budgeted
field and if income reaches a
certain point, could go ahead
and fund additional money."
Ford said such a request
would be made reluctantly and
he is not sure yet he will do 30.
The silver lining in the national crisis is that eventually
the nation will become self-sufficient in energy, the governor
said, and Kentucky will reap
benefits in any crash program
to use more coal.
"You need two things for
gasification and liquifaction,"
he said. "You need coal and
you need water. Kentucky has
both and the private industry
that is more than willing to cooperate."
He said he plans soon to submit a proposal to the federal
government for two Kentucky
plants which would convert
coal to other energy sources.

(Oti LoRITIN6 TO AN
ARE ,
ACTOR OR A FIREPLACE ?

BLONDIE

OKAY, DAGw000, BUT 1-WHEN WE GET BACK TO
THE Oc-FICE REMIND ME

ANYBOCYY WI-40 CAN 1••••
AFFORD A LUNG-1 L.
THIS,IS BEING

OVERPAID

TO CUT YOUR
SALARY

c
(r

4,73=

THE PHANTOM
AN ANGEL

WHO..
Is

DiSCAn5E,'

r.
BEATLE BAILEY
TFIE AIR RAID

soKNOW, z HAVEN'T
SEEN HIM 5INICE
SENT HIM TO
CHECK THE AIR
RAID SHELTER
LAST WEEK
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GOOD EXPERIENCED and SMALL ENGINE mechanic.
reliable body man wanted. 753- Experience necessary. Must lir PONTOON boat, Rebuilt,
6035.
have own tools. Write to P.O. Box pontoons filled with styrafoam.
Murray, Ky.
32-L,
Make great duck blind. Call 753OLAN MILLS needs ladies to
9349 after 5:00 p.m.
work on phones, also light
delivery work, from Room 41,
Regal 8 Motel. Apply in person
Veliia Higgins, Monday mor- FOOD,HOT food. Nets $15 per
ning, 9:00 a.m., November 26. hour. Part time-full time. No G.E. CLEARANCE Sale-8 track
Please don't call Motel.
selling. 10 hours week can earn ‘tereo tape players. Automatic
$8,000 yearly. Cash required record changer, audio systems,
BOAT DOCK
$900.00. Must be qualified in- duo-mode systems, tri-mode
has been in use on Barkley WE WILL interview college dividual with good credit. (25 systems, four channel sound
junior or senior interested in hour week can earn $161,000 per systems, FM-AM-FM stereo
Lake, presently has Corps sales and delivery, inside and year-cash required $1960). receiver. While they last.
outside work. Transportation Locations secured-age no Model-Reg. Price-Sale Price
of Engineers permit
will be helpful, but not required. factor. Can be nice family M-8616 $62.95 $49.88
Phone 753-0123.
operation. Written buy back SC2705 $124.95 $99.95
Phone 502-522-8765
agreement. Write, include SC2005 $124.96 $109.96
phone number, to: Automated SC2015 $159.95 $126.95
We, Robert W. Spears and
Mary Pauline Spears, Route 7, MALE SHORT order cook, Marketing Intl., Inc., 5205 SC2305 $199.95 $154.95
Mayfield, as of this date, experienced in prep work. Good Leesburg Pike, Suite 204, Dept. SC3300 $209.95 $168.95
November 21, will not be working conditions. Wonderful 1, Falls Church, Virginia 22041. SC3205 $259.85 $199.95
for aggressive
40 watts peak music, power on
responsible for any debts other opportunity
man. Steady work. Good pay.
than our own.
EXTRA cash? Spare our most deluxe set. Roby Sales,
NEED
Write Box 32-K, Murray,
Robert W. Spears
Time! Details, sample free. Highway 68, Benton, Kentucky.
Kentucky.
Rosebud Sykes, 406 South 4th
BALDWIN PIANOS and organs.
Street.
JOBS IN Intelligence. No exQuality
Rent to purchase plan. Lonardo
perience required. Good salary,
Piano Company, across from
benefits plus., two-year enlistPost Office, Paris, Tennessee.
ment. Now interviewing, 18-35.
from White Electronics
Call Army Opportunities collect INSURANCE: NEW mobile PIANO SALE. As low as $595.00.
'World's Largest
home coverage to qualified risk, Lonardo Piano Company, across
247-4525.
with or without deductible, low from Post Office, Paris, TenLine"
COMPUTER OPS trainee. Paid rates, excellent claim service. nessee.
For a special holiday offer training. Good salary, many When you see me, don't think of
call your authorized dealer: benefits. Two-year enlistment. insurance, but when you think of SPINET PIANO: May be seen
Now interviewing. Call Army insurance see me. Harding
Reliable persons
Phone 753-1575
Opportunities collect, 247-4525. Galloway Insurance & Realty, in your area
Mon. thro Sat.
interested in small balance and
phone 753-5642.
low payments may write to
DENTAL ASSISTANT trainee.
Richardson Music Company,
WANTED IMMEDIATELY Paid training.
Good salary.
Poplar Bluff, Mo.
home for 18 year old boy. For Benefits plus, two-year enlistcall ment. Now interviewing, 18-35. APPROXIMATELY lu acres,
information
specific
TUNI.NG-repairHuman Call Army Opportunities 247-4525. non tillable land, five or six miles PIANO
for
Department
Resources, 753-5362, ask for
from Murray. Phone 492-8837 ,rebullding. Prompt.expert service. Rebuilt pianos for sale. Ben
Ramona Roberts.
CLERK-TYPIST. No ex- 8:00 a.m.-5:00 p.m.
W. toyer, Murray, Kentucky.
perience required. Good salary,
TFC
THE LYNNVILLE Shoe Store many
rwo-year I WILL be buying all kinds of furs Phone 753-8911.
benefits.
and The Lynnville Furniture enlistment. Now interviewing, lb again this season. Thanks for last
Store will be open from 1:00 - 5:00 35. Call Army Opportunities year's business. Highway 641
South, 2 miles from shopping
p.m. on Sundays now through collect 247-4525.
center, Murray, Kentucky.
Christmas. New furniture
arriving daily. Famous name LEGAL CLERK trainee. Paid Douglas Shoemaker, Phone 7=- KELLY'S TERMITE and Pest
Control, phone 753-3914, 100 South
brand shoes for all the family. training. Good salary, excellent 3375.
13th Street. ''Every day you
benefits. Now interviewing, 18-35.
WANT 1'0 BUY large farm, with delay lets bugs have their way."
Two-year enlistment. Call Army
or without house, in Calloway
Opportunities collect 247-4525.
FOR THE best in pest control
County. Phone 782-2567.
service and termite control call
Will
exSTENOGRAPHER-NO
Superior Etterminating ComReopen her Beauty Shop,
perience required. Good salary,
TFC
pany.
753-73116.
on
near Farmington,
Two-year
benefits.
many
November 26th.
enlistment. Now interviewing, 18- POOL TABLES-/
2 price sale,
1
Now 2 operators to serve
35. Call Army Opportunities, while they last. 44", regular
yea-.
collect 247-4525.
$24.86, now only $12.43. 60",
FRANCES LATHAM
regular $49.60, now only $24.80. FALL FENCE sale, now through
DONNA TABERS
SURVEYORS. PAID training. Roby Sales, Highway 611, Benton, November 26. For free estimate
Good salary, great benefits. Now Kentucky.
Call Larry Lyles at Sears, 753489-2617
=10.
interviewing, 18-35. Two-year
re
enlistment. Call Army Op- MOBILE HOMES underpenned.
BATTERIES $8.95 to $14.96. Any
portunities, collect 247-4525.
Phone 753-3938 or 753-6461.
car, discount to dealers. Atomic
ADVERTISING
401 North 4th Street,
PHOTOGRAPHERS. We'll train FIREWOOD-cut to order. batteries,
Murray, 753-8672.
DEADLINES
you and pay as you train. Two- Phone 436-2382 or 759-5143.
All display ads, classified
year enlistment. Good salary,
TRUCK LOAD tire sale. While
and
display
regular
benefits plus. Now interviewing,
PILE, free from soil is they last, custom premium 78
display, must be submitted
1145. Call Army Opportunities LOFTY
the carpet cleaned with Blue polyester 4 ply white wall. Road
by 12 noon, the day before
collect 247-4525.
Lustre. Rent electric shampooer hazard and defective material
publication
Kwik-Pik Market, Five guaranteed.
All reader classifieds
MAIL CLERK. No experience $1.00.
Points.
E711114" or 15"414.82 + $12.22
many
salary,
must be submitted by 4
Good
required.
F78:14" or 15"-$15.39+ $2.37
18-35.
p.m. the day before
benefits. Now interviewing
RUGS,like new, so easy, G78x14" or 15"418.36
publication.
Two year enlistment. Call Army CLEAN
Rent }178x14" or 15"-$17.51 + $3.01
••••••••••••••
•
Opportunities, collect 247-4525. to do with Blue Lustre.
electric shampooer $1.00. Big K. J719x- or 15"41&11 + $3.01
Custom premiun 2+2 fiberglass
OVERSEAS JOB opportunities. Belaire Shopping Center.
belted 76 series, white wall.
Two-year enlistment. Good
5. rOsi And Found
salary, many benefits. Now in- CREOSOTE POLES,8' to 20' and Road hazard and defective
terviewing, 18-35. Call Army treated fence posts. Murray material guaranteed.
15"415.51 + $2.31
collect 247-4525.
Lumber Company, 104 Maple E7ax14" or
LOST TARPAULIN on Coldwater Opportunities
F78x14" or 15"416.12 + $2.50
Street.
Highway between Stella and
G78x14" or 15"417.26 + $2.73
EXPERIENCED
WANTED
Murray. Phone 753-6905.
or 15"-$18.90 + $2.96
H78x14"
in
Apply
driver.
trailer
tractor
FOR an unusual gift? L7ts- or 15419.60 + $3.31
LOOKING
person to Mr. Waller at Paschall Give an art piece sculptured by
white wall 2+2
Truck Lines. "An equal op- nature; varnished and hand Wide 70 series
fiberglass belted or nylon. Road
employer."
portunity
polished driftwood with assorted hazard and defective material
arl,„
414
01;
decorations. Phone 753-2415 or guaranteed.
e
eit
at 1672 Farmer Ave.
see
F70x14" or 15"-$17.50 + $2.61
TRACTOR TRAILER driver
k•
or 15"-$18.54 +
G70x14"
have
Must
road.
wanted,over the
H70x14" or 15"419.80 + $3.09
experience. Phone 438-2252.
4(0iP
iKR,
A
L.
4k
Wide 60 series raised white
MAHOGANY DUNCAN Phyfe letters. Road hazard and
SLAESMAN WANTED, ex-,, drop leaf table and four chairs. defective materials guaranW perience helpful, but not Living room suite. Good con- teed.
G60x14" or 15"-$19.13 + $2.89
.4 necessary. Apply at Bill's Mobile dition. Phone 753-0226.
L80x14" or 15"423.52 + $3.49
South.
641
Highway
Homes,
someone
Know
Mud and snow tires, white wall.
;(
25 CUBIC foot Admiral com- Road hazard and defective
soon
41;
who'll
l
oi
OPENING FOR Cook, full time bination
freezer
and material guaranteed.
employment. Good salary, &p- refrigerator side by side, $149.00.1 F78x14" or 15"414.41 + $2.52
a
celebrate
4i.
h proximately 35 hours per week. See at Ward Elkins.
G78:14" or 15"-$15.13 + $2.60
Alf Contact Seven Seas Restaurant
ri. birthday?
H78x14" or 15"-516.17 + $2.75
Highway 641 North. Formerly ANTIQUE TABLE and six L78x14" or 15"417.18 + $3.13
m
ri
re Captain's Kitchen.
chairs. Phone 753-7707.
Steel belted radial ply tires.
tig
Road hazard and defective
Pi SYLVANIA TV attendants for
i
ii.:
materials guaranteed.
414
iA3 Send them greetings•Murray Calloway County 18.
FR70:14" or 15"-$34.70 + $2.86
Hospital area no experience
or 15"-$36.31 + $3.08
4: with a Happy Ad in W required. Must be able to meet GOLDEN TOUCH & Sew, model GR70114"
or 15"437.50 + $3.33
HR70:14"
public and keep accurate 750 by Singer, 2 years old, half
011 the
LR70x14" or 15"-$39.47 + $3.70
our Classified Section)
person
motivated
Highly
records.
:*:
....
original price. See at Murray Truck tires. Road hazard and
will get this permanent part-time Singer Sewing Center, Belaire
:14
defective material guaranteed
position. For interview, write to Shopping Center.
Highway tread.
cot;
number.
phone
Just call
32D,
Include
Box
i%
;
;1 Do not contact hospital!
670x15-6 ply - $13.37 + $2.40
753-1916
SALE-Sewing 700:15-6 ply - $16.55 + $2.80
1
CLEARANCE
41
Machinet. Brother heavy duty, "750`08-15 DIY - 420.48 + 41.6e '
to place' yocst*t;
CHRISTMAS ISN'T that far full size model number 1381, Truck tires, tortion type. Road
i away! Let Avon help you make Regular 879.26, now only $44.17. hazard and defective material
P41:
holiday money. As an Avon aleavy duty zig mg. model 821, guaranteed.
Representative, you can earn Regular $99.93, now only, $63.56. 670x154 ply - $17.63 + $2.89
extra cash--and it's easy and Deluxe dig rag model number 700:15-6 ply $18.93 + $3.33
fun! Call or write Glenda Duke,'751, regular $150.95, now only 750x16-8 ply • $25.87 + $4.12
P.O. Box 3247, Paducah, Ky. $114.37 Roby Sales, Highway 68,
Roby Sales, Highway 68
Benton. Kentucky.
43001,443-3816.
Benton, Ky.

Metal Detector
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The governor saki his administration had planned to introduce the budget early in the
session, perhaps in January,
but this strategy has changed.
"This crisis prevents me
from going in early unless we
want to take a shot in the
I, Joe Allbritten, 517 Shady
dark," he said. "And I don't
not be
Drive, will
Lane
want to be fiscally irresponsresponsible for any debts other
ible..."
than my own as of this date,
Ford said he may reluctantly November 20, 1973.
Joe Allbritten
seek "a little broader discretion
this time than ever before"
from the next General Assembly.
COMMUNITY
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HAD NEW toCKS
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FRANCES LATHAM
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1989 CHEV
only. In
interior. 11
speed train
HP engir
guaranteed
be repaired
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MARY K
cosmetic
cover up.
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facial, Sol
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condition.
GREAT S
Lots of p
floor polist
suits, girl:
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call now 4
ALL THI
complete
$17,000.00
$3,000.00.
Conner Pa
FIREWOO
Jim Gibeo
p.m.
FIREPLA
4147, or 43
RAGGAD
stuffed be
Christmas
ANTIQUE
couch an
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753-4399.
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Saturday,
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( SPELL THE WORD
AND USE IT
IN A SENTENCE
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Sewing Machines

LIL' ABNER
HA!!'10'GOT
NOTHIN.

TO
WORRY
V9...tAT"
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#4.Mist

t, Rebuilt,
styrafoam.
id. Call 753-

11- 7
,
inr
1169t..".•••::. ,

ale-8 track
Automatic
Li° systems,
, tri-mode
nnel sound
FM stereo
last.
-Sale Price

5

95

95
95
95
95
C, power on
Roby Sales,
1, Kentucky.

and organs.
an. Lonardo
icross from
Tennessee.
w as $595.00.
pany, across
Paris, Ten-

.ay be seen
)1e persons
*lance and
y write to
Company,

G -repair •expert ser•
for sale. Berl
, Kentucky.
TFC

E and Pest
114, 100 South
y day you
their way."

pest control
control call
'sting CornTFC

111111111
now through
ree estimate
Sears, 753$14.96. Any
!era. Atomic
4th Street,
sale. While
rernium 78
wall. Road
re material
82 + $2.71
19+ $2.37
36 + $2.80
51 + $3.01
)- $3.01
2 fiberglass
white wall.
defective
51 + $2.31
12 + $2.50
26 + $2.73
90 + $2.98
+ $3.31
e wall 2+2
iylon. Road
e material
50 + $2.61
54 4- $2.86
BO + $3.09
ised white
zard and
s guaran13 + $2.89
52 + $3.49
white wall.
defective
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11 + $2.52
13 + $2.60
17 + $2.75
18 + $3.13
ply tires.
defective
d.
.70 + 12.88
.31 + $3.06
.50 + e3.33
.47 + $3.70
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+ $2.40
* $2.80
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iype. Road
e material
+ $2.89
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FOR SALE
4 1965 Cadillac Coupe De
0
5 Ville, White with white
A vinyl roof, black interior,
.
power steering, brakes,
P windows, seats, & locks,
0 cruise control, air con•ditioning, one owner, 60,000
0 original miles, extra sharp.
0 Must sell due to death in
0 family.

DELUXE TWO bedroom unfurnished apartment. Central
heat and air, built-ins, tile bath,
carpeted, references required.
Phone 753-7724 or 753-2409
evenings.

1969 CHEVY II, Nova SS, body
only. In good condition, nice
interior. 1967 Chevelle, new 4
Awed transmission. New 396-375
RP engine, 100 per cent
guaranteed. Body average, could
be repaired cheap. Can be seen at
Walston Auto Repair Dixieland
Shopping Center, Murray.

Call
753-1916

Dwain Taylor Corner

CE SALE,G.E. multiband radios.
band models P-4920. Regular
$36.95, Sale Price $29.88. 5 band
models P-4950. Regular $49.95.
Sale Price $38.88. 7 band models
P-4980. Regular $124.95. Sale
•
Price $89.88. 8 band models P4960. Regular 90.95. Sale Price FURNISHED ONE bedroom
Truck, light yellow color,
L.U.V.
Chevrolet
1973 Economy
band models P-4990. apartment, $75.00 per month.
•
$2575.00
radio.
with
MARY KAY Cosmetics, the $49.88. 12
$199.95. Sale. Price Phone 753-9842 or 753-5819.
cosmetic that's more than a Regular
753-7731
68,
1WILMIk4
cover up. Call to arrange a $139.88. Roby Sales, Highway
,f‘e1111111.1111:41\91
FURNISHED APARTMENT,
.
Kentucky
Benton,
fascinating and complimentary
"Where Better Deals Are Taylor Made"
19.
Couples
December
available
DODGE POLARA -1964 R.H.,
facial, Sonya Futrell, 753-4505. G.E. COLOR television in French or singles. Phone 7534298.
air conditioned, white wall tires.
provincial cabinet. Phone 753Phone 753-2617
Hazel Hwy.
1375.00. Phone 492-8214.
9787.
FURNISHED, FOUR bedroom
POOL TABLE regular size. Good
and efficiency apartments near
CHEVROLET DUMP truckmultiG.E.
Sale
NCE
CLEARA
condition. Phone 489-2623.
51. Services
university. Ideal for students,
Sale
1963, V-8, price $750.00. Phone
band radios.
Reg
753-7575.
phone
Price
474-2378.
GREAT SALE for Christmas! 3 band models
ROY HARMON'S Carpenter
WILL DO trash and brush
Lots of posters, bowling ball, P-4920
$ 36.95 $ 29.88
Shop (old ice plant). Complete
Reasonable rates. Phone
hauling.
mens
lamp,
floor polisher, coach
5 band models
and
repairs,
remodeling
TFC
753-6130.
/1-2/
suits, girls clothes, size 11-12., P- 4950 .
$ 49.95 $ 38.88 THREE BEDROOM home near
JOHN'S REPAIR Service. cabinets, paneling, doors, forother various items. Don't wait, 7 band models
Jonathan Creek on Highway 68.
Plumbing-electrical-roofing and mica work, finish carpentry, SCARBOROUGH PLUMBING Si
II I LIVE WTH AN ENERGY CR1'I5."
call now 4119-2890.
$124.95 $ 89.88 Phone 3544395.
P-4980
carpentry. Phone 753-5897 days or contracting. Phone 753-4124 or Electric
24
hour
offers
8 band models
TFC 753-0790 nights.
753-7625 nights.
well
for
cy
service
emergen
ALL THE equipment for a P-4960
$
49.88
$ 69.95
UNFURNISHED THREE
WILLIE'S INTERIOR & Ex- ,pumps, plumbing and electrical
1111
complete bakery. Cost over 12 band models
Sales
Public
CIAN.
41.
ED
ELECTRI
LICENS
per
bedroom house, $125.00
Phone 753-4832 problems. Phone 7534543.
$17,000.00, will sacrifice for P-4990
getting those terior Painting.
$199.95 111M.1111 month. Phone 753-9842 or 753ENJOY COUNTRY living hi a Having trouble
a.m. to 4:00 p.m and
8:00
from
$3,000.00. Phone 443-1440 Harry
done?
Ernest
Call
jobs
small
Roby Soles, Riglisrar
5819.
AUCTION SALE, Friday, four bedroom house, located four White 753-0605
753-7484 after 4:30 p.m. for free WILL DO baby-sitting in your
Conner Paducah, Kentucky.
home, weekdays. References
November 73, 5:30 p.m. at my miles from Murray, on Highway
estimates
M house, five shop, 1,4 mile west of Lynn Grove. 94 west. Phone 753-7791.
BEDROO
THREE
Phone 753-4732.
aluminum
furnished.
G,
GARAGE BUILDIN
FIREWOOD FOR sale. Phone
TIMBER-LODGE on Tennmiles west on 94 at Lynnwood This will be another good big
siding, carports and additions. Tucky Lake, Route 1, Springville,
Jim Gibson 489-2195 after 5:00
Heights Subdivision. Phone 1-382- auction of good glass ahd china
the time to build. Call Tennessee, will build complete
Now
p.m.
MOBILE HOME 10 by 50, natural 2731.
WILL HAUL coal, by the ton
and good antique items. For
Collect Mayfield 247-7672.
.1fireplaces, starting at only
gas, Fox Meadows D-2, $2,600 or
Chester &
492-8366 or 492-8341 after
phone
Phone
on
informati
stones
of
$69-5.00. Selection
FIREPLACE WOOD. Phone 753- best offer. 753451&
OWNER
additions
Miller Auction Service 435-4042.
P•rnBY
your
ALL
5:00
FOR
available. Satisfaction
4147, or 436-2360.
Four bedroom brick house
remodeling, residential or guaranteed. Phone 901-5931972 ATLANTIC 12' x 60' mobile POLLED HEREFORDS, Herd
Two baths,
lot.
deep
on
commercial. New or old. Free 3534.
TFC WILL DO sewing. Phone 474-2772.
RAGGADY ANN dolls and home, two bedrooms, all electric, Sire, three other young bulls, AUCTION SALE, Saturday,
room,
dining
room,
living
TFC
753-6123.
Call
.
estimated
stuffed bears and elephants for with central heat and air. Phone Cows and calves. Bred and open November 24,10:00 a.m., rain or
large paneled den with
JERRY'S REFINISHING &
Christmas. Phone 753-7385.
s
247-5344.
herifords. Must liquify my pure shine at Rupert Cohoon's farm,
fireplace, kitchen, with lots
Custom Built Furniture, 6 miles
second
..1
east,
EH
Highway
8
Rte.
off
.
Eldridge,
basement
CS.
herd.
bred
of cabinets, full
South of Murray on Hwy. 641.
ANTIQUE COD bed, cherry; 1971 HOME= 12'x52', two Box 1154, Green Plains Road. blacktop, from Murray on right
finish xiiiitions.
Possession with deed.
Jerry McCoy, owner. ) 502) 492on
miles
reran!), Wu in I. p.m
two
couch and chair; iron bed; bedrooms, gas, air conditioned. Phone 753-2579.
Broad.
thence
at store,
Located at 512
TFC
8837.
marble top dresser; walnut table. $3800.00 or best offer. Must sell.
lint4-viteruir ..r ..xterhir.
Pottertovrn Road. Farm soldCash Price $20,000.00
itatis-. build .in.1 f epair
All restored completely. Phone Phone 7534248.
will sell several pieces of furPhone 753-3953
SEAMLESS GUTTERS, baked
•
exI
Cabinet*.
7534399.
niture, cooking utensils and
on enamel finish, guaranteed 30
111
1.i.ork
pericrwt.
kettle, ap
wash
dishes,
10'
estimate
home,
detailed
free
Mobile
For
of
years.
MODEL
1963
641 PET Shop, 7 miles north
house,
I all Bill
satisfactio
RUMMAGE AND craft sale. 50', two bedrooms. Must sell
ly 150 fruit cans, tiller OR TRADE for smaller
phone Atkins Gutter service,
Murray, Kentucky. Irish Setter proidmate
bedroom homes In
three
new
two
('
electric.
,,,114,1 I 401 7,
and
hand
American Legion Building, immediately. Call A.R. Hatcher,
mill,
sausage
or
753-8992.
7534407
Murray
poodles,
toy
tiny
and
puppies,
Canterbury
Saturday, November 24, 7:00 Bank of Murray or phone 753block, 72 rifle, step ladder, Murray. One in
Gerrald Boyd, Owner
cockers, chihuahuas, gerbles and Meat
lantern, bailer one near new high school. By
clamp
a.m. till? By the Aurora 3134.
castrating
LEAVES RAKED. Phone 753753hampsters, fish and supplies.
B C CONSTRUCTION, Complete 5857 between 7:00 and 9:00 a.m
troughs, wire stret- owner and builder. Phone
Homemakers.
hog
S
7th
209
scales,
Murray
if
in
live
to
ready
s,
Phone 753-1862 or 753-9457.
basement
p.m.
chers, lumber, loading chute, 10 3672 after 4:30
patios,
garages,
wanted,
53-175
hand
sheller,
corn
jar,
gallon
walls WILL DO baby sitting in rr*
CRAFT AND rummage sale,
retaining
s,
sidewalk
German
ERED
AKC REGIST
tools, scrap iron and small
Sunshine 60 by 12 HOUSE Traile on Liege
by
sponsored
driveways, etc. Also backhoe home or yours, day or night For
shepherd puppies, 6 weeks old. pieces. Several bags of shelled
trucking,
W)RK;
ZER
BULLDO
Homemakers Club on Friday, private lot in Blood River Sub- Phone 753-7140 after 5:00 p.m.
Call 437-4734 or 437-4765. information phone 489-2690.
FOR SALE
also bank gravel, fill dirt and work.
oats and lots of hay.
November 23 from 7:00 a.m. - division. Call 438-2427.
topsoil. Phone Hardin, 354-8138,
BY OWNER
4:00 p.m. at American Legion
Not responsible for accidents.
or 354-4161, after 5:00 p.m. TFC
and
.
trailer,
491,8594
Christmas
1 •
for
phone
time
M
IN
Building,
Jun
Miller,
BEDROO
Bob
TWO
4 bedroom tri-level located
s
associate
toy
and
r,
registered
water
Shoemake
AKC
Beautiful
Douglas
electric or oil heat,
in Canterbury Estates with
CARPETS PROFESSIONALLY
&
For the convenience of the Citizens of
storage building furnished. Pekingese puppies, 7 weeks old. of Shoemaker Auction
all extras. WW consider
steam cleaned. Phone Carpet
ALUMINUM
$60.00 per month. Phone 489- Also one AKC toy white Poodle Livestock Co., in charge of sale.
and Calloway County ..
home.
Murray
smaller
TFC
for
trading
Master 489-2504.
SIDING
First Saturday in December
puppy. Phone 753-4489.
2513.
e
to
Immediat
sell.
Priced
fully
tractors,
will have in sale 2
Possession.
DOZER SERVICE D-6 cater3 wooden ice
Maintenance Free - No
HOUNDS, AKC equipped, truck,
FOX MEADOWS and Coact BEAGLE
pillar. Phone 753-9807.
10"
two
freezes,
deep
two
boxes,
More Painting
Phone 753-3110
7-4 Monday thru Friday
Will Be From:
Estates Mobile Horne Parks. registered. Phone 753-0655.
furniture, ap,
beams,
eye
We cover all wood. It will
acSmall parks. Superior
Noon Saturday
12'
7-12
to
proximately 100 pieces 9'
cut 30 per-cent off your
ROY'S LOCKSMITH Service
commodations. Residential area. SIX BEAGLE hounds. Phone
lumber,
TFC
roofing,
ed
galvaniz
6424551.
Phone Paris,
heat bW.
CLOSED SUNDAY & HOUDAYS
South 16th Street, 753-3855.
753-5831.
doors and windows and hundreds
Tennof
September 1, 1973
-L0bGE
Starting
TIMBER
of other things.
Call for Free Estimates cky hake, Route 1, Springville,
496-8886
BULLDOG, AKC registered,
stone
male,five months old. All Shots.
HARLEY DAVIDSON motor- Tennessee will do your
AUCTION SALE, Saturday,
stone.
of
selections
Large
miles.
work.
2,000
under
85cc,
Grand Opening November 21
cycle,
Phone 753-4106.
November 17, 10:00 a.m. at the
TEC
FURNISHED APARTMENT,
Phone 901-593-3534.
Phone
$200.00.
condition.
Good
late R.P. Bevins home, three
SMALL TRAILER, will haul golf one bedroom, air conditioned, 21,4
FREE ESTIMATE on septic tank
miles south of Sedalia, Kentucky 753-7276.
cart or lawn mower. Phone 753- miles out on 121. Couple or single
nine
puppies,
BULL TERRIER
on. Phone 753-7850. TFC
Installati
Will
Highway.
boy. Phone 7534139 or 753-4064. weeks old, AKC registered. on the Lynnville
6000.
of nice antique and 1973 HONDA CL-70. Make nice
lot
a
sell
NURSERY and LANDSCAPING
Shots and wormed. Phone 753usable furniture, a collection of Christmas gift. Phone 753-1799 ELECTRONIC ORGAN service,
ONE BEDROOM furnished
4106.
"We Design and Plant Your Ideas"
models.
good depression glass, lots of old after 5:00 p.m.
apartment, electric heat and air
makes and
all
a large
han
service.
. Also
„ been
items
.
llector'sb
chandise
co
A BUSINESS without a sign is a conditioned. Close to university.
Baldwin
ed
Authoriz
FIRST QUALITY PLANT MATERIALS-Wide variety of
sign of no business. Hanna Sign Real nice. Phone 753-4478 or 753- THREE YEAR old male squirrel of shop, garden and hand tools, 1068 HARLEY
Davidson Phone Hopkinsville 886-1877 or
Hollys, red & white dogwoods, magnolia trees, spruce and
TFC 6199
rubber tired wagon, hog feeder, motorcycle, model 68. See at after 5:00 p.m. Cadiz 522-8660.
Company,753-6346
pines, azaleas red, white, Si pink. Also wide variety of
dog. Phone 7534869
Warm Morning and oil stove, Cadiz Motor Company, Cadiz,
concrete stepping & splash blocks.
space will not permit me to Kentucky, phone 522-8601.
COMPLETE LAWN CARE SERVICES including trimGUTTERING BY Sears. Sears
Itemize every little item. This is
ming, pruning, spraying.
installed per
gutters,
seamless
not a dealer's sale. The inn'.
FREE ESTIMATES CHEERFULLY GIVEN.
350, good condition. your specifications. Call Larry
SUZUKI
1972
AUCTION SALE, Saturday,
down
town.
D HIGHWAY 641, RIVIERA TRAILER COURT
free
leaving
LOCATE
to
for
due
753-2310
sell
Highon
Must
a.m.
at
I.yles
November 24, 10:00
family for years.
In
Bevins
the
in
753Phone
112
TFC
NO.
offer.
Will take best
753-984C 7534787 ieall anytime)
estimate
way 94 at Wiswell Crossing. This
Come expecting a good all day 0713.
Open 8 - 5:39, 7 days a week
is the estate sale of the late
sale.
SIGNS PAINTED Phone 436-2107
ROSS TALLE'Y - OWNER
Connie Hall. Will sell a house full For information phone Chester
p.m.
5:00
s,
after
appliance
furniture,
usable
of
•g
••••••
&
Auction Service 435-4042
wo•********••••••••••••••••••••••••
• glass, china and antique items. Miller
•
• Some items are-stove, or 435-4672.
* * N -0-T -I -C - E * *
•
FORD PICKUP-1961, six
cylinder, in good condition,
refrigerator, living room suite,
I
$300.00. Two bred hampshire
poster bedroom suite, high bed, '43Phone 753-3629 after 11:00
oak
old
gilts.
oak bed and dressers,
wardrobe, primitive walnut 20 ACRE strip of land on blacktop a.m.
sideboard-hand made, treadle road. Phone 489-2560.
• will be CLOSED through the month of December,: sewing machine, picture frames,
CHEVROLET IMPALA-1966,
oak
blue. Stereo tape player included.
round
quilts,
and
rockers
will
and
REOPEN
MARCH
February
and
: January
1300.00. Phone 767-4453 after 6:00
• table and chairs, fuel oil stove,
•
1, 1974.
fancy little center tables, lamps BEAUTIFUL WOODED lot 141's p.m.
of all kinds, nice pieces of 204' on U.S. Highway 641 South.
age
We Thank You for Your Patron
bowl and pit- For new home or mobile home. VOLKSWAGEN VAN-1970, A-1
depressio
.•••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••1 cher, chinan glass,
doll, numerous items Phone owner 753-0774.
condition, $1895.00. 35mm
camera with all accessories,
of hand tools. This will be a real
DOWN and $10.00 per
Phone 436-4384.
nice collector's sale. For in- $10.00
a large wooded lot 6350.00.
formation phone Chester & Miller month will buy
at Keniana Shores. Lake accessAuction Service 435-4042.
1972, three
central etatey-,all, weather G.T. LEMANSsteering and
power
speed,
436or
streets. Phone 436-5320
AUCTION SALE Friday night,
For more information
brakes.
2473
Saturday, Nov. 24 at 10:00 a.m.
641 Auction House, Paris, Tenn.
phone 489-2690
Marble top tables, Italian,
641
on
Highway
Tenn.
Puryeatr,
of
old
South
For
Miles
45. Farms Sale
6
ladies bedroom desk,
1971 FORD Country Sedan, six
dresser with marble, school
farm, two bedroom passenger station wagon. Pov., ACRE
37
house clock, mantle clock,
10-10 John Deere dozer with blade and trailer,
house, 2 car garage on 641 North. and air. Dark green with sad:
curved glass, china cabinet,
hydraulic; 1970-% ton truck, four speed transmission;
Phone 753-3645 after 4:30 p.m. interior. Clean 753-7228.
black milk glass, old silver, cut
1968 pickup truck; car; 2farm tractors; 1 Red Belly Ford;
glass and art glass, wash stand,
861 Ford with live shaft; some hand tools; a large 4 wheel
bench
or;
compress
oak rockers, matching pair
air
tractor;
or
car
haul
can
a
trailer;
shovels.
and
ladles and gents chairs in
picks
fencer;
grinder; vise; electric
walnut, walnut victorian side
Console AM-FM radio and stereo combination; Zenith
chair, cedar chest, mahogany
console color TV.; three b bedroom suites; two living
WANTED...
round table, oak server with
room suites; 2 dining room suites; washer and dryer, like
vase,
bud
beds,
oak
feet,
slaw
.Far Rotary Cbrittmea olkactlenl furniture, hardware,
new; neer 17 Amble foot treat free rtdrigeraloC .qeW Porvictorian marble top fern stand,
garden and lawn tools, shop tools, to', games, bicycles,
table dishwasher; electric range; chairs; coffee table and
refinished oak sideboard fern
tricycles, sporting goods auto accessories-anything of
end tables; real nice old piano; gun cabinet, holds 8 guns;
stands, square lamp tables, odd
value except clothing and shoes. Bring to our auction
old library table; some dishes and ,-*Y.?Icing utensils;
chairs, Gone With The Wind
site-Kuhn's old store, west side of square-open to accanned fruit; 22 caliber automatic rifle, lamps. Reason
mobile
into
moving
lamps, art glass lamp, oil lamp,
sold,
been
cept donated items all week Nov. 28 thru 30,8 to 5:30 daily.
for selling, house has
picture frames. Shorty McIf you can't tri it, we will come and get it. Call 75346118.
home. Owner D.L. Smith.
E.
James
and
7
Bride-24
247.
McBrkkShorty
r
Auctionee
AICAVAVAVAVAV
'AVAV
Travis- 278.

51.Servititeffered

Offered

ilitball111111111

1111111111111111IF

FOR SALE

Complete
Radiator
Heater Repair
SHOLAR
AUTO REPAIR

11111111.1111111111111111

The Land Fill Hours

FOUR SEASONS

Happy Birthday ...

111111011111111111

PAP CHARLTON

he Kids Grandkids & Great-Grand i

PINE BLUFF SHORES
RESTAURANT
!

kWfpstAte

Special
Thanksgiving
Dinner

AUCTION SALE

Dine Here or Carry Out
$289

Includes

r.........1
x
ROTARY AUCTION

.X
X

1

• Turkey & Dressing or Choice of Meat
• Fresh Cooked Cranberries
• Vegetables & Casseroles
_•_Our Home-Made Rolls

• Dia rasielf-

Triangle Inn

-

Dies This Morning
At Local Hospital

Sip L. Williams of Hazel
Route Two died Tuesday at 2:45
p.m. at his home. His death at
the age of 66 followed an extended illness.
The deceased was a retired
farmer and a member Of the
Seventh and Poplar Church of
Christ. Born June 11, 1907, in
Henry County, Tenn., he was
the son of the late Charlie
Williams and Rhodie Hutson
Williams.
Survivors are his wife, Mrs.
Daisy Todd Williams, Hazel
Route Two; two daughters,
Mrs. James (Norma Jean)
Dicus of Hollywood, Calif., and
Mrs. Dorothy Nichols of
Houston, Texas; four brothers,
Dewey, Bob and Eunice
Williams, all of Hazel Route
Two, and EarUe Williams of
Route Two, Buchanan, Tenn.;
six grandchildren; one great
grandchild.
The funeral services will be
held at the chapel of the
Blalock -Coleman Funeral
Home with Bro. John Dale
officiating at a date and time to
be announced pending the
arrival of his daughters. Burial
will be in the Mt. Pleasant
Cemetery in Henry County,
Tenn.
Friends may call at the
-,Blalock-Coleman Funeral
Home.

Mrs. Edith Hughes of 213
South 15th Street, Murray, died
this morning at 2:50 at the
Murray-Calloway County
Hospital. She was 87 years of
age.
The Murray woman was the
wife of Odle Hughes who died
March 14, 1936. She was a
member of the Goshen United
Methodist Church. Born June
n, 1886, in Calloway County,
she was_the daughter of the late
Elijah Allen Ross and Nancy
Jane Redden Ross.
Mrs. Hughes is survived by
several nieces and nephews.
Funeral services will be held
Friday at 1:30 p.m. at the
chapel of the J.H. Churchill
Funeral Home with Rev.
William Hart officiating. Burial
will be in the Asbury Cemetery.
Friends may call at the
funeral home after four p.m.
today ( Wednesday ).

Funeral Is Today
At Local Church
For Mrs. Farris
Funeral services for Mrs.
Asher (Mildred) Farris of
Murray Route Three are being
held today at two p.m. at the
Coles Camp Ground United
Methodist Church, where she
was a member, with Rev.
Charles L. Yancy officiating.
Serving as pallbearers are
Ronald, Joe, and Dee Farris,
Billy and Herman Carroll, arid
Don Bailey. Burial will be in the
church cemetery with the
arrangements by the Max
Churchill Funeral Home.
Mrs. Farris, age 411, died
Monday at 11:10 cm. at the
Murray-Calloway County
Hospital. Her death followed an
extended Mmes.
Survivors are her husband,
Asher Farris, and three
grandsons, Marty, Timmy, and
Jimmy Story, Murray Route
Three; mother, Mrs. Nellie
Carroll, Murray; daughter,
Mrs. Mary Frances
Story,
Detroit, Mich.; son, Terry
Wayne Farris, Effingham, ni.;
five brothers, Frank and Jerry
Carroll, Murray Route Six,
Hafford and Norman Carroll,
Almo Route One, and James
Carroll, Hardin.

accomplices in suburban stores,
where security is usually lax
and getaways are easier.
professionals—no
These
slouches—classify stores and
areas within stores on the basis
of tough or easy security. And
their special targets are expensive items like furs, clothing, jewelry and electric appliances.
Grant cited one hard-working
thief who in one year, working
40 hours a week, stole 900
men's audits and other merchandise valued together at $1
million. Her take-home pay
after settling with her
"fence"—the receiver of stolen
goods—was $150,000 for the
year.
Another woman raised her
family and put them through
college on what she earned in a
shoplifting career.
The narcotics addict, Grant
noted, is less discriminating in
what he lakes. He frequently
sells it for half its price to get
quick cash for his habit.
Then there's the kleptomaniac—one who steals to satisfy
a psychologiral urge—who fills
his closet with items, often of
Little value, that he has filched
from display counters. The
Prices of stocks of local in- group, said Grant, accounts for
terest at noon today, furnished about one per cent of shopto the Ledger & Times by I. M lifters.
Simon Co. are as follows:

LOUISVILLE, Ky. (Al') —
Friday of this week — one day
after Thanksgiving—sees the
start of the Christmas buying
rush, and that fact was the occasion Tuesday for some rather
un-Christmas like warnings to
sales and security personnel at
one of Louisville's largest shopping centers.
Officers of the Jefferson
County Police force told an employe seminar at The Mall on
Shelbyville Road that one of every 80 persons in city stores
this holiday season will try to
steal something.
Officer Larry Grant told the
group that shoplifters operating
in a city roughly the size of
Louisville cost merchants more
than $1 million a month—and
the loss rises steeply during the
rushed Christmas season. The
losses on an annual basis for
the nation's retailers amounts
to $4.5 billion.
Grant gave a quick run-down
of the various classes of shoplifters. There's the professional
who depends on his skill for a
livelihood, working often with

Residents of the town of
Dexter will hold a special town
meeting on Friday, November
23 , at seven p.m. at the Community Center, Dexter.
Purpose of the meeting will be
to elect officials for the town, a
spokesman said.

Airco
Am. Motors
A.T. &T.
Ashland Oil
Boise Cascade
Ford
Gen. Motors
Gen.Tire
Goodrich
Gulf Oil
Pennwalt
Tappan
Quaker Oats

12%
7% +44
47% +144
24% -I
13% +Mt
44% +1%
51% -14
14% -%
17% +%
20% -1
20% +%
7% -%
31 -44

FREE!!
Sparkling Crystal Cruet
with any purchase Sunday.
Lay Away now and Save

items!

--

Perhaps the most ruinous
class of thieves for merchants
are the amateurs. These are
the housewives, businessmen,
kindly old grandmothers and
juveniles who are motivated by
personal need or simple temptation.
A Highway Safety Foundation
film viewed at the seminar
showed that housewives make
up 85 per cent of the amateur
shoplifting class.
Shoplifting methods range
from the obvious—but effective—to the highly imaginative.
Grant cited the case of two
men who walked into a sporting
goods store and carried out a
canoe in broad daylight. They
were apprehended only when
they returned to pick up the
paddles,
A determined shoplifter with
a strong back carried a large
easy chair out of a furniture
store without so much as a
cocked eyebrow from sales attendants.

Local Persons
Named At State
Meet, Baptists

Local persons were elected or
appointed to various responsibilities at the 138th annual
session of the Kentucky Baptist
Association held November 1315 at the First Baptist Church,
Owensboro.
Rev. Jack Jones, pastor of the
Locust Grove Church, was
named as alternate for the
convention sermon. Rev. Arthur D'Hallecourt of Hamlett
Church and Rev. Richard
Walker of Murray were named
to the executive board.
Dr. H.C. Chiles, pastor
emeritus of First Baptist
Church, Murray, will serve as
chairman of the Obituary
Cosrunittee to report to the 1974
session.
At the convention Rev. Jerrell
White, pastor of the Memorial
Baptist Church, planned and
coordinated the meeting of the
Southern Seminary Alumni. He
has served as president of this
organization for the past year.
Among those attending the
convention were Rev. Calvin
Wilkins of Briensburg; Rev.
D'Hallescourt of Hamlet; Rev.
James Garland of Hazel; Rev.
C.C. Brasher of New Zion; Rev.
David Brasher of New Bethel;
Rev. and Mrs. Richard Walker,
Bro. and Mrs. George Moody,
Dr. and Mrs. H.C. Chiles,
Rudolph Howard Thomas
Perkins,and Rev. Earl Warford
of Murray First; Rev. and Mrs.
Jerrell White, Alan McCutchen,
Joe Doran, and Mike Castelle of
II!,AreI.
Idernorialt
Mrs. Shirley Pace, Calvert
City; Rev. R.J. Burpoe, Grace;
Rev. Jack Jones, Locust Grove;
Rev. and Mrs. Charlie Simmons, Elm Grove; and Rev.
and Mrs. John Muu-t, Salem;
Eugene Meadows, Bethel.
.0

Mrs. Moffett Has
Display At Library

Christmas
decorations
designed and created by Mrs.
To Present Program
Peg Moffett are now on display
"The Sounds of Breck,' at the Calloway County Public
Corpsmen Glee Club from the Library. They will be shown
November 20 to
Breckinridge
Center. from
Morganfield, will present a November 30.
Some of the items included in
special program at the Grove
display
are
door
Junior High Auditorium, Paris. the
Tenn.,on Sunday, November 25, decorations, wall hangings, and
table decorations. A Christmas
at six p.m.
Admission will be one dollar. tree adorned with handmade
ornaments is also on exhibit.
a spokesman said.
Mrs. Moffett will be present
at the library on November 28,
29 and 30 from one to four p.m.
to answer any questions concerning her craftwork.
The public is invited to come
by and see Mrs. Moffett's
holiday handicrafts, a library
spokesman said.

Stock Nedra

OPEN 1 to 5
SUNDAY

Diamonds and Jewelry

Morganfield Corpsmen

Stores Gear Up For Influx
Of Shoplifters During Rush

Town Meeting Planned
At Dexter Friday Night

up to 50% on all

One person was injured
Tuesday as city police investigated three accidents in
Murray.
Dana Tucker, 16, Route
Three, is in satisfactory condition at the local hospital after
being injured in an accident
Tuesday involving cars driven
by Roger D. Parrish, Route
One, Dexter, and Samuel F.
Taylor, of Gilbertsville, according to police.
Police said that the Parrish
car was going east onto Highway 641 and the Taylor car was
going north on 641 when the
accident occurred.
At 3:2e p.m. Tuesday, cars
driven by Meleia J. Spann,
Route Seven, and Amelia K.
Lovett, Route Three, collided at
the intersection of 12th and
Main Streets, according to
police.
Officers said the Spann car,
damaged on the right front, was
going east on Main, and the
Lovett car, damaged on the
front, was going north on 12th at

Cletus McDougal, director of
Church Training for the Blood
River Baptist Association, has
the time of the accident.
planned a "M" Night program
At 9:15 p.m., cars driven by for Monday November 26, at
Hollis 0. Pate, Shady Oaks, and seven p.m. at the Elm Grove
Girvis R. Dowdy, Jr., Lynn- Baptist Church.
wood Estates, were involved in
Special speaker for the
a collision on Highway 641 meeting will be Rev. Richard
South, according to police.
Walker, minister of the First
Officers said the Pate car, Baptist Church, Murray.
which was damaged on the left
The public is invited to attend
rear quarter-panel, was going this special program, Mcnorth on 641 and the Dowdy car, Dougal said.
damaged on the right rear was
pulling onto 641 at the time of
the accident.

Nixon Promises Governors
To Dispel Watergate Shadow
MEMPHIS, Tenn. (AP) —
President Nixon has promised
Republican governors he will
dispel the Watergate shadow on
their political futures and has
apologized for any trouble he
has caused them.
The President also told a
closed session of the winter
meeting of the Republican Governors Association that he
knows of no other scandals that
could add to their embarrassment.
"The President looked at us
around the room and said, 'I'm
sorry if I have added to your
burden,— Tennessee Gov. Winfield Dunn said after the governors had listened for almost
two hours to Nixon's Watergate
defense Tuesday.
Governors said on leaving the
closed meeting that Nixon

ASC . . .
(Continued from Page 1)

director said. Nominees for ASC
community committeemen are
listed below by communities. In
the mail election, those with the
three largest number of votes
will be elected community
committeemen, the next two
highest will be alternates.
Nominees for each community are:
Community A, Charles M.
Burkeen, B.H. Elkins, Alvin
Hale, Jim Kelly, Pat Ross, and
Tremon Smith.
Community B, L.C. Bailey,
Robert D, Bucy, Oury D.
Students at the Murray City Lovins, J.C. Russell, Rune
School and Calloway County Smith and James G. Wilson.
Schools were dismissed at two
Community C, Paul Blalock,
the James Euel Erwin, James
for
today
p.m
Thanksgiving halidays. Classes McCallon, Lanice Morris,
will resume at the schoola on Charles Outland and Carves
Monday, November 26.
Paschall.
Classes at Murray Stilitir. Community
D, Clinton
University were closed after Burchett, A.A. Doherty, Baron
Tuesday, November 20, and will Palmer, Ted W. Potts, Carroll
resume again on Monday.
M. Rogers, and James Tucker.

Local Students
Out For Holidays

made the strongest promises
yet for full disclosure of all the
facts he has about the problems
that began when burglars were
arrested inside Democratic party headquarters on June 17,
1972.
"He indicated a number of
papers will be issued clearly
responding to the questions
which have been raised," Dunn
said. He said those questions
includedthe President's personal finances, the ITT affair and
the milk-price case.
"Every question we asked
was answered in full," Missouri
Gov. Christopher S. Bond said.
"And he indicated an additional
four-or five-point program to
continue answering, in the
courts, in open news sessions,
through documents he expects
to release and by fuller answers to the most asked questions."
Nixon also declared that, so
far as he knows, no further unpleasant revelations are likely
to embarrass those who stand
by him.
"He said if there are, he is
not aware of them," Dunn said.
"If there is any information yet
to be revealed, it's information
he does not have."
The session, the President's

third Southern stop in four
days, was similar to a series he
held last week at the White
House with congressional Republicans to explain his side of
the Watergate controversy and
ask for support.
Oregon Gov. Tom McCall,
who who has called for Nixon
to save GOP candidates from
disaster next year by clearing
up Watergate before the elections, said the governors were
encouraged by the meeting.
"It was a free-wheeling session of questions and answers,"
said California Gov. Ronald
Reagan. "The President
couldn't have been more
frank."
The speech and governors'
meeting completed a campaign
of public appearances which
began in Orlando, Fla., Saturday night with a televised news
conference before The Associated Press Managing Editors
Association and included a stop
Sunday in Macon, Ga., to dedicate a law school.
Earlier Tuesday, Republican
party chairman George Bush
told the governors Nixon's appearances and meetings with
GOP office holders and officials
had turned the tide on Watergate.

National Roundup
AUSTIN, Tex. (Al') — Former President Lyndon B. Johnson gave most of his papers to
the United States without obtaining a tax advantage, says
director Harry Middleton of the
124J Library. He said Johnson
gave 200,000 documents to the
library before a law allowing
tax vrrite-offs for such gifts was
changed in 1969. He added that
he believed Johnson obtained a

tax exemption only for those
papers, out of a iota/ of 31 million. The rest were bequeathed
to the library by Johnson's last
will after the 1909 change.
President Nixon, explaining the
"nominal amounts" of income
tax he paid in 1970 and 1971,
has said he obtained a writeoff, at Johnson's suggestion, for
giving his vice presidential papers to the government before
the tax cmange.
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PEOPLES

BANK

SHOP AT HOME
it's a sign of Confidence and helps
build opportunity in Murray.

Purchase Area
Hog Market
Federal State Market News
Service Nov. 21, 1973
Kentucky Purchase Area Hog
Market Report Includes 9
Buying Stations
Receipts: Act. 605 Est. 1600
Barrows and Gilts fully $1.00
higher Sows steady at 50 cents
higher.
US 1-2 200-230 lbs., 42.00-42.50 .,
US 1-3 200-240 UM., 41.50-42.00
US 2-4 240-260 lbs., 41.00-41.50
US 3-4 260-280 lbs., 40.25-41.00 •
.,
Sows
US 1-2 270-350 lbs., 34.00-35.00
US 1-3 350-850 lbs., 34.00-34.50
US 2-3 450-650 lbs., 33.00-34.00
Boars 32.00-33.00
••
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our school, not
the school
Big city schools have little
school spirit. Little sense
of belonging. Little pride.

0.1

School is a job at a very
early age.

•

Oaks Country Club
Plans Activities
Here December 7
The Oaks Country Club will
hold its annual awards banquet
in the Student Union Building on
the Murray State University
campus on Friday, December 7,
at 7:00 p.m.
The banquet will be preceded
by a social hour beginning at
6:00 p.m., and the annual
business meeting will follow the
banquet.
A Christmas Dance will be
held for members and their
guests at 9:00 p.m. in the
Student Union Ballroom. Dan
Steele and his Top five band
from Padecah will play. Tickets
may be obtained from Bobby
Fike or at the door for $10 per
couple.

•
•o

,

Out schools are important.
We take a special interest
in our children, their friends
and their teachers.
We keep track of our
graduates. We like to share
in their successes and like
to have,them feel they
always have a home
communit. Our communit
is proud of them. Because,
,‘
they belong to us.
Good school spirit is an
important part-of good
communit spirit. It makes
everything more worthwhile

••

No One Injured
In Accident Here
Patrolman Jimmie D. Af1/3strong was not injured when the
Murray City police car he was
driving collided with a
telephone pole on the parking
lot of the hiorthside
morning at 1:20 a.m., according
to police reports.
Armstrong said that the
windshield on the carfogged up,
and he could not stop in time to
avoid the pole. Damage to the
car was to the front end

00

COMMUNICATE COMP'S:DUNCE. SHOP AT HOME
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November 21. 1973

Dies Tuesday At
His Hazel Home

'M' Night Planned
Elm Grove Church

Benton Tribune-Courier,

Deaths and Funerals # One Person Injured
Mrs. Edith Hughes In Accident Tuesday
Sip L Williams
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1)/ Service Center

Made in America Products
ils the V•N4 Corporation, Benton Harbor, Michigan

Have a 4-Year Warranty!
1014Vite
OTheVoice ot Music

Curtis-Mathes TY's

No Gimmick!

SINICtOCUIIHS

Stand Optional

3)00D

illi•Viti041

We Service
What We Sell

Central Shopping Center
753-5865

TV Sell/ice Center

An 0O•n-and.shut Casa for

r*
0
11111
3:
Solid Stet* Pr:wisest* with
Elactric Tuning and 5-inch
Diagonal ,13 sq. in. Screen.

5" to 25" Screen

T.V.s from

eoupom

rietniao:

Good Only at
T.V. Service Center

on any
merchandise $100
or more!

This Coupon Worth

e

by Girrard, Voice of Music

Pre- Recorded

up

RECORDERS

CASSETTE

PORTABLE

and Gleaburn/McDonald

Turntables

Blank and

8-Track and
Cassette Tapes

WE SERVICE WHAT WE SEW!

— AM/FM Radio w/8-Track & Turntable. Largest:4-7 Reastober.

'17995 up

0011qk;"
CONSOLE STEREOS

and Get Service.

Use
Our
Lay Away
Plan

ChrigtMag

itztatuautaaattaztanattana

The Bargain Center for TV's and Stereo's.
Where you get Quality, Save Money,

-)&7
\?-eky .

Register

4

ANTA
4A
will be in the
Central Shopping
r F2r4
nt3ea
idfaryom
Ce2
and
Saturday, NovemberA6
4

40/4 AlltDI

!
t 1:00-8:00 p.raw

46'
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* Central
Highlander
Center

* Begley Drugs

* Roses (Apt.
Store

to be given away
Saturday,
November 24

* TV Service
Center

* Kroger

*Big B Cleaners

of this section are
brought to you by:

The following pages

1:00 by Fire Truck
Friday

FREE PRIZES
3
4
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Come out and
% Christmas Shop from
our huge, wonderful
4
selection ...many items are
priced for this Special Event!

4
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* Monique
Fabrics

for the

$1[57-
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Bang the drum slowly

Ra.14c.it.tioes
F
,
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"A RARE EVENT IN THE CINEMA a movie
that takes the elements of heartbreak
and tenderness and love that made 'Love
Story' and 'Brian's Song' so popular but
elevates them to a more artful achievement.A TOTALLY WINNING EXPERIENCE!"

"EASILY ONE OF THE BEST OF THE YEAR
IN ANY CATEGORY!" Richard Schickel.Time Mag

-N Y Daily News

NOV. 29
Also: Cisco Pike
with Kris Kristofferson

r...10.44tre*

TECHNICOLOR* PANAVISION°

-"a TAMARA DOBSON and SHELLEY WINTERS

PG

-CD*

* COMING SOON! *

THE DARING
DOBERMANS

Get Your FREE Tickets at:
Grecian Steak House
Vernon's Shoe Store

I p.m. to 6 p.m.

FREE SHOW SAT. & SUN.

ALL AGES FROM 6 To 160

If Michael Moriarty, the blond.
boyish looking actor who co-stars
as Herfry in Paramount Pictures'
"Bang the Drum Slowly," seems
naturagy at home in the baseball sequences of his new film, chalk it up
.to his talent as -an actor, a certain
athletic ability and possibly a tribute to his own family background.
Motfiarty may have been a Little
Leagu+r in his pre-adolescent days,
but hilt granddad, the late George
Moriarty was a professional ballplayer. spending 65 of his 82 years
in the sport, as a player, an umpire,
a mariager and a scout.
0

CHRISTMAS STOCKING
FULL OF TOYS

Phone
fb• lama EA Movie

CINIMAS

CENTRAL

(No Purchase Necessary)
Extra Blanks at Theatre

calawag

!IG

MK DOUGLAS

PARAOA:UNT PICTURES PRESENTS
A BRYN.* COIANIT fLM

His
Long John
Silver and
Jesse James
rolled into
onel

IN

His name is
Captain Peg and
he wasn/ born
to die in bed!

SCALAWAG

•

SCALAWAG

The Douglas family worked so
well together that future projects
are already pencilled into the
schedule where Kirk will star (and
MARK LESTER NEVILLE BRAND GEORGE EASTMAN
perhaps again direct) and Anne
Douglats will produce.
And you can bet they'll find a
MiiiiiTiiiasUESLEY
snaa,ascY
AWE
4NEDOUGL
D°P4"4AS
way to write in a role for black "4STIWUD
A-t'llsi.ifia.100Ual-A
S
471-flandSIDRIEj6CHMAN
s(RARAG ARRO.R...444 OLL.
WPM'Cs.rOvomo Recomoi
RR
lahradOr Shaft. He's very moth a
TEOR0001.011' A ORROACANT RELEASE
.1111••••••••• 'mg_
p.,11 of the family.
•• •'

%Citlawag."

much apart of the filming schedule.
Eric Douglas, who is just IS, became a production assistant for
"Scalawag" and the final family
particiesition was the Douglas' dog
Shaft, a black labrador, who plays
an important role in the film.
"It's the kind of film that parents
can stay to watch with their kids,1
Douglas says about "Scalawag."
"It's the first picture I've ever directed. 1 wanted to make a picture
that was not pretentious, where I
dared to be naive, to make a movie
in the sense of what appealed to
me
when 1 was a kid.
"I des-eloped this Peg character
I play, who's a combination of
Jesse
James and Long John Silver rolled
into one. It's a poignant story because at the end you see a boy growing up into more of a man and a
scalawag developing into fess than

ra mount s New

s A Douglas Family Affair

the famlictures'
f°r his fate"
Mr". Para-Pa
mount
"Scalawag."
in
which he stars as a peg-legged bandit who Itads hie cohorts on an adventurous treasure hunt. For good
measure there's a sunken ship and
lots of gold and an alcoholic parrot who is the only one who knows
where the treasure is buried.
Kirk, long established as one of
Hollywood's most dynamic actors,
makes his directorial debut with
'Scalawag." And his wife Antic,
Belgian-born, is the producer who
took care of the myriad behindthe-scenes activity that needs to be
coordinated so the film will go
smoothly.
"Scalawag" was filmed in Yugoslavia where Kirk and Anne- took
along port of their family for the
shooting period. It turned out to be
a working vacation, however, for
two of their sons who quickly became integral and important parts
of the film crew.
Peter Douglas. who is 18, became
the still photographer on the film.
Peter, who has had an avid interest
in photography for a long time, got
a chance to put his skills to use
capturing on film the on- and of!the-set excitement that was very

Kirk Douglas has kept it all in

BEGINS THANKSGIVING AFTERNOON AT 3 P.M.: Thur thru Wed.

for

City

Address

Name

film. Since that assignment he has
filmed the television dramatization
Of "The Glass Menagerie" starring
Katherine Hepburn and he will soon
be seen in a Jack Nicholson Rick,
"The Last Detail."
"The process of the growth of an
actor, ideally, is to learn all the
things, all the rules he has to learn,"
says Moriarty. -But if you lose the
sense of the danger an amateur
brings on stage, you're in trouble.
If an actor walks on stage and the
audience doesn't sense that kind of
danger, the feeling that anything
can happen, well, you're not going
to anticipate anything coming up
next. Especially if the actor seems
disciplined up to here. All the great
performers really have the smell of
the amateur, a sense of danger."
"Now I'm going back to my fundamentals, which is kind of like going back to crawling." he continues"1 don't know how much fruit it will
bear, but that's what I'm analyzing
right now."

'lichee! Moriarty, as an ace
pitcher, gives the game his all in
Paramount Pictures' "Bang the
Drum Slowly." The Maurice and
Lois Rosenfield Production,
scripted by Mark Harris from his
classic American nose!, utilizes
the world of professional baseball
as a backdrop to explore human
relationships and friendships.

REGISTRATION FOR DRAWING SAT., DEC. 22
Age

names, he adds, "There are certain
actors whose mannerisms were neurotic ones and these mannerisms
were mistaken for talent."
The actor has spent four seasons
with the Tyrone Guthrie Theatre
in Minneapolis appearing in O'Neill,
Deurrenmatt and Ibsen, and he
played the title role in "Merton of
the Movies." Along with the GiA,
thrie, regional theatre has played ad
important part in his credits—the
New York Shakespeare Festival,
Houston's famed Alley Theatre,
Boston's Charles Street Playhouse-.
He made his movie debut in
Vietnam-vets-returning home metler, "Glory Boy," and has had role
in "Hickey and Boggs" and "Shoes
It" before walking up to "Bang thl!
Drum Slowly's" pitching mound for
the role of the ace pitcher in that

or The Finest In Movie Entertointstent

CINEMAS

CENTRAL

hack, he says, to his Jesuit school
days. "People say that most actors
are children at heart and I can't
deny that," he says. "Somehow," he
adds. "the childlike quality is someThe youthful actor, working thing they cannot rid themselves of.
closely with the film's baseball ad- It's impossible, no matter how hard
visor, Dell Bethel, toiled several they try, no matter how many anhours a day to perfect the pitching alysts they go through."
form that looks so easy in the film.
Moriarty. who was awarded a
The producers wanted actors who Fulbright Scholarship to the 'Lonnot only could honestly portray the don Academy of Music and Draemotions demanded in the script, matic Arts upon his graduation
but could also persuasively play from Dartmouth, believes that in
baseball. Moriarty fit the bill nicely America most actors' neuroses are
in both departments.
encouraged. "Unfortunately." he
Meeting Moriarty, he seems as says, "they're fed by a lot of people
quiet and as serious as he does in who want to see those neuroses,
the film. He is quite analytical about they're fed by the acting teachers
his acting career: indeed, he is an- themselves." Without naming
alytical about everything, a throw-

Talented Michael Moriarty
Analyzes His Acting Career
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ROSES

OPERA

Special

99

Reg. '1.23

Heavy Duty

Rugged' Can't Rust!

Weather Proof

Super Beam

LANTERN

POWER HOUSE
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REMINGTON
HAIR DRYER

Easy To Use

5000 BTU
Safe Heat

by COLEMAN

CATALYTIC
HEATER

$ 44

Reg. '10.92

9 cup,
fully automatic.
Avocado, gold,
poppy,
aluminum.

COFFEE MAKER

Westrnart

$244

Reg. '3.47

— Easy To Clean —

Teflon Coated
Poppy• Avocados Gold

BUNDT
CAKE PAN

88

Reg. '11.88

Styling Comb Attached

rFC99

MERRY CHRISTMAS FROM ROSES

$ 93

Reg. '4.96

CHAMPION DART
BOARD

Special!

Spin Casting Outfit
Convenient Carrying & Storing

POCKET FISHERMAN

o4

$788

YOUR CHOICE!

Easy Grip Handle

•PORTABLE MIXER

"Hands Free" Easy Clean

•CAN OPENER

Perm Press Setting

•STEAM & DRY IRON

General Electric
Appliance
Gift Assortment

00

Special!

SPORT
GLASSES

:40;?co

1

Ia
44 \

114 $ 6

Reg. '18.92

Safety Tip-Over Switch

Automatic Thermostat

Safety Protection Guards

"INSTANT HEAT"

HEATER

MANNING.
BOWMAN

Reg. '9.44

Service for 4

"Golden Virginia Rose"

DINNERWARE SET

20-PIECE

$2547

Reg. '27.94

Adjustable 6-Position
Comfort Dial

SHAVER

LEKTRO MARK III
REM INGTON

PG.

•••

TOSES

'R•9.
slop

Similar to ill.

88

'
84.95

Reg.

00
,
20-Inch Screen

BARBIE'S

GENERAL ELECTRIC

Reg.

r Contains One Unit
r One hand operation
r Sturdy case with
safe-grip thong.

'Rests

84
8
$
Reg. '9.96

G.E. WALKIE TALKIE

$

16.8'

$292

Very Creative for any age!

Reg. '3.97

plastic shield.

World's favorite drawing toy with protective

A smartly styled radio
for receiving music, news,
or sports, anytime, anywhere.

1111

'-(4144

ETCH-A-SKETCH

$269

AM/FM TRANSISTOR RADIO

_1

(196

$944

Special] Air

SHOW & TELL

GENERAL ELECTRIC

Game of Chance
Ages 4 to Adult

Closes to 14
Inches

Opens to Over 4 Ft.

FRIEND SHIPReg. '10.96

_J

STEWALSON WE DOUKAS MIK UlUIUILL.M
NOKIA.AIKCMirli !ON%
SCA.APAG IMAG Av mama Mu.44.01.1•CA.810.1.4
IDANICOLOA. A PARAJADLINT RELEASE

r Shows Full Color Picture
r Stories Timed to Words and Music

Phono Viewer

weicome

RED/WHITE/BLUE T.V.

GENERAL ELECTRIC

$876

your

74

BNIKAMERICAHO

•Alligator Design •Holds 24 Tapes
•Velvet Interior $

TAPE CASE

$344

MONOPOLY

52.00

Reg.

•Light Weight •Coaster Brakes
•Peppermint Pink •Candy Apple Red

Wei'if

MERRY CHRISTMAS FROM ROSES

Wake to Music!

A.M.F. 26"

0.41)

y011 Carl bet they It tind a
to %rite in a role for black
lahratlOr Shaft. He's very match a
pari or the family

Antl

way

BOY'S & GIRL'S BIKE

A Rivarn&unt Roam,.

AM TABLE CLOCK RADIO

JULIE TIE

Reg. '4.97

World's Most Popular Game
Fun for 4 or More!

MONOPOLY
GAME

PARKER BROTHERS

Reg. 14.99

Miniature
Amusement Park
Ages 4 to Teen

By Marx

si7.94.3 $976
ELECTRO SHOT

lArwertor

the drum slowly

G.I. JOE JEEP

A Jthentic
SCaled to
fit G.1. Joe

,
1/

alN

.v4tr

_

MERRY CHRISTMAS ticuivi ICU4CZ

B
_

',.44.Mktlf

'..•4'..'"(V,.
.,---. -r- •7

ti-i..o
:

Reg.
PA

COTTON

---.
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i

•-

Kr, •

This Christmas
say"I do"
with ArtCarved

Reg. e)
VI LIM

Dress Crepe

POLYESTER

Gift

Reg 1 ep
$11 I sUU

QUILTS

2.99
Register for FREE

Red, Rib, keee

FELT

12"

i, ‘

-4

c•

NO LIMIT!
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30C each fold:
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to Perfection

0,

TS
IR
SH
Laundered

8:00 a.m.-10:p.m.
l
Daiy

,
S.
NIQU FA
IC
BR
Pinless Pattern Holder
M
0

*0141

NO LIMIT

Pleated Garments Extra

$141

Slacks,
Pants,Skirts
any 3 for

Central Shopping Center

_

Specials for Nov. 20, 21, 23

Do Your Shopping While The
Machines Do Your Laundry.

Adjacent To Good Shops—

Central Center — 641 North

"The CLEAN Place"

— At The

c
Y
ELR
JEW
.
K'S
COO
,
,
...,....
• Murray, Kentucky 42071

01- ,kott.2,4'

4 P•41

0

5

.

Open 7 a.m.-6 p.m.
Phone 753-9084

Central Shopping Center

DRY

-alb One HOUR
cLeaneRs

SPECIALS!

ac SHIRT

DRYCLEANING

Tuesday•Wednesday•Friday

753-9074
Always Attended

excenent drying job.

DRYING

10 cents per cycle of 10 minutes in modulated dyers—the only dryers which
against yellowing, protect colors,—while doing an
P"°tect your clothes

_
Central HIGHLANDER Center

20 cents per load based on our discount ticket rate,-.5 tickets for a dollar 1 In
Maytag Big-Capacity washers-these are the easiest to use of any brand

LAUNDRING

same low rates—and with the best
We're hurting, but we continue to provide the same laundering potential—at the
equipment For instance:

BEING HURT BY SOARING FOOD/GASOLINE PRICES??

ROSES

Elsewher$892

$997

White, Avacodo,

or Gold

$14.95 Elsewhere

ELECTRIC
CAN OPENER

Van Wyck

Al

93'

6 ROLL
PAPER 80 sq.feet 26"
30 sq.feet 26"
FOIL $1.29
Elsewhere

with Sharpener

1-6 p.m.

Open Thanksgiving Day

17

77

69 Branches
7' 135 Tips $21.95
Elsewhere

Quantity Rights Reserved
Priqes good thru

While Quantities Last

22

60 Branches 90 Tips
$13.99

$
45 Tips
$9.99 Elsewhere

A., 45 Branches

SCOTCH PINE TREE

PAPER

n

26"
80 sq. feet
$1.19 Elsewhere

JUMBO
26
sq
FOIL 26 feet

77C

Elsewhere 99C

MINIATURE SET

20 LITE

57
2
$

$3.59 Elsewhere

$344

$4.49 Elsewhere

58'

89C Elsewhere

Van Wyck

O88

$13.95 Elsewhere

Stews

Fries

Cooks,

t
1
1)
1611

$16
88

$19.99 Elsewhere

One oz. measurements.
Easy to read control

COOKER
ELECTRIC
FRYER 8 SPEED
Roasts,
BLENDER

BE7Tv 'G'

38; 87'

59C Elsewhere

BAG of
BOWS

25 Count

$1.19 Elsewhere

TREE STAND

15 Light
COOL
BRITE
LITE

15 Light
OUTDOOR LITE
SET

Box of
12

GLASS ORNAMENTS

'SAVE AT BEGLEY'S AND WHEN YOU TRIM YOUR TREE

•

'A.0011161011""-

4"x800"
Rag. 24'

Scotch
Tape

82'

Plastic

Green

Stand Included
Reg. '11.97

Colored

?Gtural

CHRISTMAS
TREE

DELUXE

$892

6-Ft Tall

Stores Easily!

Lasts for Years!

$ 1 68

Reg. '1.99

v 3 Rolls Foil

v 3 Rolls Regular Paper

GIFT WRAP

6-ROLL

WRAP UP CHRISTMAS!

Reg. '1.37

75 Sq. Ft

Gift Wrap

Continuous
Roil

MERRY CHRISTMAS FROM ROSES

1

84

Single lever prints & cuts
any 3/8" tape
Easy to use!

LABEL MAKER

AVERY
FUN & FANCY

38;
•Round with large mounting ring
•Store & reuse year after year

47'

Reg.

v Asst Colors

GIFT BOWS

Beautiful Packages
Need Beautiful Bows!

$19

v 25 to Pkg.

Reg. '1.00

TREE
BALLS

G IASS

93'

•12 bright solid color balls

f
:
0
7
(

/ 4‘\

Reg. '1.18

•Tangleproof

•4-oz. Skien
•100% Pure Virgin
Wool

KNITTING
WORSTED

HEART

RED

Reg.
2.88

"Glamor By The Yard"

60" Wide

v New Shipment
Solids & Prints

POLYESTER
WEE KNIT

Reg.

13.94

Baby Sitter

Comfortable

'5.47

Reg.

Ig
$284

18"x36"
p- Various designs
to choose from
Great for any room
in the house

FRAMED
PICTURES

BEAUTIFUL
ASSORTMENT

snag or tip over.

It serves as a walker, a jumper,
play or feeding tray. It will not

Hoola Coupe

$200'

441
1,41/
'

Special!

99;

•Large, soft and thirsty
•Stripes •Prints•Solids

BATH TOWEL ASST.

Flashes

12 Guaranteed

3 Cubes

FLASH
CUBES

G.E.

$374

Type 108

COLORPACK FILM

Polaroid

v Flare Leg

$488

Reg. $18.00

KNIT
SLACKS

•
`ifilif4,0411

MERRY CHRISTMAS FROM ROSES

Large 101x137
choose from colors,
Reg. '49.97
'Rust, avocado,
:brown, gold, red,
vid red-white-blue.

OVAL REVERSIBLE RUG

68'

Reg. 88'

14-oz
Lemon
v Herbal
,/ Balsam

WHITE
RAIN
SHAMPOO

50% Cotton

•Long Sleeve •Prints & Solids

50% Polyester

CASUAL WEAR SHIRTS

Made of non-breakable plastic.
Has vinyl covered pad and safety strap.
/

Safe,

Machine
Washable

v• Cuff Style

1' 100% Polyester
All Prints

$588

Reg. '8.88

FLARE-LEG
SLACKS

LADIES

* W.411 -1;.-ItrisR•

ANN Pa
NOW

•'a
LAY

$2.49 Elsewhere

CHIC

with Cord
$4.95 Elsewhere

____I

CHOICE

YOUR

Quantity Rights Reserved
Prices Good thru
While Quantities Last

$19 95 Elsewhere

Blue, Gold, Pink, or Green
Single Control
Full Size

ELECTRIC BLANKET

NORTHERN ELECTRIC

$9.95 Elsewhere

STYLING DRYER or COMB

MEN'S or LADIES

POPCORN
POPPER

MIRRO
4 Quart

$12.95 Elsewhere

$14.95 Elsewhere

3 Speed

White, Gold,
Avacodo

HAND MIXER

NOW

•els
LAY
AWAY

$11.95
Elsewhere

STEAM &
DRY
IRON

McGRAW EDISON

Assorted Colors

4

5%
$3.99
Elsewhere

Ages 2% -

No motor!

No batteries!

4y SLICE TOASTER

VAN WYCK

1
PEE WEE
ASSORTMENT

McGRAW EDISON

$1 93

4 Pound
$5.95 Elsewhere

FAVORITE GIFTS FOR MOM YOU CAN LAY AWAY

828.95
Elsewhere

2 Pound
$2.95 Elsewhere

KENNER

SINGLE
ELECTRIC
CANDLES
79c Elsewhere

FROM KUStb %low I

DEVON CHOCOLATES

MADE BY WHITMAN

DEVON

ELECTRIC
ANGEL TREE TOP

PROFESSIONAL
HAIR
DRYER

NORELCO

$2.99 Elsewhere

ELECTRIC
FIRE PLACE

Pastel Colors

69C Elsewhere

EXTENSION
CORDS

2 Pound
81.49 Elsewhere

FRUIT CAKE

MERRY CHRISTMAS

inn
—
MAYONN
AISE OR EMBASSY'—
.
...
—
NIBLEriORN ...
SALAD
FDRESS NG
1,06.1Iile KfOC)Pf
‘

III

- noun BLUE LAKE CUT

'GREEN BEANS

NM
MO
ilne
MP
=IR
MOM
EMI
MS
OM
SW
MIR
MR.
MO
MMI
NM
Rim
NM

412-0Z.$
CANS

C
1-LB. /19
CANS

In

Coupon

Women'

OLD MEDAL

III

IIICI

FLOUR

as▪ is
▪

n▪ o▪ w
MEI
OEM

RE▪ P
SIE1
•••▪••
md•
11•1
OEN

PLAIN OR
▪
▪ SELF-RISING

5-LB.
BAG

MEI

11•111
WITH THIS COUPON AND 1117.130 ADDITIONAL PUR CHASE, EXCLUDING TOBACCO 'AND FRESH OR
FROZEN MILK PRODUCTS IN TENNI AND IN ADOI•
TioN TO ANY OTHER PURCHASE REQUIREMENTS.
GOOD. THRU TUES., NOV. 27, LIMIT COME. SUIFJEcT
TO APPLICABLE TAXIES.

MR

WITH THIS COUPON THRU TuES NOV 27
LIMIT ONE SUBJECT TO APPLICABLE TAXES

4•10

D111111111111111111111111111111111

By
For
town 0

I SI:111111T

$118
rrE;iLs 909

Brisket Beef

U 5 GOVT GRADED CHOICE-BNLS

English Roast

US

GOVT GRADED CHOICE

Whole Rib Eye
LEAN

LB

'289
59'

CUBE
EAK
STAWl

;tz,!1!,9

or

FAMILY PAR OF
I BREAST
QUARTERS
LEG
QUA
3 WINGS
2 GIBLETS

PA K

FRES SHORE GREENLAND
8 OZ 69(
PKG
BONELESS i-ALM
TTSL O
Y RPAII:OO
RF
E

Turbot Dinners

FRESH
PICNIC-STYLE

PORK
ROAST

LB.

79

KW1CK KRISP

I SLICED
I BACON

5,
LB.
OZ
Ps
KG9
c

WILLIAMS

135

Pork Sausage

LB

SMOKED

Picnics

LB

BOLOGN
A
BY -THE

79'

KROGER
ALL BEEF

SERVE & SAVE I

Leg Quarters

LB

FRYER

Breast Quarters

LB

51

49C
L. 43C

Syrup

24-0Z.

RONCO

SAVE 4 WAYS
AT KROGER
KROGER JELLY
$1
Spaghetti

APPLE GRAPE OR CHERRY

n Pears

3

$CANS

1-LB
.0
41. CANS IV

POTATOES
89c
FROSTY ACRES

$1

fv)KROGER

12
ea
c
ORANGES OR
FLORIDA JUMBO JUICE

the
an
foil

12-0Z
CAN

KROGER WHIPPED

10-0Z.
PKG. MI
MEL-O-SOFT G1AN T

2

L2O4 43V7E.S

119c

Wh

00

VALUABLE COUPON

MAXWELL HOUSE
COFFEE
WITH THIS COUPON THRU

1 -LB.
BAG

TUES.. NOV
LIMIT ONE
SUBJECT To APPLICABLE TAXES
111,11, 44144441 4114144
/
1
4444441411.444 44I
••

•••

27

****** /t

tuc
De
tin
the

LUX SOAP
GOOD THRU TUBS NOV. 27. LIMIT ONE
SUBJECT TO APPLICABLE AAAAA
1•11 1 11
III
,,,,,,,,
I I 1111
441.111111

1(noger
l

COUNTRY STYLE

1 -LB

VALUABLE COUPON

LVS

OCEAN SPRAY JELLIED OR WHOLE

COUNTRY STYLE

113-0Z.
&PKGS.

vAstLiNr

INTENSIVE CARE

JUMBO BOUNTY
TOWELS

290

c\/>KROGER

r.oz
2 $1

111‘61 1

213-0Z

bo
ROLLS

,,,,,

.
.
1 14

gr
27

.14
kr
i
t

4411

WORTH 10' CASH

or A 12-0T. PKG.
WHEATIES

ki+rf

GOOD THEW TUES., NOV. 27. LIMIT ONE
SUBJECT TO APPLICADUE TAXES.
1114

I

II

II

1101,...

I

VIrOgtfl
4, •

11 II I

&SFruit
,11.1
Cocktail 3ags89Wcv)SCOPE
Hair Spray
CANS
,
t1ILLCREST
WORTH 25' CASH
24-0Z 086
Delicious Apples BAG 89' Sweet Corn
5
5iraMo
1.ASSweet
EARS 59`
uthwas
h
Pickles
alBTL
FRESH
(v)HOME PRIDE
<N,)JACK-O-LANTERN
MR. JUICY
KROGER COFFEE
•
•
3
29-OZ $ 1
s
aAlumin
um
Turnips
:
67L.451
6Cut
Foil
Yams
2
1
CANS
296 COUNTRY CLUB
LB
FOR
GREEN GIANT MEDIUM
R
HOLIDAY BRAND BULK PACK
,
yi
.weet
ags79
nach
Peas
3
EI
L B99(
4UP4s
894
Mixed Nuts
UVEG ALL MIXED
RtGER FRENCH STYLE
LB
796 Fruit Cake Mix
" WORTH 15' CASH ""
Vegetables 4arl. Si Green Beans SCANS
cv)KANDU
9
KROGER CRACKERS
KROGER INSTANT COFFEE
12-0Z
4SBleach
Sunny Crisp
GAL 35`
BOX 39
Wroqe'
TANGERINES
RED OR GOLD
RED POTATOES
, ,.e I ,,,,,,,,,,,,,,
,
PINK
OR
POTLIGHT
APPLES
LIQuilifi
DElisiENT
WORTH 20' CASH ""
PURCHASE
GOLDEN

FLORIDA, NEW CROP

Pr

- ,-.

.TOWARD THE PURCHASE

BTLS

9.4,A)JUST WONDERFUL

de

WITH THIS COUPON THRU TUES., NOV
LIMIT ONE.
SUBJECT TO APPLICABLE TAXES
ltmoer

•

Su
Ti

WORTH 20' CASH

TOWARD THE PURCHASE OF FOUR
5.5-02. BARS

cnkead
cAN589
3
21-LB 9'
n
Cranberry Sauce ct.AL NB 29 Rolls
96
LoTioN
FRENCliRiliRESSING
• „„
118 -T°1-Z

FOR 11

me

KROGER

• to

&Sweet Peas

111

4. TOP VALUE STAMPS
....the extra PLUS you get at Kroger,
along with all the above.

KROGER SLICED

3D01

at
Dec

8-0Z

KROGER

DRESSED

Stra
Jus
ann

3. WEEKLY SPECIALS
....Kroger's got 'em. These special buys
are made possible by market condition
and week to week basis.

110-OZ. $1
AdIPPKGS

BUY'

Cr

2. X-TRA BONUS BUYS
....These are special offers made possible
by manufacturer's allowances and
special purchases...look for the X in
our ads and in our stores.

KROGER Ai

2$Sweet 'Peas

BISCUITS
2.
8p 0GIS 25c
LB
KROGER MILD CHEDDAR

WHITNGECONMY

On

1, X-TRA LOW DISCOUNT PRICES
...Kroger maintains low levels of prices
on foods you buy the most, DAY-IN
and DAY-OUT.

OZ
JARS

49` Tiny Baby Limas1.°1:(°Gz. 31
45,
Margarine
uce
39` Grape Ji
Longhorn Cheese 10.0z 79' Topping
iv
Cream Cheese 1
37, Strawberries
)14.1e,
KROGER DONUTS SANDWICH BREAD

5 )
B
C $
1
99

TANGELOS

sTANWS
L.IPPYRIIIIMIN AS T 4SSP N

L.. A.

AVONDALE CRINKLE -CUT

BLUE BONNET

L.19:

TOP
VALUE

V ALa

PILLSBURY COUNTRY STYLE

Cheese Spread

-PIECE

EA

WITH THIS COUPON AND 17 10 PUP.
CHASE EXCLUDING TOSACCO (AND
OP FROZEN MILK PRODUCTS
e od T II 14 N .1 AND IN ADDITION TO ANY
OTHER PURCHASE REQUIREMENTS
13 LIMIT
GOOD T10P HRU TUBSNOV
.
ONE

foil
July,
"To
Prin
Churc
Breth
dersi
tone
Christ
neatly
us in
God,
otuin
Spirit
The
33

KROGER

a-0

PIZZA

10EXTRA •
TOP VALUE
STAMPS
..1‘

517-0Z $ 1
CANS
S1
LB
CANS

PLAIN, SUGAR. OR APPLE 'N SPICE

HAMBURGER
CHEESE
OR SAUSAGE
14-02

Presb

ft

59'
69
'

KROGER HOME-STYLE PIMENTO

WIENERS

FOX DELUXE

But

at Firs
o'clock
differe
that
Pres
was
charte
It a
census
ml
were 7
Pr
sad

EMBASSY PANCAKE OR BUTTER-FLAVOR

Kroger Corn
KROGER
Pumpkin

LB I

Turbot Fillets

BLEACH

VAC PAC

$119

L.79c

DRUMSTICKS

KROGER ZIPS
2 BOX ES

•EEF & HYDRATED
US GOVT
SOYA FLOUR MIX
GRADED CHOICE

KROGER

PURE X

FRYER
LB

.
L $128 Boiling Beef

TURKEY WINGS NECKS OR

49'

128

S GOVT GRADED CHOICE

Novem
day.

PLUS TOP VALUE STAMPS

BN S

U

the we

prices good thru Tues Nov. 27. Limit right reserved. Copyright 1973 - THE KROGER CO.

U.S. GOV'T. GRADED CHOICE"People's Choice"BEEF
CENTER-CUT
FAMILY PAK
BOSTON ROLL I
CHUCK STEAK
RIB STEAKS
ROAST

Memb

awl

QT.

—

p111111111111111111111111111111111

Nov. 24. Other

COMICS,

Deaths
TV Sect

EMI

WM
MN
MD
NM

Bakery Prices good thr u Sat

Dear A
Horosc
Er:Mori.]
Seen &
Sunciay
Sports
Classifi

$1

ed
of
so

3-La.

TOWARD THE PURCHASE OF A 2-LB. CAN
GOOD THRU TUES.. NOV. 27, LIMIT'ONE.
SUBJECT TO APPLICABLE TAXES.

III

•1

WASHINGTON STATE
FLORIDA ZIPPER -SKIN {
EXTRA FANCY

II

III

I

,,,,, III

TOWARD THE PURCHASE OF A 6-0Z JAR

U.S NO

I "A" SIZE

GOOD THRU TOES.. NOV 27. LIMIT ONE.
SUBJECT TO APPLICABLE TAXES
Jillyo,y.I ,,,,I it

(

9"

Z9$ 79

. BAG

I

_

..

4

si

COFFEE
$259 89c

'
1101

or A t -LB.
VILLAGE BAKERY FRUIT LOAF

TOWARD THE

GOOD THRU TUES.. Ncky. 27.LiMiT ONE.
.PIJPVIII-T T9 ARPI,ACAPIks
,
1111,
It 11t1lf
HI II

I,

fi
foouer
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